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ABSTRACT .

_Twelve United States Agency for International
Development (AID) education projects were evalupted between 1980 and
1981, Foue Were in ksia (Philippines, NePal, Thailand, Korea), two in
Africa (Kenya,lNigeria), four in Latin. America.. ( Colombia Brazilic
Paraguay, Ecuador) and two in the Near East (Jordan, Afghanistan).
The evaluatrions measured the extent to which_ selected,. completed,
AID- funded. projects achieves their goals, and the, extent to which
,these- projeets left a lasting imprint on the countries which, they
were implemented. Descriptions of the AID-funded programs;in 016 12
counfrieS are provided. The findings and .analyses presented are
suggestive, but not conclusive or definitive. They are presented
under, the following categories: (1) who benefitel .(2) impact on
institutions and 'institutional' practices ; -;(3) curriculum reform; (4)
spread effects; (5) unanticipated iMpact;. and {6) factorS- explaining
effectiveness and impact ,(political/social strife; culture and
commitment; economic conditions; financial, structural,. and
organizational constraints; agency/contractor petf orMance, and
-cul-turallatowite-dge-) :7Colictudisn-gth-al--: the 'mpacts of ATD edUcati on
projects. over the past 30 years has been prof °um; and widespread, the
report points to the importance of improved educational services as
they, .comtribute to, reducing bi rthrate, improving' health services,
increasing agricultural product and changing group and
individual attitudes. Two appendixes include the individual project
data sheets ,ands the proceedings of the education-sector impact .

.. evaluation conference' .where the findings were presented and
discussed. , Als'o included are a Short bibliography an seven tables.
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.Aver,,, the past -30 years the; Ag.ency,:- . International
Development-;VUD) ,has- been :a -biajor contribUtdr to thternational
educational development, AID has helped to establish. Vocal,
nationa L; and reg'iohkl institutions.: It as constructed
schools', helped-t6 'strengthen Minag:prialC,apabilitie's, 'donated
equipment, and :imtroduced Ce forms. that have -4prOfoundly changed
the ,Character of formal.-eiJuiraftion in Some coLintries, It has,
assisted both in erva.nding.:y6rollment 'And in'--461ving some of
the problems inati,..rertent1Pcreated' iqy that expansion._

while AID's -contr).bution has* beentsubst4.ntial, since the
0-=1970s its level of. ,cpmmitment-to edutiori spcEpr. has

ectined. precipitously Because one7,--third to onehalf of the.,
AID educatidn' acCO.untsasistance,,actually gods to 'educational
activitieSasSociated With sectors Qt to "special pro-
grams" not diredly related,: to host COttiqry educational prior

the ,reduction in support takes,. on even greater signifi-
Canc than irtight4Eirs' apPear-.' Asssistance o general format..
and nori.fotmal 1E2.duc'ation: systems in 1980 was half. the 1965*f-

These trends werel due -in -part to changeil-sectoral -and
regional emphases...and tO,increased budgetary strictures.
Steadily declining resdurces, coupled with growing sensitivity
to, the. magnitude_ and i'tnmed. of problems in -other sectors,
led to proposals to reduce or --eliminate educati-on as an area of
full-scale involvementi and, instead, ;t6, incorporate .education'
atld training assistance as components ,into projects and
,prOgrams in other -sectors. that were giVe-n higher priority, such
as agricUlture. '

A ,debate. arose within AID and its -.sometime parent.-organ7-
ization the international, DevetriPment'COoperation7 'Agency,
concerning the extent to which involvement in 'an eacation
sectbr,repeesented the best,. utilization,:of .limited foreign
assistance, funds. participants to the:,discusion-,fo';und that

_they, laCked 'crucial information 'Concerning the -overall impact;
and 'significance of AID's, past record in education ,support' as
evidence'for informed 'argument. In effort to establish
,whether paSt:e'duc.ation programs were successful and -what imp.bc
they had had, the ,Administrator requested in 1980 ,-that 'the

:.sectcir included Efisb,,, series o1-`,impact evaluations con7
-ducted by,kpls 'Office of Ev-pluatioh, -.Bureau for PrOgram and
-Policy Coordination;

The purpose of conducting the,se impact revaluations, then,:
wps tt..assess and clarify (1). the extend to %.which selected,
c6Mpleted, ,ALD-funded 'eduC'ation projects succeeded (or failed)
in achieving their goals.vsand '(2). the extent to which these'



projects left a' lasting spcial, economic, or institutional
imprint on' the countries or -locales in which they were ifflkie
menEed.' Conclusions based on, the findings would then provide
information necessary for AID to mike more informed choices
concerning future polidies and programs in the sector.

The'! 12 evaluations 'oCeducation projects on which this"
summary report ,is based were conducted between October 1980 and
October 1981. Projects were selected according to regional
location, the elapsed time since their completion:, the dive r-
si ty of their component paits, and their 'focus on particular-
sector aapects. The aim was to assemble findings from- a broad
,spectruM -of _types of educationAlesupport and from- a wide range.--,
of sociocultural Settings, ,to ptovide a Sample of AID .project

.-results both in scope and in geographic distribution. The
evaluations 'thus- include 'diScussions Of interventions that
cover a wide range of AID development activities: the foundirig
-of institutions and institutional processes. (for teaching,
administration,. planning, research, and 'textbook pkoduction);
-curriculum reform (pgimary, secondary, and ,post-secondary
-levels) ; distance teaching (radio and TV); -vocational- and
nonformal education for out-of-schdol adults; teacher training;
'construction and equipping of facilities; and third-country
training for'VrofesSional educators. Their cost in dollars.
-Obligated by AID is estimated at $241.8 million.

The evaluations also include projects in different- major
world .regions: four in Asia s(Philippines, Nepal, Thailand,
Korea); .two in Africa (Kenya, Nigeria); four in Latin America
(Colombia,_ Brazil; Paraguay, Ecuadot) ; and two in the Near Eas.t
(Jordan, Afghanistan).

FOur of thes'e_ (Colombia, Brazil, Etuador Afghanistan)
were "desk reviews," involving no, field work. The rest were
actual "impact" evaluations, involving three to fotir weeks' in,
the countrdes where ,eyoaluated projects were implemented. ,

Research teams consisted of -two to four professionals (AID,
direct hires and contractors) and typically included asocial
scientist familiar with the geographic area and an-education
specialist familiar with.the type of ,assistance proVided.. The
teams erriploy0 rapid 'assessment, research methods:
focused on gathering qualitative -data'-about project impacts
through 0.1aSerAtationa_and Ahtouigh-,_.both _structured and
open-ended interviews'with various categories of project par-
ticipantsparents, teachers, students, administratorsboth in
the ,field- and in the capital.

t.

The results of the evaluations demonstrate that the
histories,; of these projects provide cleat lessons for future .

education policies and programs.-
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The enduring effects of an education project-canhotbe
determined until a number of years have elapsed after the proj-
ect has. been launched,

Development of a= country's human resources is, a process
that takes a riumber, of years from the time resources are made.
available to the'time trained people are ready to use their
khowledge and skills. There is-nasimple relationship between
the number of buildings,, technicians, or commodities provided
and the durability of the eduCational programs:that ,receive
.assistance. .Not -meeting initial goals-is not ,a measure' of
failure, although it may appear to be during the project's.
lifetime. these-,studiest'showthat certain _elements.ot a proj-
ect may.continue long after-donor withdrawal and appear7-in:
retrospect--to be well-establishecl, despite apparent short,.
comings in" -project execution

2. AID education programs and projects made an important
contributibn to iricreasing and equalizing access to,educational
services.

AID has contributed substanlially to, building :and supply-
,ing schools in rural areas and-Ea increasing 'educational' serv-
foes for adults and young people' in. remote localities. AID
education projectsjncreased,opportunitieS. for -girls and women-
to enter school or to make, up for limited schooling through
honformal Programs. SoMe 6f: these projegts made up for the
present population's educational deficiis, through nonformal
.education prograMs: tthers assured more equitable, education
for future generations ,by extending the lormal.school system.
into isolated areasL.pnd opening it to women.

3. AID has had considerable success in training educa-
tional professionals and.supporting educational institutions in
developing countries. Its contributions to teacher-training.
have been most successful in places where job and career-
advancement opportunities and salary incentivessupported
training efforts.

Teacfets and-professional educators are most likely to
take appropriate.positions. in the field, of educatiOn when the
salary, structure and career ladder offer good incentives,
compared to thcAe' in other sectois.

In countries where salary and working conditions for
teachers are-poor, on the other hand,'it is impoggible-to
guarantee an adequate supply of-trained teachers, no matter how
good'the training program.. These studies demonstrate the need
to consider 'working conditions and incentives, as_well- as the
quality of training provided, in planning training programt' to
increase tke number of qualified teachers..



4. Careful prefeasibility studies and serious collabora-
tive planninct:withredipient comm'uniti'es are essential to the
success of projects that 'introduce tnnovatdves teaching methods

.

and curricula, especially. -in remote areas.

Strri.Culum reform, innovative teaching teqhniques,that
promise cost savings perstudent, or ,expansion of services to
remote 'areas sometimes hold: far. more appealjor-central govern=
ment officials than they do for the prospectiVe.beneficiaries,
.yet - their. success depends, on local communities' acceptance and
willing involVement.

F

Several reports point ,out the importance of ""selIing".the
project to ;the various groups., from government-officials to
loCal recipients whose support is required, and the need for
interactive collaboration at all. levels during4oroject execu-
tion. Continuity of staff.and management. on the donor aide,
from planning and design through the implementation period,
contributes to'the effectiveness of this process.

5._ To ensure continuity of' edUcation'pr.ograms AID. must
not only introduce cost-effective reforms but must determine
how ourrent `costs ` -are apportioned between central and regional
governments and local entities who will bear recurrent costs,
whether these costs are reasonable in 'light of the resources
available, and what will mOtivate payment of maintenance
expenses,

AID has-proved it can.deSign appropriatePcost-effeclive
educational programs' fOrAieveroping nations, buethese often
involve trade-offsin spending. Savingsolion tlachers Salaries,
for example, may need,to be redirected towardlproduction of
self-/instructional matetials,to achieve the planned results.

Recurrent costs sometimes fail. on local commianities, 'not
on the central education budget. If savings go-to one account,
and maintenance ts paid from another, there'is increased risk
that the program' will AeteriOrate after project support ceases.
If maintenance 'costs are usually- paid by localities rather than
by-the central gove'rnmerit, official assurances that the host
country will pick. up recurrent costs ,should be Weighed against
the,cinceritives communities will have to continue this.suppoit.

Education plaPnera_needlo examine_the_wider econOthic
context into which aproject,fits to determine .how- it will
respond to workforce needs and how it will advance economic
growth of the are.

The capacity,of the host country to absorb the, products` of
an education programschool graduates,, newly trained profes-

-s/onals, teachers, craftspeople, or the.likeintatthe national
or reg, ional economy is a crucial factor in ,determining whether

, .
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'that program will contitibute to 'economic growth and develop-
ment. Employment opportunities, for graduates, in tern, depend
on the present and -projected economic- development of public and
private sectors within the country and the workforce needs :.and
economic growth- of the.oider region, as well. Ethicational
planning thus needs to be tied to broader economic analysis-.

7. Good' coordination -among the hos Count y
the AID mission, the host. -country sponsoring in titUtionS, and
the AID contractor is an important facto/ i.n Pro\ect 'success.

This observation, is not unique to education \sector proj-
ects-. lever theles.s, teyeral --evaluation reports Ppint out prob
lems that arose because of conflicting task: assignments: and
poor communication 'between the various .Parties intOlvevd in an
education project.

- 8. AID should be
resources in areas in which it hopes to have se

The projects that achieved '-the most peryasiJe impact were
ones that received a substantial commitment of resources over -a'
loftg period--df AID should anticipated 'having only limited
impaC in countries in which its efforts are more restricted.
As r step, AID_ should formulate a long-range' plan.-to
serve "as a -blueprint for its continued, involvement-- in the
sector.

9 Careful consideration must be given to host country
policy and institutional,- culturali and'socioeconomic con-
straipts during initial phases of project design..

To be effective,, intended interventions must be designed
to circumvent the limitations of host country financial and
political resources and to accommodate surrounding cultural
realities.

This series of evaluations also raises some,_importan't
issues that cannot be resolved on the basis of these studies
alone.

1.' There, is often, pressure to expand the school system -in
developing- countries; even if it means providing education of
poorer guali-ty-.- The question to balance-such._ demands_-:-..._,_
with maintenance: of acceptable gUality in education is un-
resolved. AID has attempted to meet th'e problem by supporting
teacher training and by advocating curriculum reform and the
use of innovative or technologically addanced teaching methods.
According to the findings of these -studies, none' of these
approaches has hadbnblemishedirsticcess. These evaluatiorvS give
no clear indication _of how or to what extent quality., education
can be promoted in an expanding system. ,

S.



2:\ This series of e'valuations included- only tWo .examplesrof nonforMal educatioh projects. Both were judged remarkablysuccessful, -but, in fact only one was actually designed by AID.A more representative study of AID's record in nonformal educa,.tiOn projects -is' needed to supplement the observations of:4 thesereports concerning the ;;impact' or 'AID efforts in ,nonformal edu-cation.

.3.. These-: studie show a generally poor' performanct in'vocational, teChnical, and .agri4Itural -education projects,-with one notable exception. Mu: of this was due to the factthat most of the programs ,examined' gave -inadequate training forjob preparation and usually :offeted it to _s ruts who' aspiredto other types of careers. Further studies of work.- orientededucation -programs.' should be' made to .see if this a-generalpattern- or not., to examine other successful and unsuccessfulprograms, and to identify Variables - -that bear or the effective-ness of work-oriented- education, projects
'-' 4. Xhe),..evaluations,- by their scope and nature, only

-examined the effects -o'lf, AfD programs ori' educational insti-tutions in the host countries that received some-direbtassistance; they= did not study other already.-establishededucational 'institutions in those countries. that were notrecipients of AID 'supPor t. The indirect impact of AID edu-...
.cation ,.assistance on the entire range, of ,:educational insti.-.

. .
..

tutions and on educational planning in developing nations is amatter for further investigation.
5. ,Although all of the projects evaluated were at leastpartially Successful, it can be argued that the sample wasbiased in .favor 'of successful project. There is a, positiyeaspect to such a bias--the. studies offerimodels On which. ..tobase. future' planning--but. they cannot, be considered Nrepr4sen-tative. General' assessment of the degree .of MD's succes's ineducational interventions in developing- nations. is a topic forfurther study.

In February 198.2, evaluation .c*,nclusions were presentedbefore an AID .education conference held In Marriottsville,Maryland. .gepresentatives from .AID/Washington, AID missions,other donors, and hdst Country- mini'stries-reviewed,the evalua-.tions and discussed:their implications for ,future educationpolicies and programs. Participants' .discussions are recordedin a separate, Conference Proceeding-in Appendix B of this_sector. report.
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NNTEP Northern Nigeria aaher;Education Project

pPC/E Bureau or Program and Policy Coordination, Office
of Evaluation

Rural Education Development ProjecREDP

SEAMEO Southeast Asian Ministers of Education-Organization
.

technical assistance
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PPii ng the`ast quarter century, ucati. on developing
'countries eerib-c aracterize impressive increases in.

School' enrollments; at all level's of the., uqation system. I
1915 primary. sahool entollmentwas rep, i-ineS . larger than, 3.
was in 1950- sedondary. enrollment was If ive ..and a half times
largier., Viand .tertiary = enrollment was six times larger than in
1950.. total expenditure_ on education'.-,among- develOping coun-
tries rose from 2.4' percent of theirs collectiiie-..GNP in-:1,960 to
4.0 percent in 197'.6... ,,Clearly; tiRese countries have demon-
strated'7a: strong and continuing' commitment to raising- the leve
f...)edudation of their' ,peoOles.s.'

A variety of educational-problems,' have emerged in the -14ak,-40.
of-;this ,expanslion. Unable provide-, koinancial support to bot
expansion maintenance quality;-, developing countries .have

.chosen to: emphasize' quantity quality. Thus, while primary.
Schools may now exist in -the ,most remote areas, the quality' of
edUcatiOn,s is often very' poor. At the primary level particu-.

drppout, and repetition rates tend to be high.
'Physital-facilities ,at all tlevels are :Often badly-overcrowded,
inadequately equipped, or nOnexistent . Teacher s frequently
poorly trained and rely :on outmoded or-irrelevant curricula and
teachin g: techniques._ Man&gerial' capabilities to plan;..
ment :administer, and ,assess..-;educational systems : deveioPil4
countries e are, often deficient:. :There continues to 'be a: strik-
ing -.maidtstribut-ion of edudation services by tegion.
status,,, and Seg.:: Finally, because of, wor14--populatOn growth,
despite the 'expansion in enrollments, 'the;number:.,.:of Children
aged six to eleven who were not in sc400l actually ,grew by
ele4en million between. 1960 and 1975,-)

Over the past 30 years, AID h been a major Contributor
to international educational development..' The Agency: has
helped,. to establish :local, ,national, and regional institutions.
It -has constructed schools:, helped to strengthen managerial
capabilitieS.;' donated equipment, and intrOduced reforms that
have profoundly changed the character of formal education in

World Bank, Education. Sector Working Plper 1974,
Bank, Education Sector Policy 'Paper, 1980, L.17

2World Bank, World. Development Report, 19801 p. 46

3Education Sector Policy Paper, p. 106

World



some countries. It has assisted both. in expanding enrollment
and in solving some of the problems inadvertently created by
that exponion:

\
While_ the contribution has been substantial, there has

been since mid-1970 a precipitous deOlins in AID' s 'level
commitment to the sector. Technical assiistance fell from about
$336 million for the period 1960-1965 to -about $234. million for
the period 1971-1976. doinstant, 1970 dollars, thiS repre--
sents, a' drop of 55 percent betwesn-1960: and.1976. Loans under
went a comparable, a though'less severe reduction of 46 percent
between 1965 and_ 1976. (see Table '1) .

Table t. Technical Assistance and Loans Obligated to
Education Sector by AID, 1960-1976

(in millions of actual and constant 1970 dollars-)

1160 1965' 1966-1970 1971 -1976
Categoryt Actual Constant Actual' Constant ,Actual Constant

Technical
ASaistance 336V 399, 288 234

166 12'7

1 Annual consumer price indices were recalpulate into averagevalues, for periods 1960-1965, 1966-19701 and 1976
(1970=100) RecalcUlations indicate that during 960-1965, ths
average purchasing power of the dollar was .18.8% 'higher than in
1970. During 1966-1970; the dollar's average. purchasing power
was 9.3%- higher than in 1970. During 1911-71976, the dollar's
average purcha-sing powsr fell 23.1% below that in 1970., Thesepercentage . valuss were applied to actual obligation amounts, toarrive. at the-constant amounts in 1970 dollars.
Sources:, Fred Hirsch' and JOhri G_ oldthorpe (eds.) , The Political

Economy of Inflation, (Martin Robertson & Co., ;ltd.,
1978), p. 10.

_.

--OECD-,---RepOrtbyfh-eS-eareCaTy
Present Problem, Annex ,.1970, P

Inflation: The
59.

Francis J..Method, AID Assistance to Education: A.
Retrospective Study, Appendix_ A 1981.



These trends were due in, part to..changed secto.ral and
regional -emphases = and to increased budget strictures.' Steadily
declining resources coupled with -growing sensitivity. to the
magnatudp, and immediacy of

,

problems in other sectors, led to
proposals to reduce or -eliihinate education as an area of full-
scale ',involvement and, instead, tancorporate education, and
training ,assistance as 'compOnen . into projects and program's

other 'sectors that were give her riority such ase
agriculture.

debate arose- within-AID and its, sometime: parent organ-,
ization, the International Development Cooperation Agency,_,.

concerning the eXtent-tO--Which ,involvement in an --education
sector ;'represented the best utilizsation of:-.1imited-foreigh
assistance funds. -. Participants thediscugsion.''.founclf..they
lacked-Crucial information '':concerning the overall..,impact 'and.

sign 3f icance° of''ALD1s---past record in. education --suppor t: as

`infpflTied' arg.umeat. an effort to establish
educatiOn -spcces,pful.-- and what-. impact

A mnist.rator requested,. in 1j980' that -:the
.'he seriesserie of impact evaluations con-

f f.ice -.Of Evalitatin BIUr'eau. for program
(PPC/E)

evidenCe for
whether past
they had h

sector be inc u
.ducted by the ,Agency
and. Policy Coordinatio

J
Mbre specifically, e purpose conducting, these' impact

evaluations was (1) ,.. to .assess and clarify .the. extent/ to which.

selected, completed AID-fundededUcation projects left a. last-

ing positive sockali economic; or institutional imprint` upon
the country .or locales in -which, they were Implemented; (2) t

.suggest. possible-explanations for . the extent and type Of
imprint. made; and (3) to t"rticulate .some lessons, based on
analyses of evaluation finding4 -that.'might, be ,useful for
designing deveLopment programs. These evaluation reports would
thus provide information necessary for AID, in making more
informed choices concerning future policies, and programs in the
sector-.

. 'Approach

The 12 evaltions of education projects on which t is
summary report isi.a\lObaseci were conducted between ;October 160 and

_October 1981 by the Studies Division of the Office of Ev,alua-.
tion of PPC. The Office of Evaluation, in consultation with

the Agency's Coordinating Committee. on..Education,. originally

.
selected seven past AID-financed projects for -on-site impact



.

evauattc:ins and two projects for esk review."! .Later, aneighth project directly 'finanqed by the (Canadian) Interna-
'Development: Research: Center (IDRC) was added. This was

a: project carr iedo out-'under the -aegis of the -Southeast .Asian-
Ministers EducatiOn _OrganizatiOn (SgAMEO) WhiCh. AIDass ited . Ind addition,, the Bureau for ,Latin Amer ica,and -thq

ari-bbean (LAC)s, 'undertook desit:..rev ews of past edUcation prO7
grams in Brazil and -Colombia 'both whIch are discussed -in-this report.

NY.

*tiProjects .were sele led. according .to regional -location,
elapsesi- time since ,..their completion, the -diversity of ,their
component parts, and their' focUs.on .particuiar- sector' aspects
(primary., `.vocational,: and nonformal .educatiOnv teacher train-
in9:r: and AnfrastrUattirer.-. aim .'was to assemble -finding.s
from a brbad spectrum.-of -types'-off educatiOnal. Support and from,
a wi 3et range' of 'sociocultUral-.settingsi to provide a sample of.:
AID, project .results,:both scope_ and-in geograPillc 'diStr

The'Ampact's,evaluations thus include- projects 'ranging
from -b.road. program support ,and assistance, through

'construction and -commodity `suppOrt,-.cUrriculuid. reform,- and
innovative- small-rS cale p-ilot projects. They. also -includeproj-
ects in the different MajOr world -..regions: Asia; two
in Afri at four in Latin, America- .andtwo in the 'Near East:

Education 'impact evaluations were undertaken. as short
one-Month-field. studkes. The'. research, 'teams consisted of two
to four professi-onals (AID direct hires.- and, contractors) andtypically included a social scientist familiar with the geo.,-graphic area, , and, an- education specialist familiar- with- thetype of assistance given. A preliminary review of project *
documenkation and other .available outside studies pertinent to _

the project and to development of the project area preceded thefield research. ,The teams' employed rapid assessment-_ research
methods: field trips focused on gathering qualitative.data
.about ,projec t .impacts /through on-site observations and througtv
both structured and cipen-ended interviews with various -cate-gories of project participants-i-parents, teachers, students,
administrators--both in the field And 'in the capital. The
teams, were not equipped to. undertake quantitative surveys,
although they reviewed and incorporated any relev.ant survey
findings that were available.

-The- impact---- evalu ;a -tion -teams -were- instructed =to traveh, to-the original project sites. and tolinvestigate the following./ N7

.9questions:

4A. desk review is done in AID/Washington. Ili is a coherent
summary- of pfoject description and .performance based on exist-

,ing documents and recordS.



Was the project/program effective (i.e.,
successfully achieve stated objectives)e?

What was the social impact on the surrounding
community, ?.

4 What' Was the economic impact
community?

5. What was the impa __on host
practices 'and procedures?

Are, there: lessons tó , be learned
future AID projects?.

The two desk reviews conducted 'in PPC/E. for Ecuador and.
Aghantstap attempt. to provide, as far_ as pos'sible, the same
types of information in the same 'formq't impact evalua-
tion reports' The two prepared by the, LAC Bureau (Bratzil,
Colombia) cover similar categories of data but differ in' organ-
ization and emph-asis, focusing .more implementation and less
on, long-term impact. All the desk reviews, of necessity, are
methodologically different from the impact evaluations, since
they are,,; based, on relevant literature and AID documents Cur-
rently available in-,the United States, supplemented by ;inter-
views '..conducted in the United States, These sources 'prbvide,
at best, only limited information on long-term or indirect
impaCt.

In conclusion, the 41'ilpact evaluations on which this sector
review is based represent, a focused probe of AID' past ,in-.
Volvement in the education sector. They examine a selected
fraction:of the education, activities in which AID has been
inyblved. -There are gaps, of course; none examines the edu-7
cation components w#ich .often make up' major portion§ of proj-
ects and programs in other sectors, for _instance. 'Still.; 'these

'microstudies of-- the enduring effects of past' projects investi
gate the-causal links between -project results and the social',
economic, and political'context in which eachproject was;
conceived and iMplemented. They also.'trade substquent his-
torical developments, that have affected the course and present

--impact-of-each-project-.

I ecent years, other studies-have reviewed the
directions AID planners have taken -in. supporting educatioh



'assistanc,e,5 the actual allocation of education assistant
.funds and the distribution of projects by area Viand by type,
intervention,6 and they effectiveness and long-range 'econolvtc.impactct of educationali !mprovement on development. ,This sries

impatt,e;Aaluations 'does not replicate these broad-based.
studies but %complements and builds on them. By concentrating
on a ,small;Afcarefully Seleeted= number_ Of education projects,
these _studi s explore the effects of contextual conditiOns 6n .

the success of projects not- only -during a project's .lifetime
but !also- with regard" to its lohg-range contribution, to economic
and social-- development. ..In spite of 4ifferences.in each team's
approach>, ,these impact evaluation miCrostudies support and .
illuminate the findings of other, more general surveys.
Despite the .variety .of-'the programs and projects reviewed,
teams; reached,,similar conCluSions abobt the success of the
activities',e.vaivated ,and about the lessons to be drawn' from ,-

them.

The lessons these ..evluations offer can help,planners, to
identify vriaiDles that have a',bearing both on the 'chances for

onesuccess of.ya particular :project 'in a particulak setting and
t.h. kinds of results.:that_car be :anticipated. Their findings
Suggest that the stbry, Of 'AID development work in education is
an imporeant one',that deserves to be told and is worth a closer-
look.

.Summary- of Project rnterventions
, t

The twelve projects and ,programs reviewed -in_ this sector
report are listed:in Table 2. -Table 3 summarizes .th,e type,slof,
eaucatiorial intervention involved in each of-,-the prolects

Activities in Nepal, .Afgbanistan,'Jordatt-,--pataguay,.
and''Colombia involVed:broad support for country-wide.,

5See the 4gency,for International .Development, Investments in
Education in Developing Countries: The-Role for t4.ID,
(Washington., D. C.: AID,. 1982)
6 See AID Assistance to EducationiARetospectire
(Washington, D. C. Creative Associates, 1980).

-rnternation.4: Comparisory, '1973; and Degelopment Ass tancey

,7See., as.examples,:yorld Bank., Education Sector Review,.1980;

Assistance Committee (DAC) Report, (Paris, 1980).

.. . .

G. Psacharopoulos and K. Hinchliffe, Returns to Education: An

Committee, .kid for Human Resources Development: -R view of:.
Situation and-Possible Subjects for Further Work, 6 v-elopment



able 2. Education Projects- and Prograins Evaluated

Name of Project
YeArs of

Implementatidn

Dollars
Obligated
(millions)

Education Sector Loans

Education Sector ,pioans
(1-v)

Technical' Assistance
Supporting Activity
gricultural Education

Field Project Assistance
COlkmercial Departments
Supplemental English Library
Teacher Education-
Industrial Education
Khadouri Agricultural School
Bedouin Education
Expanded Educati9nal.

Facilities
Burn' In Research, Development.

Education
Bir Zeit College
Ar'ab Development Society
Cons*uction and Equipment

Sahools
Constructions and Equipment

Teachers 'Colleges
F-tural'Training Centers
Ags.kcultural.Education

Demonstration'Laboratory
Facilities

Agricultural Extension
Department

Agricultural Research an
Development

Ag-r-lculitural Research
Facilities

Vocational Secondary, Schools
Development Administrativ

Training
Faculty of -Agr iculture

(University, of Jordan)



cont.)

Dollars
Years 'of-. 06144ated-COuritrc Name of,Project Implementation (Millions)

Jordan School. Construction I
(-cont.). Development -Administration

Training II
School .Construction II
Vocational Training
VilIage;Developthent '1
Village Development- II
Village- Development III

Nepal Educational Activities
Teacher Training and

Related. Activities
Educationl.Development
Education .and-Training
Primaq4 Education
Teacher Treining/Higher

Education
Education .Materials

Development
Primary and Teacher.
Training

Teacher and Technical
Education

Teachers and Materials
Utilization. and Development

Afghanistan Primary Teacher Education
,Emergency Tea.cher Education,
Secondary Teacher Edu-cation
English Language Education
Math/Scidnce Lyc*e
.Sub-Project

PriMary Curritulum and
Textbook Sub-PrOject

K-orta -arem-entaty-2Middre -SdhooI
Pilot Project

Thailand( Mobile Trade Training.
Units

Paraguay .- ural Education Development,
Project

1972-1.98g

1966-197.2, 7.3

1970-1476.



Table-2. Education Projects and Programs Evaluated (cont.).
r

COuntry'
:Years of ,

DoI4.-arS'
Obligated,

Niger Via- Northern Nigeria 'reacher
Education 1967 =1969 2.7

Ecuador Commint ty. Education!,
Nonformal Education 1972-'1976 1.

Philippine Project IMPACT .1934-1980 *

Ke'nya \Radio Correspondence
\gc3ucation -1967-1971'

Total

Total Obligated by AID $24,1;

* Village-development projects; were not education projects per
.se but are included-here be6ause they contain major- school
building compohents- which' the- projects evaluations 'show to be
among the critical components of, -the village ..develOpment
program 'in the Jordap Valley.

** Amount provided by -the-iCanadian International Development
Research Center (IDRC .

9



Table 3".
I

Type of Intervention in Evaluated Education Projects

TA/Ed NFE/Pormal Profes- _ Ag./Sei.-
,Construct. Inno,v_.-= Currie.: Elemen,-' sional Teacher TechnicalCountry Equipmt.. tution ration Re :form tary Ed. Training Training -Education,

.7

Brazil

-Colombia

Jordan

Nepal

Afghanistan

Korea

Thailand

Paraguay

Nigeria

Ecuador

Philippines

Kenya



educetion. programs, although the impact evaluation for Paraguay
focused on more "specific subprojects.- The prOjectS reviewed in
Nigeria, Korea, Kepya, Thailand, Philippines, and Ecuador were
more tocused trctivities. Activi,ties, of the programs*,or proj-
ects studied included school construction; commodity support;
institutional, support; curriculum reform; -teaching innovations;,
system expansion; educati..o.n; vocational/technical/
agricultural training;*and training of teachers, profeSs011s,
and administratorg

AID began educational 'assistance to- Nepal in 1954, when
its educational system was embryonic. AID projects focused* on
teacher 'training at various levels; and curricultim development
for primary and vocational secondary schools. 'AID. supported a
center for text production and distribution, and assisted in
developBhg research and planning capacity within_t_heMinistry
Of Education (MOE). AID assistance cnt,inued. for 20 years.

i In Afq_hanistan AID provided assista, e between 1954- and
1977.. This was pritharily. directed -tOwar teacher training,
,both in teacher training-Xchools, and at the University' of. .

University'
Kabul, where it helped to-establish a Faculty of 'Education.
AID also suPported curriculum development and text book* pro-
duction, including. the preparation. of English language teaching
materials.

Beginning in 1952 and lasting through the 19.60s, U.S.
assistance to education in - .Jordan stresseli teacher training,
agricultural educetion, vocational/ technical training, and
expansion of facilities in rural areas.; AID also trained larg
numbers of ,educators; many of them in U.S. school's.. From the
early 1970s to the present, AID's 'activities shave,. focused_on
administrative training ,and ._improving university faculty.
Since Jordan remains strongly committed to system expansion,
AID has also continued assistance to school construction, most
recently in the Jordan Valley.

The Korea prbject (1972-1980) provided, some assistance to
an already planneci Korean Educational Development Institute
(KEDI) by supportilng its first Major- project, a .revision of the
elementary and middle school .curricula and 'reforms in _teaching,
methodology that included self-instruction *methods and use_se of
different media .in,the classroom., AID provided commodities for
stud idi__con_str_uc_t_ion.., equipment and training for _media
speCialists.

In /Kenya, AID provided Support (196771971) fore building a
broadcAting studio_ and_materials production cl.nter- and funded
training of media' specialists for '`a ,radio/correspondence pro-
gram aimed-at upgrading, the education of teachers, particularly
in remote areas, who had not completed secondary school.



AID provided broad educational assistarice to Thailand, but
the evaluation team" on a review of the Mobile.
Trade Training School (MTTS) -project -1966-1972)' -which, brought
work-skills training to rural villages in-Thairand. The pro-
grirt was conceived as a way, of stabilizing the, population of
these areas both politically and economically. _AID's main,
contribution was in commodities,; provision.

The Philippines project, Project IMP s Win= initkative
of the research and development branch of 0.,; which had
received asome AID assistance. The project self wa's begun
with Canadian donor funding in 1974. The project atterqpted to
introduce programmed learning and self-instruction techniques
in elernentary'Schools in order to improve both the quality of
instruction and its cost-effectiveness. Donor. funding> ended in.
1980, and the project, is still not fully accepted by recipient
communities, although the ,present graduates appear to 1-be well
prepared for secondary school.

The Ecuador project 1972-76) brought a nonformal
literacy/numeracy program to remote 'rural communities. The
pilot project team engaged rural residents in a collaborative
effort, training community members As teachers and leaders and
taking A flexible approach to content and methods as theteam'
awareness of community needs grew.--"At the end of the project
period, when the Government of Ecuador assumed responsibility
for t'he activity, trained Ecuadorean educators >with a much, more
traditional orientation_ took over much of ~the _training., and
community -based initiatives were no longer V encouraged.

.Paraguay also received broad support -(1970-1976) for its
educational program from AID, but =the evalruation team concen-.
trated on examining the Regional. Education. Centers (REC) and
pilo, rural sChools built and equipped with AID funds. Both
the RECs and =the pilot schools were using revised curricula
introduced under the Rural= Education Development PrOject
1REDP). Though not examined ;by' the evaluation tearri, other
Components of the REDP indluded construction of tite national
Superior Institute of Education; extensive training for
teachers administrators, and community leaders' in the revised
curricula; and 'technical assistance .for the MOE in preparing
the revised curricula.

In Brazil, AID provided assistance (1969-1975) for school
construction, equipment, books, and training for teachers and
administrators.

In 'Colombia,. AID provided assistance (1969-1975) for
ikchoof and university construction equipment, books, cu'r-
riculum reform, and training of teachers, administrators, and
government -off icials.



In Nigeria, the Northern Nigeria Teacher Edueatioist PrOject
(NNTEP) (1967-1969) strengthened the Institute of Education --at'.
Ahmadu Bello pniversity, provided tutors to works in Teacher
Traiining Colleges in the North.,- and provided technical assist-
ance to the MOE for Northerri Nigeria. Ins,, connection with.,these
.activities, a_ number of Nigerian educatorfwere sent to the
University of Wisconsin to pursue degrees in, education. - The
project was also supposed to prepare revised curricula and
texts for the schools, an activity that Suffered partly from .

the overambitiousness of *the project as a whole and partly, from
, .disruptions that culminated in civil war in th North.

.-
Thit selection covers ,a- wide range of AID 'development

activities over the last 30"years: the founOing of institu-
tiorls and =institutional processes"(fdr- teactiing, -adMinistra-,
tion, -,,planning, research, and textbook prodUctidn);' curriculum

ireforff (primary, secondary, 'and post.-sec.onfary levels) ; -dis-
'tance teachirtg (radio and 'TV) ; .-voCational and nonforma1_, edu-
.cation for obt-bf -school adults; teacher teaining; construction
and equipping of facilities;..and third-country .,training for,.
professional educatort. Their cost in:dollars' Obligated b,
is estimated gat $241.8::million (see = Table .:2)

The impactsevaluations and* desk reviews of these. activ
ities represent a Substantial" investment of .time, and effort o
the part of both-AID personnel and'-contractors, findings's
and conclusions as summarized in this sector ,,report provided
one source of 'information for the joint PPC/Africa Bureau, s'

Educalion Conference held in February 1982; The 'conference
provided a forum where professionals from within ALD, other
donort, and.host country ministries could review and discuss
these findings. As the proceed ings report (see ree Appendix_ B

pmakes clear, conference articipants were charged with. the' task
of analyzing findings, then ,drawing 'lessons and i- mplications
f?r similar future projects as well at for, donor policy con-
cerning education sector assistance.

Ii. IMPACT EVALUATIONS,: FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

This section. discusses the, findings of the eight education
sector impact evaluations and the four\desk reviews ins:terms of
t'heir effectiyeness, their social and economic impact, and _

other issues pertinent to edUcational development-. As indi-
cated in, ,the Introduction,. effectiveness, refers, to the degree
to which-ttated project objectives were achieved.' These objec-
tives,,,,,,_whi_le_var.i.ed, _can_be.,..roughly_scategor_i zed_under_thsre.e_
principal headings: curriculum reform, establishment of
institutions and institutional practices, and increased access.
These categories-are not ,intended . to be mutually exclusive, nor,
are they always singled out for specific analysis in 'this



Social ands economic .impa fers to'-the \-
had on varipus types- % of 'benefit s

cemmUn tits s in
issues inCI e-qtLieS':,tiOns
projects, their, spread' 'e
repercuSsio

programs.
which they s4er1

re jcability
ftects., -and their

cts -p.tojectt: h ve
cioeco,nomic

we '.the

plethented. Other
of educa.tion
political

hete:,ar.e,:'suggestive,,
Small -number :projects: :reviewed and
the evaluation:- methods used preclude
'verthelets,,, the lresillts 'Of. these -eva

s and iS#Ues. that-Merit -further,

the subjec-
definitive
luations
re careful

'Without dO u bt riga) zs.chooa-aged: 'c dre-n compose t
argest grOCp of a+nd: secondary neficiaries. .Con-,

strUc,ti.on classrooms in the, rural e.,-poorer
regions of Paraguay,' Brazil:, arid Colombia-made schooling more
.accessible to rural chi.ldren,-* and may have 'icoritributed- :to a
Significant increase in school attendance. The addition' of
other- elements -(iteacher training, instructional materials,
institution-buildi.ng.,-,etc..) may., also have belped. taise:attend7
ance:jevels4.-- and, may.,have, contributed ,to qualitatiVe.,,improve-
(Rents We..,cannot ,more def-initely'attribute .increased

, school attendance (or any other within7school -changes)..to AID..
project ,actiVities, with any degree.of- assurance, Oven the
,inVolverncrit soCoiher' fetbr.s--in. the causal' process: In a few
instance:6'2; tiowevers, the *claim-of atribution is clearly more
'plausible 'than in**others.

F_ or. example, AID was variously the only donor and the
ajor, 46nor in Nepal's education sector between 1954. and 1975.

Given Nepalis small size,, AID's $19 million contr-ibution during
that period, can only be described as massive, accounting for as
much, as two-thirds of the MOE budget. The-quantitative gains
are impressive indeed: The increase in the.numbers of ,primary
schools,- 'primary school students, and primary teachers. came
close to 100Npercent between 1951' and 1979'. The prilsary stu-
dent enrollmerit ratio was less.'tlian 1 percent in195110k By
1979, it was 77 percent. There was a. sharp increase in female
enrollment as well. In 1951 it was not customary for 'girls' to
attend school, and:,'no. figures were collected for female. enroll-
ment; but the nuiber was almost certain clo -to-zero: By
1979, the -female enrollment' ratio

_1Y s.e

at 'the primary level had
risen to 24 percent (see Table 4). As the 'major, donor to
Nepal's_ education sector during' those years, AID.caril rightly
.claim some credit for having made these aChievements, possible.,



TaOle 4. Numbers of Primary; IchOols Primary
and Primary Teac ers in Nepal, 1951 an

ents

Pr intaryu Schools 321
Primary School Students 8,505
Primary Teachers .640

(97%)
(99%)
'97%)

id to Nepal wenty Year Beginnin
project Impact Evaluation -Report No.

Korea represents another. case -: which certain effects' of,,/
-AID=tunded'-pr9leCt.,are'reiatively,cleak:.' Elementary

e-.Schaol ,Project, theough:the KoreapEducational Devel
me Institute -MEDI), of fort that,Was to:culm-
na te in, total revamping-of the Korean :;system of sch piing,
At 'the- heart of this 'effort was- the introduction 'o Aching/
1earning:tednnjq4s ,gr010'-01Y14g nd critica-1-
,thinking-7notions. :a110 to, traditional: Korean-.'e'ducation Data
from text- tryo'uts involving "samples -Pe'r,lipental- and control
schools :show :that the. P14-riculat 'ch'sing,S:inrod4c*I 'by DI
significantly raised achievement ieve ;among Korean ,

children- Isee- Table 5)-

Comparison 'of' ,lementat
.AchiOr.ement-'ScorOs',,""by,Subject,',,,KEDI,,:and'

(no.' ,:of, 'student -231,, 5671:,,) ,

Avekage
/

p

verage Achievement Score
KEDI Conventional

erence Percentage
Scores Improvement

Source Korea Elementar -Middle School ot Project,
Evaluation Spec al Study, No ppendix° E.

4
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Of particular interest was the surprising improvement in
- score's among -students outside major urban centers.- ,Urban

students had traditionally outperformed their- nonUrban counter-
parts. The. KEDT, reforms enabled' students from small towns and
rural areas to''more closely :appoximate 'achievement levels- in
urban- areas (see Table 6). 2- If-

rs

;t

Table, 6., Compari-son'f.of.,U.rbin-fand Rural, s ;ementary udents'
Achievement .Scgres, inA1.1 Subjects, KEDI and

Conventional
(no. of students =231,567)

Average -Achievemerit''-Scores Differende. Percentage
xgpr- Conventional .- in Scores Improvement

Large 79
Small own- 8-3.6
Rural 76.5

70. --. 9,,L3' .. 13
67': 1.5.=7 2

.:.:64,.91`'-.

,.,,,

... .
11.-6 18

Source: Korea .Elementary-Middle' School Pilot 1Zeol'ec-t,
Evaluation Secia1 Study No. 5, Appendix:. E.

.

Anecdotal evidence from the Paraguay impact', evaluatioil .
,. (-- ..-,. ,report suggests s.,iglikar effects. Tea;c1ter.s,-., noted:to evaluation

..,

N' team members that the new cur.ricula evoked greater stkident..
interest and led to better,:,academit_perfOrmanceand sabOol.
retention rates. ConstrUctioni,,elements'ofAlgDP1a4 also 'have
contributed to :improved Student 'a.t.tendarice and = achieVement .

,

'., Before REDP, children who. were -expected to do farmwork; who did
not have adequate --clothing-,,for inclementiWeather;,Or'''who "'could
not afford the-:costs Of= transportatioii were,Oftenfunable

-\k travel the:long-distances:to. available".schOols,...'and_thus.--
attended trregularly,or not at all. Local informants rioted to

.(evaluation 'team members t- at ctcat-r-Uqt.ion,of' rural' schools
.

. under this- project made schooling more accessible to such
. .children. ''

)
In Nepal 'teachers tell of student attitudinal and

behavioral changes .resulting from the added emphasis on health
and sanitation in the reformed curricula. As the 'evaluation
team goes on to explain, this strong impact of schooling on
attitude and behavior is a.well7recognized uniVersalphenome-,
non, and is not exclusive to Nepal. Research in many parts of
the world clearly demonstrates that .expbsure to- schooling, is
strongly related to such fattors=.as greater, farm productivity,:
improved sense of control over one's environment, reduced

29
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fertili y in women, and lowet mor
_among children. rt

4

Elsewhere/ rural adults aIso benefited. Thai and,
-apout 80,000 low-incoMe rural 'adults: with little formal school-'
sing were trained -in job- related skills under the MTTS -project
between 1966 and 1972. Today, graduates-of MTTS piograms are
employed, by the thousabds. In -a .number' of cases, -former std
en ts ve become sdccessful, entrepreneurs owning ,small bus-

Inesses and/or venturing into new consumer markets.: When ,one
considers t*e- economic role of -indiYiduals within 'the extended
Thai :familyv, of this employment is even-more

.Men`fully appreciated. ,Me and
.

women acquired skills that per-
:mitted them to supplement family income through off- farm or at-
home employment, and thus fulfill a- strongly felt sense ofAt
obligation to promote the economic welfare of the faMily

Under the Nonformal Education Project, pobr ,rdral.Ecuador-
eans successfully ,mastered the communication end- negotiAtion'

skills 1,n tWed to'. bolster their: self 7helP. - In
Pat'aguay Np-constructed- classrooms_ were being used nightly by
rural adultsJearning, to read and write: In ,KenYa. the corres7
pondence CourSe (CCU). under its-expanded programming, was
able to ProVide additional Schooling oPportunities to .rural
adUlts who wpre. otherwise too far away frommainlY urban secon
dary school qFAcilitis,'

In general, he evaluation reports concluded that some AID
projects/programsprovided a variety of learning opportunities
for tural-adultsf-,,T.in literacy, secondary Schoolingk vocational'
training, and self 'help skill's.

Partsicipant trainees and other professionals benefited
from the Mighet level training provided both = outside and within
the host countries. 1;!ased'onimpact evaluation report figures,
we can conservatively estimate that the training providedunder-
the 12 projects reviewedLbenefited at least 200,000 people
,directly. and al:16dt two million indirectly. Thodsands-.of
teachers received Pre- and in-service training to improve
teaching skills and -acquire additional qualifications. Besides
the projects such as those in Niger ia. and Kenya, whose focus
was teacher training, projects .in ParAguay, ,Nepal, Korea,
Jordab, Brazil, 'dolombia, ;and Afghanistan provided extensive
training- _oppartunities_thraughout- these countries for bath
teacher,s and administrators.

The Nigeria impadt eYaluation team argued that teacher
training e activities have a "multiplier or' cascade :effect, y,.

because the students involved go on to impart knowledge to
other students. Their figures indicate that between 3,600-
5,000 student-teachers were, directly influenced by project
staff. Extrapolating from. their initial figures, they go on to



estimate that some 180,000 to 900,000 primary school students
may have been 'indirectly affected by the project efforts in
teacher training. In Brazil; about- 60,000 .teachers and. admin-
istrators received additiOnal professional' training under AID
:Projects dating from 1952 to 1972. 'In Afghanistan, ail esti-=
mated 10,000 teachers received in-serVice training as a result
of an outreach. program (1955-1967) under an AID Project

Participants receiving graduate-level train 9 in the
United States or third Countries returned home to sititns of
substantial managerial or technical responsibil.ity. Many now
Wield considerable influence over policies and pract ces notonly in, the education sector but in other sectors as well.

In Jordan for example, upper echelons.2of2gover ment
agencies and the-.pr44te sector- are staffed with ;may profes-
sionals who receive their 'degrees. from the kmerica Univer
sity, a Beirut; or in the United 'States.: Out of 15-p rticipantstrained under the Nigeria NNTEP, four have becorne s ate-perman-ent ,secretaries,, while five are heads of MOE- Inspect rates'
Three 'others have positions -in a tiorthern university: as, dir
tor; 'dean, Or department Chairman; and three are :principal
secondary or post-secondary'schools. Of the 31 Thai profes-
sionals trained -abroad:under the MTTS project; 30 remain em,-
ployecd in higher, -level 'managerial jobs in the MOE.

Based on the foregoing discussio and -data from*Table 7,
several points become, Clear. First, nefits were distributed
across a:fairly *wide sspectrum of the duca.ted and uneducated'
including: disadvankaged,groups-such the r:urale poor and
women. There also! app9ar fo be.-some icortelation between t
size (in ,funds obligated)"' of the 'prOject/program and the vari-
ety of groups who benefited'. The Philippines' ,Project IMPACT,
one of the .stallest projects to be impleMented, may have had an
impact on a single2benetiCiary group only-rural school.
children. Meanwhile, the 'largest programs reviewed (in 'Brazil.
Colombia, Jordan, Afghanistan, and Nepal) appear- to have4had
the greatest --number of benefiting groups. Three of these
(Jordan, Afghanistan, and Nepal) are..also among the longest
lived 'AID7assisted edation programs,, with histories extendinggc
over a 20- to 30-yearrperiod. Apparently, project/program size
and years of operation' can have an effect on the number of
gridups who 'benefit.,

. .

In addition to reported impact on students and 4duicatipn
professionals, there is some anecdotal evidence of impact on -
host country :communities. In paraguay,., the evaLuation.team
noted a continuing commitment, to schools built, under. the.
REDP. communities, donated land and labor for the
schools' construction.' In every case, original buildings show
evidence of regular maintenance and , improvements' (shrublRery,
fences, electrical wiring, sidewalks, furniture, etc) prOvided
by contrib'uted



Table 7. Groups Beneifiting, from A1D-Supported
ducation Projects/Programs

Rural,
Sthooi, Rural. minis,

Country ChildrenAdults omen Teachers rators
.,,

..,

artic-
ipant
rainees

Brazil
COlombia -

Jordan
Alghanistan
Nepal

-Thailand
Paraguay
Nigeria-
Ecuador
Philippines
Kenya

x

ReaCtions,- to IMPACT schooling -among, .concerned
pacents,,,have been -mixed. 'The, more common reaction- was that
IMPACT served, best the .interests.'of the brighteSt youngsEees,.
Who -Could work on their -own and who wpre most likely to-:have
the self -assurance_ to teach -their peers. IMPACT- was-viewed 'as
serving less well the interests -o,1 the 'average -:Stlident-,- who, it
'-waS felt, needed the regular guidance, of an :adult, teacher ,with-
in a 'conventional framework.' Futthermore whatever ,parental
support existed. initially appears to be eroding. :1;'Tfiere has
been a precipitous decline in 'enrollment at the oldeet:experi.,-
mental sites. Many parents have removed their childreh'from
the schools,. them:to. private institutions. According
to teachers, this has left only youngsters from the Poorest
families at the IMPACT schOols. Thefre is now increasing,
pressures from par nts for a return to conventional schooling.

B. Impact on 1ns'titutions and Institutional Practices'

In almost every -case, projects/programs either estab-'
lished, or alteredo: in. a significant- way, institutions and
institutional practices.' All evaluation' teams reported that
,established:4ristItutions are still in operation, despite what
appears in: sorrte. cases to be'considexable strest from surround-
ing circumstances.
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In Korea, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay.;, Nigeria, and Nepali
,projects/programs ikelped, create whole sections of goyernment
`education: ,bureaucracies at .both- local .4d. national: 4ls.1
Education planning, data collection and analysis., textbook
production, research,- and policy form0,ation.,2became significant
areas of government administratiop.-,- in-large

. part because of
AID .projects.

nti 1970, for -example Brazil had no formalized proCe--
dure for educatiOn planning at...-ei-the federal or state levels.
%Between 1970;.and 1974,1 under the auspices .of AID assistance
federal and State education secretariats established their
first planning iibr.ii.ts and :submitted their 'first formal sector
plans'. Planning and plann'ing units have since become well-
established institutionalidnechanisms in all of Brazil's' federa
'and state educatio' secret-ai-ts

One 'seemingly unqualified ''success story_ appears to be
the firm establishment of KEPI :one :.Of- the.world's largest e-.
search organizations. DI is Korea's offiicial national !agency
for edUcation.policy research.- Following' the Korean War,
'the entlie edudation system und went `a series of systematic
reforms intended to create the skilled manpower called for by
the nation's' blueprint for economic irecovery. As a part of
this continuing ;reform effort,' KEPI developed a new instruc-
tional system for elementary grades, 'which was introduced.'
nationwide in-.1982. To assist its efforts, KEDI has the
nation's largest repositori for .research -information from
international sources. In addition KEDI .produces struc-
tional;:programs for both radio an and assists ;the ,MOE i
planning-and determining. policy. It is_Jiell. supPorted by a
large; highly trainedstaff; sophisticated fapilities, and a
generous budget. It may well exert more influence ovtr the

rcourse of lowe education in Korea than does any singre educa-
-tional intitutionwithin any other country.

11n Paraguay, the'Regional EduCation Centers -are doing
well, .having. indeed become the model teaching and administra-
tion centers originally ,planned, by-projpct 'detigners. Their
facilities 'are. comprehensfve-.. They incbrporate not only pri-
mary and secondary schools', but also teacher training insti-
tutes and regional administration offices. They have the

equipment, and staff 'to offer a wide rangg of'.", non-
academic. coursework,- from vocational subjects tossuch enrich-
ment subjects as photograpify -.arts n crafts, and dancing .

In addition, they provide in-service training for teachers
and, administratort; .serve as between teachers'-groups,'
research organizations,- and 'government agenciesi and-provide an
array. of consultant expertise to ass,ist local education offices
in all regions. Constructed 'schools are being fullY .utilized
by--two shifts of students (average class size: 40) during the



day, and adult l iteracY classes at. night. Staff and communi-
ties have-made impr,ovemekes in all the schools, from adding
furniture and:playground equiPment,, to building on' tO an exist-

.
ing plant and.-inStalling ter .pump.

ElseWhere, established institutions continue to function!
. despite. ,very:Iimited,:,,resources `"arid-othe related sector prob-

. ems. In',Nepal!: the Educational, Materia ls Organ.ization, esta
liShed under -t...rie..Equcati:on:Development.Psojec7t to produce
inst6Ctional- materials, his now the. Curriculum Textbook,
and Supervision Development -Center of the MOE. This Center
and another successor 'organization, Janak EducationMaterialS
Center, are responsible for preparing, and distributing instu
'tional mater ials. for Nepal ! s schools:: .Together,, they have
successfully :established- a functioning system for textbook
writing, produo iton: and'-distribution, ..Tart of the ,success`;
however, is due to continuing support from UNICEF, Wkich pro-
-vides' the paper.' necessary fOr priking -,teies- in sufficient. num-
bers. Without, that support, is --doubtful that either organi-
zation could afford-

support,
ford- to produce bookS in such-, quantitie7 and /or

to cont nue distributing them ees of charge to younger
students,

6

`n some ountries, educaion system infrastuctures- were
also strengt ned by the creation of semi-autonorrIQUS, Univer-
si tr-aff ikiated, and/or wholly private agencies that do re-
search, recommend policy, teach, .and*produce a wide range of
teaching/learning materials.

In Nigeria the semi- autonomous Inst
esdtablished'-tb develop curricula, teac'hi
teaching techniques'_ -and todo research.
and the division of the North into six s
assumed the added responsibility of forg
sensus on examinations and curricula .in
has done this 'job remarkably-well; despi
fugal forces of its social milieu.

itute of Education was
ng 'materials, and
After th' Civil War
tates, the Institute
ing a regional con-
teacher training. It
to the strong centri-

One objective of the Institute was to improve the quality
of teacher education and, ultimately, the quality of teachers'
-classroom performance. Since the adoption of universal pribarY
education in 1976 and the. Inevitable pressures to turn `out more
teachers, this emphasis on quality has been replaced by one on
quantity. Increases in. the numbers of teacher :training college
-gradaa tes-kave-been-f-al-1-owed-by--a-dect ine-i-n-cert-iftca-tion---------
examination pass:rates. Other factors, such as automatic
promotions; the lack of incentives; and low salaries, also
detract from the emphasis on quality. Despite these problems
the institute has continued '` the 'curriculum reform effort begun
under the NNTEP, and is about to publish revised teaching
materials first written under Project auspices 12-years ago.,,



The Institute of Ed_ucation is today a major influentialforce' in teacher education. As teacher training colleges grow ;
in nut they continue to reflect' a philosophy.of education
fir' introduced through, the NNTEP and noW,disseminated by the
Institute. 4

f.In Thailand,. MTTS programs-are in> great mand and provi
tskills training 000 a year. ortunately,
current financial support is, barely- ,eno:ugh, to maintain opera-
tions for so large. number. Budgotary cnstraints prealude
replacing' aging plant and equipment, much of whic,h has been i
constant use:since 1966. Maintenance has therefoFe become- a'
chronic probleM. Metinwhile-1. s-tudents,.often get- ins'ufficiere'.
practice because costly tools and expendable Materials are
either in short supply or unaVailable, ands classroOm ,exposure
time has been reduced.

The Xenyta Ccv-, whe . established i:nstitution, is no
the thr ivigg :institution.was (Jur in,grthe prolect one
time, -the ROE 'automatiCally promoted-'any primary'schooi teacher
who - satisfactory 'completed j'cert,ifiCatiOn,'requirements, thus.
encouragippg,..large numbers uncertified and Minimally certi-
fied- teachers to enroll' in radio-dorrespondenCe courses.- When
the MOE rtsclindeci this p91icy, enr011ment plummetted from a
high of 10,, 00:0° in 1969 to' 47:6 in-- . penied: financial sup
port---:from tuition payments- and the sale of course m:aterials,
CCU operations detertOratedlbadly. Enrolled students nowplain that requests for :information are not ansWeredi - lessons
are not corrected 'and returned promptly, and 'tutors .no longermake visits. R The impact` v luation team :rePorted thdt many
respondents" spoke of as though i.t were defunct, not
realizing that it was-still functioning.

Never theless CCU has shown remarkable- resilienty and anadaptability that probably entureS its continued, survival. It
has introduced;Courses- leading-toward the secondarY'school
certificte, prepared radio lessons ..and: correspondence courses
for teachers. of, illiterate adults, and is- preparing a training
program to improve teachers' clasroom, effectiness and com-
mand of academic' subjectS.-' Furthermore, officils and educa-,
tors alike argue -that- distance tga.ching by radio can satisfy
rising public demand- for.''acces' Mt a -tiMe..when Kenya's troubled_
economj precludes increasing, allocations the educationbudget.'

In the Philippines Project IMPACT successfully demon-
strated that the number of -teachers and the salary costs could
be substantially_ reduced without loss of quality by using pro-grammed leaening materials which students could follow inde-
pendently of direct supervision. By the time of the impact
evaluation (September 1981), there had been a 60 percent reduc-
tion in the number of teachers at IMPACT schools and a 50



percents reduction per-student costs. Research studies and
nationally administered achevement tests show that these
savings were 'achieved without -loss in academic quality. The
system appears to have had the additional, benefit of, producing
a more self-motivated' and self -aSsured student than would
.normally be produced by traditional System.

Realized savings, however, accrue ,to e national Ministr
of Education and Culture (MEC) not to 'the local IMPACT
schools. Since- the- withdrawal of donbr. support in 1979, the
schools have had no, regular .source of funding and have been
hard pressed to maintain-the IMPACT Program,. The reSult' has
been a seriotiS depletion .in supplies Viand ''a .;!eterioration in the
facilities, whicif are an integral ,part of the IMPACT approach.
This has 'led in turn to declining support for IMPACT schooling
among prOressignal educatOrs, at the oldest experimental Sites.
Locl.1 area teachers and administrators argue that =while the
IMPACT approach has merit, it cannot be sustained* without an,adequate supply of the necessary support items that distinguish-
it ,frOm.more conventional approaches., As long as these, schools
fail, t6' obtain More sustained financial support from..the MEC,
their ability to maintain the IMPACT> syStemwill doubt.

Meanwhile, a plan to expand IMPACT to other schools is
temporarily stalleddue to the unavailability of funds to e cover
conversion costs, This .current situation, -however may Well
change with the infusiOn of a $100 million 'World Bank loan
intended to improve prilmary education throughout the Philip-
pines. According to MEC officials, an unspecified amount will
go to IMPACT schOols. '

. Curriculum Reform,'

The one major area where some of the-country, prbjects/
programs proved less stffective was cuiricUlum reform. In

.Paraguay-, Nigeria, Nepal, and Afghanistan, project advisors and
counterparts introduCIO new teaching materials; wrpte stpdent
texts' and teacher guides; created primary, secondary, and
teacher training curricula in a wide-tange of' subjects; and-
provided the structure and 8ubstanpe, for training: teachers in

,the use of nontraditiokal teaching techniques. Ixklevery case,
t-_one_purpose_. tor the c_ux_ricu.1_a_Aefor,m_was_to_....promote_a_systPm....of._.,

learning that would be more practical, more efficient, and more.
effective than the traditional system.

In Paraguay about '10 percent of primary schools and 10
percen't of secondary- schools actually use their new curricula.
ElseWhere,' the evidence suggests little .or no utilization,
either of the new curricula- or the new teaching techniques In
Nepal and Nigeria, the rote memorization so characteristic of
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traditional formal schooling continues to prevail; and in
Nepal, particularly, the quality of instruction remains-very
poor. In Afghanistan, indications are that Soviet advisors
have now introduced their own pedagogical notions to curriculum
development, which, in all likelihood do not use either the
approaches or the professional expertise associated with the

project.

Spread-Effec s

In geneeal spread effects -appear to be ,modest and, in
some instanctiv,soinewhat tentative - The techniques used inx the
cuador Nonformal Education Project to teach communication
skills IlaVe spread to areas beyond the original sites. within
Ecuador.': Sirkilar techniques are also being applied .in Ghana
Guatemala, Swaziland:, Thailand, and Indonesi in par because
of their. success in Ecuador.

he -Korean Educational Development Institute has ecome. a.
model reseaTch and data bank institUte, d is viSited
profesSional educators from all over the world

The Kenya CCU- *mode f distance teaching..has-been adopted
by a, number of countries in Africa and -Asia and.CCU staff, mem-
ipers 'regularly, Serve as' .donsultants trainers in similar
efforts in other 'parts of the world.

Ideas, originating roject IMPACT in the Philfppines ar
now being tested in Jamaica and Liberia, and may be tested in
Bart4ladesh.

In Thailand, the MTTS 'system has been incorporated into a
much larger, more inclusive Life-long Education Center (LEC)
system that goes beyond teaching employableiskills. to include
instruction fora those wanting to pursue purely -avocational or
personal enrichmerlt interests., Together, these systemS provide
training to 50,000 adult Thais each year.

Occasionally, project activities appeared at first to have_
little potential for replication, only to become widely
accepted over a longer period bf time. 'Home economics instruc-

__tion,for_example,.--was a not- lly---accept-edwhenintroeuced to
Jordanian schools by AID in the11950s yet it is now a regular
feature of school curricula for*.both boys and girls.

Other
The communi
school) agr
appeared or
elsewhere,

innovations, have had little or no read effect.
ty college, parent-teacher associa ions, and (lower
ibultural and vocational education have either dis-
do not appear to be widely accepted. As discussed
curriculum reform also falls In this category.



Impact evaluation* reports dismiss three possible explana-
.tions for the' failure of innovative ideps to spread. 1) .Some

ideas were inconsistent',with prevailing' cultural perceptiohs.
In Jordan., for example,- there was-,,n6 'tradition of parent par-
ticipatipri- in decision=making processes regardng school
matters. In -Nepal, the lower status' of vocational education
nd the close identification of academic AschoOling with covete
hite collar employment .discourage any avid pursuit kills
training among primary secondary 'students. 2)

the vocational ucation curricula introduced by-U technical
advisors required:- equipment and mater ials far beyond the f inan-cial means of a poor country to ,support on a regular basis.
..The same explanation' applies -to the e limited spread effect of
the Paraguay and Nige'ia curriculum reform efforts.. While the
curricula improved efficiency, they also required -an investment
in equipment., materials, and training. which neither country, was
willing to sustain. 3) The relatively low priority that the
national government in Jordan placed on agriculture. contributed;
to, the failure to successfully rePlicate agricultur education,
programs.

Unanticipated Impact

Impact evaluation reports mention few, but significant',
cases of unanticipated impact. The Faculty <of Education estab-
lished at Kabul University under the Elementary and Secondary
.Education Project-was not well-accepted by other, faculties.
Its students did not enjoy 'the same high status and favored
access to government positiovg'"accorded to students of other
facUlties. Isolated from the rest of the University and beset
by student unrest, the Faculty of Education was abolished
following the termination:of U.S. technical and financial
assistance.

As previously discussed, CCU courses in Kenya enabled'
large numbers of teachers to increase their qualifications,- and
precipitated * financial crisis that forced the MOE to stop
rewarding upgraded teachers with automatic salary increases.
This abrupt change caused CCU enrollment to decline drastic-
ally, sand greatly reduced the amount .it collected in fees,
thereby crippling distance teaching operations.-

What'Factoxs Explain Effectiveness' and Impact'

In most cases, relative impact appears to have been More
frequently a function of conditions internal to the' host Coun-
try rather than a function of AID or contractor performance.
Some of )these. conditions are discussed below.-
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Social Strife

In. Nigeria, civil r and the subsequent ceatiorr:of. six
,states in the North drastically-delayed implementation and ledfirst to a, redpction. in scppe and ttien to ..complete termination
of all projedt activities. 'MOE staff members- Were' disbursed
over esi.x state gEs, while the Institute of Education was
forced to take on. he role of a regional. service organ-ization.
The process of Selecting ILS. technicians' was _upset, and the
number,,of- contract, staff was sharply reduced. The ,number of
-*teacher training colleges to be _as,sis,ted ,was:_reduced.from. sevento four . The number ,of, tJ.S. teachers recruited :Was'2 reduce,
from '30 to 19; .Sincethe number of U.S'..technicians vas..
reduced,-' the curriculum reform-*effort also had to be :,reduced .
he civil war- also led AID to shift its -support _away from local:
'institutions (Such' as teacher *training colleges)- ',that 'Might
undermine the growth of natfonal integration, thus bringing: theprolect toa; premature ding.

The Soviet invasion Afgha'n'istan almost certainly cu
short any actual or potential impact the Elementary an
SeCondary Education Project might have had. A good many,
interventions were, in operation at the time of the invasion.,
While' this is speculation,' it-is entirely possible that' given
time and less political turmoil, these interventions might have

/had significant social,' economic, and institutional impact.

the project was highly effec--
tive as long as i remained, a relative.ly small; experimental
effort sustained b a capable dedicated Ecuadorean and Univer-
sity of Massachusetts staff. Once the experiment became an
expanded effort under control of the MEC, a -qualitative dif-
ference occurred in the nature of the project. Original
implementors had mad

i

e a 'deliberate effort to involve rural
Ecuadoreans (the intended beneficiaries) in all operations.
Later, under presstf5e from,certified adult education teachersti
provincial directors of education, *and procedural requirements

,

of the formal syst rural Ecuadoreans lost their participa-
tory functionstand the.p_roject
which intended beneficiaries took part in planning and imple-
mentation: Certified teachers were outsiders to the rural corn-
munities to which they were assigned, and had neither the,

,

peisonal interest nor the commitment of the local people they
had replaced. Meanwhile, control over operations passed from

,' the communities to provincial directors who were unfamiliar
with lOcal conditions. Together these developments contributed
to a decline in, the former high levels of enthusiaSm and per=-,
formance.



In a dition, there was "a chronic' shortage-of. teaching
materials - While 'lack of resources and' technical know-how were
partly to blame, inertia, poor organization, and the lower
status of nonformal educAtion with the MEC also',,serioUsly,
impaired materials product-tcm and lowered, project effective-
ness. -Recent inquiry, however, stggestse that the Government o
Ecuador remains committed to project goals and ,id currently
using an alternative organizational approach to solve these'
problems. With AID support, an autonomous National Institute
for Campesirto Training has been 'formed to improve, the nonforma
education offerings of ministries and private organiza ions.,

In Korea, successful implementation and impact were in
'part due to',the traditional respect with 'which Koreans regard
education, -along with the strong, widely held 'belief_ that
economic recovery from the Korean War depended on a well-
educated and well-trained workforce. Reconstruction of an
eduCation system severely crippled by war became hational
Priority during the 1950s as the Republic' of Korea Government
Set about the task 'ek-f building schools, establishing institu-
tions, training teachers, and, producing teaching materials.
the same time, the country entered va eperiode 9f extraorAnary
economic growth which, many Korean' leaders believed, could be
sustained only by effecting fundamental reforms in the ,way
yOung people were being educated. Such reforms' would, if
successful, ensure 'a supply of the kinds- of skilled' manpower
necessary, to fuel an',expanding and increasingly cOmplex non
agricultural economy. The commitment to instituted reforms has
been and continues to be impressive. ,Throughout the 1960s and
1970s the amount spent on education varied between '18 percent
and 19., percent of the national budget. That fgur ,expected
to rise to 22-25 epercent by .1986.

In Jordan, a strong commitment to education einforced b
recent historical experience,. is believed to havel ontributed
to the successf4 impleinentation and impact of the AID
prOgram. The Palestinians of Jordan's West Bank, long known'
for their strong belief in and respect for education, were
reduced to the status of homeless refugees by the 1948 war.
Faced with the need to meet strong,' politicized demands from
bbth East and West.Bank populations, the Government of Jordan,:
shortly, th-ereafter. established a unified system of education
intended to serve the entire Kingdom. Through intervening
years of political strife, war, and social dislocation, demand'
and commitment have remained, high. According to some
respondents interviewed by'the evaluation team, demand for
education remains high.,in part because of the traumatic loss/of
land- and- -p-roperty-through Pa-les-ttn-i-ans-- rook-

on education as a portable tool that cannot be taken away and
that can ensure' survivalwhenall else has been lost.
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Education is highly prized in the Philippines as well.
However irremb-er-s- -discove-re-clttar-Ftripi-nt
parents hady expectations about. 'how the education
system ought to; -teach their young.. The failure of, the IMPACT
system to take firmfrodt suggests that-there is a imitation on
the degree to which 'a novel - -pedagogy can Violate these expecta-
tions. Central. to these expectationS was the belief in a
structured system of success ive ..classes and grades each
associated with corresponding levels of .increasingly difficult-
curricula. Also_ central to these expectations was the belief
that such a structured system required the presence of a
professionally trained teacher in the classroom, to -provide
sustained guidance to the young' as they-progressed- from one
grade to2the.n.ext-. The IMPACT a roach; with it's. emphasis on

ai

peer group .teaching, .17ndepen-d-ent tudy, and ungraded classes,
, violated these-expectatio arouse e feelings, of ., .. .anxiety among, parents abo adequacy of the 'education. their.

children' were -.receiving .

Economic Conditions

- hn Brazil, inflation so, undermined construction se -ements
Of the Northeast -ElementarY Education Project that only 20
perCent, of originally Ianned claSsrooms,'' normal sch6Ols, andls

teacher -train centers were ever constructed.

or he project did not .rea
emonstrated cost-effectiveness. Unforese

oWed-ithe:Kor_eari Government to devO
cation and to pay, less attention tos-cost-
cost-effectiveness- receded in importance u
a working objective.

ective-,
creases i

f and* to,,edu--
ctors.

ceased tCr'be.

In Colombia, disburteme.nt of proj.ect funds: was .shqrply
curtailed. as part..of a -government effort,to curb inflation.
This slowed imPlementation to thepoint_ that schedules ,could no
longer: 'be met 'and an entire vocational educat'zion .element of the
project had to be eliminated.

Financial Structural, and Organizational Constraints

ww 3 In iffifeTia, a --PYraguay, the relative ineffective-
ness of curriculum reform can be traced to a number of Causeg
one of which was simply the fact that necessary materials and
equipment were -never available in sufficient .quantities.
Inevitably, curriculum reform inyolved increased and improved
teaching, aids, which neither thekprojects nor the host govern-
ments were prepared to supply in \the amounts orb for the lengths
of time required.
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. tiOn, and work required by the_new curricula adtaaching tech-
were offered no incentives for the addition 1. skill, imagina-- .

In n-all three coutriesc teacher's were very poorly paid and
'-\

.. ,7',niques. In Paraguay, teacher salaries are bel9w those of
unskilled laborers. The evaluation team discovered lett- ...,

Paraguayan cotrimunities often supplement their teacher sal- .....

aries to provide them -with- a living ,wage..- The teaml-strongly-strongly.
_t ..;.,,....

argues in its report that unless the Government' of .Paraguay
raises teachers' salaries.. the country will experience a con-

-..0
tirkuing severe shortage Of -.education professionals, -as increas-
ing numbers of them move out of the teaching profession. . . s

In Nepal and Nigeria, automatic promotions, heavy pressure
on' examkaatian,

practice-:':Of,"p*trOnage- teacher.'",';.-
trid.tiVati.On:::.to-,;,:':c7460.'.c-lasSrOo:M':',60:tiiii,i:Olt:"

lc-

5. Agency/Contractor Performance and Cultural Knowledge'

- . .....,

In Afghanistan, AID. and contractor performance (along with
. internal conditions) lowered the effectiveness of some subproj-

,

-e.c..ts-. Deteriorating relations between AID and the contractor
(Teacher's College, 'Columbia University) 'led AID/Washington to
reduce project funding'. Budget cuts were so. severe as to force
'a premature end to some activities (Math/Sci nce, Lycee Sub-
project) and .a -slow-down of operations in ot ers (Primary
Curriculum -and. Textbook Subproject). Furthermore, though

_

advisors made strenuous efforts to implement activities in a
timely fashion, their numbers, were often too few and their

-ting too meager- for so complexcom?rehension of the cultural s
and difficult a task.

III. CONCLUS-ION.5-

The impact of AID education projects and -'programs over the
past 30, -years has been profound and widespread: Institutions
established with help from AID have proved remarkably .durable.-.
Most continue to function; a. few have become influential.
sources of leadership in fhe field- of education. AID'S edu-
cation sector activities have provided higher education to
thousands., Mariy..,of Vitibit are no .policy-makers at national and
regional levels, both in .education, and in other, fielda: AID '
has also been instrumental in extending 'access- to education to
areas whose ,remoteness and poverty would ottlwiSe have been a

barrier to participation in 'national develop nt.

The general research literature on educational development
indicates that improved educational services contribute to

t

SSW
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reducing the birthrate, improving_h_ealth.l.p.r.actice 4:- easing
agricultural productivityland changing individual and roup
attitudes about -self-direction. i'to

This series of studies'has- provided,illustrations of these
accomplishmer&s. While ,these 12 studies do not provide a bal-
anced picture of -AID.' s contributien*: to world educational devel-
opment, they are suggestive of ,the wide variety- An the _forms of
assistance AID has provided to help ,solve education problems.

This section of the,rev.iew'-ofedUcation sector impact 4"
evaluations- discusses the btoader- lessons learned from the
series of studies- Some Of tbese- lessons- are mentioned' -.1!

,LJEIReat
earil-reports77-Thery-a-re supporTed

y 'the observations on limitations to projest,effectiveness:and,
the nature ofe project impacts 'reviewed in SeCtion II. This

section7a1P0 identifies unresolved issues on which the studies
f fer suggestive evidence but no clear conclusions.

A

1. The enduring effects of anleducation project cannot be
determined- until a number of years have elapsed. after the proj-
ect has > been launched.

Develo ment of a. country's human resodrces is a process
at take *number of years from the time resources are made

available to the time trained 'people- are ready, to suset. their
:

oWledge and skills. Education projectslof ten involve build-
ing buildings: :providing commodities: or Supplying' -technical
assistance for educational innovations A number of the proi-
ects studied demonstrate that there is no simple relationship
between the numbers of bu.ldings or technicians provtded and-
the durability of the educational ro ams that receive assist-
ance. Not meeting initial goals measure. of failime,
although it may appear to be; during the Project's lifetime.
These studies show t at 'certain elements.Of a Project maY con-
tinue long after donor withdrawal an appear--.-in retrospect--to
be well-established, despite apparent shortcomings in project
execution.

2. AID education programs and ?rojects made an. importsantl
colaributi-on-to-Inc do educational
services.

AID as contributed substantial 1 g and suPplY-
ing Schools in rural` areas and to increasing educational serv-
ices for adults and young people in remote localities. AID
education projects increased opportunities for girls and women
to enter school or to make 'up for limited schooling

e through



nonformal ,psograms. Some, of these projeCts made up for the,
present ,popalatidn's educational deficit's through nonformal
education:programs. Others assured more equittble..e.ducatibn
for future generations. by extending the forrdal:'school system
into isolated areas and opening to.womem

3. AID has had conslderable success in trdining Arica-
tional profetsionalsandsupporting educational institutions in
developing countries. Its -contributions, to teacher training
have been,most- successful in placeS-'where Apb and -career;
advancement opportunities and 'salary incentives .supported
training efforts.

Teachers and profesional 'educators are most likely to
take appropriate positiofis in the field of education- when the
salary structure- and career.' ladder offer-good .incenti'ves,
compared to those in other sectors.

In countries where salary and working conditions . for
teachers are poor, on -the. other hand, it is: impossible. to
guarantee an adequate- ,supply of. trained teachers, no..matter how
90.0471 the trattning 'program.' These ,studies demonstrate the nee'
to consider .-wor,king conditions and incentives; as well as the
quality of train'ing provided, 'planning training 'programs to
increase the number of qualified' teachers.

.

4. Careful preteasibility studies' and serious collabora-
tive plamhing with recipient communities are 'essential to the
success' of projects that,introduce innovative teaching methods
and curricula, 'especia'lly in remote areas.

Curriculum reform, innovative teaching techniques that
promise cost' savings, per student or expansion of services to
remote areas 'sometimes hold far more appeal for cenral govern-
ment officials than they do for the prospeci.ive beneficiaries,
yet their success -depends. on local communities' acceptance and
willing involvement., Prefeasibility studies need to address
the following issues:

Local attitudes toward' schools and schooling, and the
potential sources of local support for a proposed
project

Cultural concepts
in the classroom

of the teaCher s and student s roles

,preparation time teachers need for using the'.
tent program and for the proposed innervations

ogistic .prOblems in ensuring a reliable supply of
required texts and educational support materials



.Several reports point out the importance of "selling" the
project to the 'various grouPs, from government officials to
local recipients whose support- it required, and the need for
interactive collaboration. at all levels during project execu-
tion. Continuity of staff and management on the donpr side,
from planning and-des'ign throUgh the iMplementation 'period,
contribUtes. to the effectiveness of this process.

5. To ensure continuity of education programs AID mus
not only introduce cost-effective reforms but. must determine
how current costa are apportioned between central and >regional
governments Viand local entities who will' bear recurrent' costs,
whether these costs are reasonable in light of the resources
available and what will motivate

AID. has proved it Can esign'appropria e cost-effective
ucational programs'.for:developiing-'natiOns t-.tfiese often:.

involve tradeoffs',in -.spending .,-. :Savings on teachers:' salara.eilf,
for.,:example, -,.:mify :need to be redirected, towardSpro UctiOn,of
telf'-i-nttructional -material's to achiev.,e,ttie planned' resulself - instructional

, .
-,.

Recurrent costs. .sometimes fall on:,: local. communities,- nc
he central; educatiOn 'budget savings go' .to one `accountand maintenance is, paid-frpik artoher, there -is increased' risk

that. the 'prOgram. will deteriorate 'afte oject support'cOses.. . .. . ..If maintehance'cos S', are' -ti' sp'ariy;paid ocalities rather than.
.

by the central -gOVernment,,-Official assurances that the host:country will piCk,,Up-recurrent,.:costt rould,be weighed .agairist-, ,the' incentives-CommUnities. will o continue .this' support... . .Even .., , . , .k if the central government assumes replacement,c,and maanten-t.

ante` costs,:AW., should cOnsider, what the pressures Will. be to,sustain or to ,on-going support.
6: Education' planners .need to examine the wider economic

context into which a project fits to determine 'how 'ttwill
respond to workforce needs and 'how it will advance economic
growth of the area

The capacity of the host country lip absorb the products of
an education program--school graduates, newly trained profes-
sionals, teachers, craftspeople, or the like--into the national
or regional economy is a.crucial factor in determining whether
that program will contribute' to economic .growth and. develop-
ment. EmploymeAt opportunities' for graduates, in turn dependon the present and, projected 'economic development of public and
private sectors within the country and the workforce needs and
economic growth of the',wider region, as well. Educational
planning thus needs to be tied to broader economic analysis.

7. Good coordination amon the host countr .dfficials
the AID mission, the tiost country .sponsori =ng institutions, and
the AID contractor is An imporiant factqr .in project success.,.



This observation is not unique to education- sector proj-
ects. NeverthlesS, several evaluation reports point out pro
lems that arose because of conflicting task 'assignments and
poor. communication between the various parties involved in an

This,- series -of evaluations also raises some important
issues that cannot be resolved on the basis'. of these studies
alone. The evidence' from Such'..-a small Sample is sometimes
mixed, , sometimes lacking, and not unbiased-. The examples these
studies. furnish- suggest::that further investigation of the
following issues is needed.

1. There is often pressure to expand the: school system
developing countries, even if it means providing education of
poorer quality-. The :question. of :hOw tci: balance such demands
with maintenance of acceptable quality. in education is unre-
solved. AID has attempted to meetthe problem by. .supporting
teacher training .and by advocating curriculum reform and the
use of innovative or technologically advanced teaching
methods. According to the findings of these studies none o
these approaches _has had unblemished success . These
evaluations give no clear indication of how or to what extent
quality .education can be Promoted in an expanding system.

2. This seriesloteval.uations included only t :examples
of nonformal e'ducatiOn projects. Both were ..judged'. emarkably
successful; but in taot only brie' was actually designed by AID.,
A more representative- study of. AID's record in 'nonformal educa
tion projects is needed to :supplement the observaticins of these
reports Concerning :t e impact of AID efforts 1' nonformal e u-
cation.

3. These studies show a generally poOr..performance- in
vocational, technical, _and agricultural eduCation projects,
with' one nota}51e exception. Much of this was due to the fact
that Most of the programS examined gave inadequate training for
job preparation and usually offered it to students who aspired
to :Other' types of careers:. ,Further 'studies of wOrk-oriented
education-programs should be made to .-see if this is a general
pattern nor noti,..,to examine other successful and. unsuccessful .

programs, and to identifY'-variables that bear -on ,the effective-.
ness of work-oriented education projects.-

4.- The evaluations, by their, scopi and' nature, only
on, v educational institu-

tions, in the host countries that received s.omee direct assist-
ance; they did not study other already-established' educational
institutions in those- countries nottha:t were no recipkents .of- AID
support. The indireC't impact of 'AID education assistance on
the entire rarige of educational institutions and on educational
planning* in developing nations is a matter for further
investigation.
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5. 'Although' all of the projects evaluated were at least .partially successful, it .c n be argued that the sample was
biased .in favor- of s,uccessful projects. There is a positive414aspect to such a bias--the studies, offer models one which to
base futt.Ke' planriing--but they cannot bt considered repr.esenta-tiye. Genbrals assessments-of the degree-o'f AID'.s success ineducational i vnterentions:In developing nations is topic for

.- Policy Implicatio

1. B__duc.ata can interVentions 'take ng--t-ime-to -peadu-ce
results in coniparison withother types of .development projectt-.'TO achieve. enduring...-and..pervasive. impact they require -a. -sub-:
stantial 'commitment "-Of resources :over-a long -period of .time:.--
This suggest.s that AID,Should be prepared ''to; make': a long.7term

ommi4tritentof. resources in areas 2in :whi3Ok it -hopes to',-have
serious 'impact. It should anticipate. haVing only ,limited:

LLimpact in ,countries which its efforts _are ;more _restricted._
As 'a f irst: step,' AID should' formulate 'a- long7rahge, p an toserve as a blueprint for itsacontinued involvement A. the*sector.

Educaqon-projectS: operate the social and human.
-reso ces of ia ountry e changes they bring are

maultitely.sodi 1 t'isAnges.,6 Because of...this, careful
must be -iv.en to host, country' policy -,apd-institutiOnal,'cultural, socioeconoMic22-con r:aints during the initial.

phases of project !-identification',4n-d -Intended, inter-
ventions must be designed to .circumvent. the limitations of hoSt'county financial and political' resources and to accommodate its

J. cultural 'realities.

al.. Na 4.4'4

3. This sectOr r,Eiview, based on a small set ..of impact
evaluations, provides 'illustrative. examples of -AIDs!s,perform-
ance in education and insights about the reasons for persis-tence or 'dissipation of project accomplishments. A comprehen-sive and systematic examination of sAID involvement in educastionwould provide a more representative review of the Agency's
record. in (the sector and 'would be a valiiable tool for determin-ing policy.
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Country: Brazi

Project Titles:

A-1

Education Sector e Loan
Sector Loan II (ESL II

ESL -I) ; Education

Prolect Numbers: 512 L-078 (ESL I); 512-L 081 (ESL II)

Project Purpose:

To.expand facilities for a in r duce qualitative
improvements in Br:azx .entire s ndary eduCation.system
(ESL I); .to continue efforts begun. under ESL I (ESL. II):

Project Implementation:

1969-104- ) 9 7 (ESL )

Project Fundin

$32 million SL I

Accomplishme

II)

ESL 8,633 teachers and ..administrakots-trained in Brazil
. and the ;pnited.,States4,204.,--Seconida,ry,SchoO4,-cpositructed
and ed;'prPviding'Places students
ESL II 47",',2;:tPA,c,h,e,,rs-a0c1,. administrator t.ra,_ined. in

constr,ticte0:,,,ancL ,. ...
off printed

"4



Brazil (continued).

Project Summary

involvement in arazitl's ed education sector was a large
132.5 million) and.,wide--ranging,ef,ttort that began i

mid-1950s. and lasted for 20 years.-:Despite..very rapid economic
growth during ...that .period, the e8Ucation. sector remained un-
developed, with-Teducational services doncentratedl:largely in
urban areas and in the wealthier southeast region ;o the coun
try. The :egionar.disparities were particularly striking: In
1962, the ,.,pr imary -school .enroliment ta....wais .42 percent in..thenortheast and 76 percent 'in the nti.south stv the 4th grade com-
pletion rate was 3. per 1,.000 in the northeast and 35 per 11'000
in the 'southeast.-- Rural schools 'were --in -such' short' supply.'
throughout Brazil-that Children wanting to continue .beyond
primary"4rades hade to travel-to urban areas. Schools were r
in two or more 'shifts, :a,nd were,pOorly. equipped and staffed
Following tti, emPhasis rts/humanities,
the curricula rP soften divorced.: f-romneeds of the. 75
percent -rural youngsters who 'would not go ,beyond the .fourth
grade. ''Alongside the widespread -shortage' of trained' teachers
was a shOrtage' -across, thesentire range_ Of Skills (administra-
.tion,-planning UrricUlum testing/revision) necessary for a
well-structured e catrom. stem.

'

The U.S program4kwas..designed to-assist Brazilian states
tocorrect these.problems,., Major projects were the,:-..,P-{_ogram of
American Assistance in Elementary Education, Northeagtlemen-
tary Education Project, Educational Administrat-ion'and Planning
at the Primary' Level, Secondary'Educational Planning aneAdmin-,
istration, Education Sector Loans I and II, and Program f r, the
Expansion and ImproveMent of Secondary Education. Activi es
included school constuction 'training in .planning and.-admi is-Itration at national and state levels, establishment of planning
units in state: secretariats-, establishment of teacher training
institutions, materials production for classroom use and
teacher training, revision of 'elementary and secondary cur

ha...ricUla, production of rapio and Ty programs f and the publi-Ca
tion ancr rinting Of school texts.
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. Country: Colombia

Project Titles:
Education Sector Loans-

Project Numbers:

514L-054 (ESL
514-44' -059 (ESL
514-L-065 (ESL
514L-0661. (ESL, rI
514-L-073 (ESL, V)

1

Project Purpose:

Expand. capability through participant training provi
individual financial credit; expand and improire post-
secondary- technical education facilities; improve teache
education programs;.,expand and improve a system of.second-
ary education; expand and improve. primary eduction,
particularly in rural areas4-,strengt en administration
planning; management and research abilities
levels of the, sector

Project

7 . Accomplishments:

7,000 classrooms -constructed;. 10 secondary schdols
equipped; other schools repaired and. Updated; 30. secondarye.schools outfitted With laboratories and libraries; 5 indus-
trial schools equipped with workshops; 15 service centers
constructed; facilities of 30 normal schools upgraded; 400
ETV sets and 360,000 workbooks ,provided for primary
schools* almost 90,000 teachers, professors, a, and; pff
trained; facilities and services at faculties of education

-.improved; MOE offices equip ed' and provided with technical
assistance; reform plan ~dev loped for administering second-
ary, education; new curricul -established for secondary
education; plan initiated fo 'technical education, research:
on innovations; National Uni erzsity development plan imple-
mentedi training capability at °M.A. and Ph.D levels expand:
ed; loans provided for 2,324 students in faculties of edu-
cation; financing provided for, graduates doing research in
education;projects



, ,While United, States, -had been contributing funds andechnical ex :Se to COlOmbials education sector. siriCe 'the,
early': 1960s,, i ir:at, major_ 'aid 'Tprogram...began in. 1969 with. 'the.tart: of the first of :flve: sector loans wOrth:,$75.',.5,.,rniAlion.
These,..loans , were : signed to assiSt'--the'COlombian Go'vernment i,
its concertect,:::large-scale: 'effort- .to:,AmprovesAccesst;-efficien-
cy, qUality;, and management at stall: levels- ofth,,,forinal eduCa7,
tion system. These loans 'Iriades-pOssibie many -wide..!;ranging
activities, iincluding a school.--constructiern prOgrani for rural
areas; pre erviCe teacher ,.traininT progr-ams; finprOve
Comprehenii 1. iti..es and serviCeat..7the. university level:- .an expanded student lOan 'program;24nprOVed,:,inst itut i On al 3'Capabirities in administration,. planning,,,and- researqh;,- improved.,curricula and, supplies of 'text s:and- at thee seCohdarylevel' ;'; an expanded

,

ext ook distabktion-SYSte
,

ns ructio.
.and 'oe repair SeCOn ar'Y schoOls, libraries, _JUnlor col-leges; and improved,, .'plans' and .eq prnent for' polytechnical

institutions, laboratories-,' and industrial'-:school workshops,

vok



Country: Jordan

AID supported Educat

Project Title

Technical Assistance Suppor
Agricultural 'Educa*j..On
Field.Project Assistance
Cpmmercial.'Departments
Supplemental English- Library
Teacher EduCation
Industrial Education,
Khadouri- Agricultural School
Bedouin Education
Expanded Educational Facilities
Human Research and Development E.

Zeit College. ::
Arab Development- S,ocie
ConstrUction: and Equip ent
Construction 'and Equiprnen
Rural- Training -Centers
Agricultural Education
Demonstration Laboratory Facilities.
Agricultural ,ExtensiOn Department,
Agricultural.:ReSeach,.and Deielopment
Agricultural.Researcksfacilities
:- Vocational Secondary ,Schools

.

D eloprnent. Administrative Trainin
FaCulty: of '.kgriculture (UniverS it
School Construction I'
Development Adrninistration Trainin
School Construction II
Vocational Training
Village DeveloPment I*

Development II*
Village DeveloPment III*

Project'
-NUMber:

2:78:900.0
2.78.040.1
,:27agao4
.2780410-
2780026','
278-0451
278:(0:57

278Q0'74
218049.2s.
218441:'

1.

80900

78 09
0:1107

27800.40 .-

278004.1

21810481'

2780142
27a01,0
2.784,178
27,a:019:
27.80214
2780232
2780238

2780221

Sector Areas of Emphasis:

Teacher training, agriculture education, vocational
training, participant training, school construction

'4.2r: at;st

* Village development projects were not education projects
per se but are included here because hey -Contain major school
building components which the project evaluations showed to be
among the ,critical components of, the village development
program in the Jordan Valley.
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Jordan (cointinued),

:;PrbieCt.'-:FUndisn

Accomplishmentszs

eacher train]. :, Five, acher train]. ng ins itu
bui o uippe technical assistance provid

r nin programs

. School construction: Three. demonstration schools. built
, .

and/or equipped and 'provided with technical assistance;
over 40.0 classrooms constructed

Vocational training: Two trade schools constructedcons_truc:ted >and
equipped; 32 secondary schools equipped and provided
with 'technical assistance -and/or eqUipment-

Agriculture training: Foust agriculture schools
constructed, equipped, and provided with technical
assistance; training. research, teaching, and exten-
sion provided; technical asslistance and comma ies
provided for the Facuity f Agriculture, University of
Jordan

.7

. Participant ,_training: Participant training provide
U.S. and third countries for participants
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'Jordan (continued)

.
....'-11Project Summary .

, ..

When Jordan became independent of Great Britain in 1946,
its education system was relatively small and underdeveloped.,

-1,-.-; 'During the .following. decades of social upheaval, war, and4 .

'repeated inflows of refugees, there was a -rapid increase in the-

2 ,

demand for social services of all knds, including education.
:-.-- Following the war with, Israel, the -West Bank, area ;of
.,. ,

*P a 1 e s t i n e was joined with the East B.ank area of Trans-Jordan,
and the flow of refugees from the occupied areas increased the
populaion of Jordan threefold. -'- .. --- '' _. .. ., ....

. .

At that time,,-Jordan had no system of higher education, no
.,.._

teacher training institute, only a Lew small trade training - .....,

schools,- and very litriited educational opportunities for girls I,1,../

beyond the primary grades. The Ministry of Education had
little. administrative and _planning ,capacity, ,few 'education

A specftlists, too few qualified teachers, and too few; schools at's -.4-4-1

..., ' all levels. -- Jordan's economy- was clear ly;-='-'-inadequatgeffor- -the :. --_ -1,----4,N.
...

burdens placed upon it, andtit was obv,ious" to all that external_.
resources were required to support the)rexisting system to meet
-the growing demand for services' and to ,Provide for expansion
and upgrading at all levels--particularly for higher level. , .-;,,.1.-0."Aix

. 'vocational,' technical, and teacher training( . -4,

By 1952,', AID and its predecessor agencies had become
Jordan's main bilateral source of assistance to education.
Since that time, AID funded' more than 30 projects directly, .. . .s,
related to education, technical advice, .stipport- for
school construction, opportunities -in the United -

'..
. . . ..

States and other countries, and equipment.
In the early years, U.S. bilateral aid support for

rdanian education stressed five, themes: (1) teacher train-
mg,. (2) agricultural education, (3) ,-vocational/technical ,

training, (4) pre--paration'of national leadership, and (5)- the
. .expansion of education facilities in rural areas. AID also
sought to encourage audiovisual techniques, home economics,
radio and TV education', and -school-community .relations. Since
the -early 1970s AID's activities have focused primarily
developing administrative training, improVing university
faculty, and supporting school. construction.

....

"..4v.

;
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1. Country: Nepal

2. USAID Primary Education P ojects lor Projects Which
Primary Education Components) and Project Numbers:-

NumberProject Title Project

ucational Activiti 67 6 3:
T_each\e-fr:Training and Related 67-66 -908
Education - Development` 367 67, 3'
Education and; Training-
Primary Education
Teacher Training/Higher 'Education
Education Materials Development
Primary .and Teacher.Training'
Teacher and Technical Education .

Teachers and Materials Utilization and
Development .

Goal of Projects:

roje egan:

evelop a system

r 954

11,6497059'
11-660,061
1,6,900631
1,644-09:3,
1,650,06.Q

90,22

primary 'education

Last roject Began: une 1975

Amount:

$9,11.2,600 (for p imary education only out of a total of
$16,-617,000 for

s

ove projects)
Ir

Government Sponsor: Ministry of EdU tion

Achievements:

Number of Schools
Number of Students
Percentage of Female Students
Students as Percentage of

Relevant Age Group
Number ok Teachers
Number of Trained Teachers
Literacy, Rate

Estimated Number of Beneficiaries:

1951- '1975

321. 8,708
8,505' 401,035'

1 17;3

0.9 59.0
640 17,728
20(est.) 7,287

.17%

2,151,2440 T(P-ettriairleVel students who attenTed sch661--
between 1954-1975)

Cost, to' AID per 'Beneficiary:

.

$4.24 = Amount ($9 112,500) ± Number
(2,151,240)

of "Beneficiaries,
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Nepal (continued)
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A-9

Host Country Exchange Rate at.Time of -Project:

U.S.$1 RS11.95,

57

.

, 4
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Nepal (continued)

:Project Summary
;,..

- ; ." - -t":` 441, -

A-10

'Until 0514 Nepal had no -formal education system to speak
of. I-n 1954, following government publication of a,policyireport for estab/ishinga 'forprehensive edUcation system, AID
began initi'ation` of sector-wide -programs', that, 4pp-21975f encom-,*

passed teacher, training for primary,. seCohdary, ands vocational
education. Projects included educational activities; teachertraining and 'related activities; education developme ;* educa-
tion and training; primary education; teacher traini /highereducation; educational materials development;_ primary and ..

teacher training; teacher and teChni6a1 education; -and teachets
and materials utilizationand development. Under contgattsmainly with the University of Oregon. tand Southern 'Illinois.4
University,. new curricula were developed- for primary and voca-
tional secondary schools; teacher trainiing-:facilities, :the;
College of Education, and the National Vocational Training'
Center were constructed arid ;equipped; and training -programs
were'pegun for teachers in primary, secpndary, and vocational,*
schools. ,Finally, an 'institutional 'capability to prepare,

.write, ,produce, and distribute iRstructional materials for all..-levels of education was established within the MOE-.
. i

...

. .

44,11e.
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Afghan-is tan

Project Title:-
gik

Elementary 'and Secondary Educati*

Project Number : 306-11-690-091

roject Dates: 1954-

M4jor Sutiprojects and Dates:

rojeit

4

ubproject Title Date

Pr imary eacher EducatioN 195471967
Emergency Teacher Education 196'2-1967
Secondary- Teacher Education 1971
English Language Program 1956-1971
Mat-h/Sc ience Lycee Subproject 19'64

Pr imary..etirriculurn and -Textbook .,Subproject 1966-

AID. Project Funding r $14 173,792

Contractor:

Teachers College, Columlia University, New York, New York

4



'de

4 t

he Elementary and Secondary Edudation ProjeCt was.initi-
ated in X1954 under a contract. with Teac rs College, Columbia
niversity (TCCU) at the request t e overnment following a
NESCO .study emphasizing the need for=e teacherhtraining to 'im-

prove the country's education system.. Up to that tiMefthegovernmen d.made little effort to establish contipuous,
country-wide ''schooling for'Afghan children- The eduCation
system `as a whole-was:, rudimentary' and poorly differentiated;'
there.was little expertise in planning sor management. AFacili-
ties, teachers, and texts-were fpw and far between. .PrimarY
school enrollment and literacy were less than 10 percent, andgirls did'not,Atend-school, at all. In-keePing4wIth
the original emphasis on teacher training the project first
established the Institute of Edupatiom to coordinate teacher
education activities, and to strengthen the institutional cap-
ability of teacher* training facilities hroughout the countrli:
ver, time, however, this emphatis was considerably diminis
as the project grew to incorporate quite distinct subprojects,
Proposed by USAID/Kabul or Afghan officials to meet other,
sector, needs..

t :t

Lasting front 195 .1977. , the pro jest inclu rimarY
acher Ed4cation, Emergency Teacher Educationf'secondarY

Teacher Education, English LanguageProgram. Math/Science Lycee
Subprojects, and PrimaryTCurriculum and Textbook Subproject.
Besides establishing. the Institute of kducation.TCCU staff
develped cutricula,. .=compjled and translated' profes'sional texts,
established laboratory sdhools, and kovided,in7servide train-
ing at,techer.training institutes throughout Afghanistan. TCCU
also conducted crash training programs to meet the immediate
shortage of primary sdhool .teachers;:helped establish the
FacuJitty of Education, University of Kabul; and provided train-
ing, equipped laboratories,. and prepared texts.for secondary
school teachers. of. English,-mathematics, and science. finally,
TCCU Aeveloped a primary school curriculum'structurea huge
task that involved producing and printing., texts and,teacher
guides;writing curricula,,establishing.an MOE agency to ovel7
see textbook development, conducting workshops to .tpach utili-
zation of .,the new materials,-and instituting:a process for
distributing texts throughout t e country.

e

4
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_1. Country: Korea

2. Project Title: Elementary-Middle School Pilot Project
3. Project'. NUmber';

, \

4. Project Im2lementaition:

a. Project Authorized' - 4/13/7
Final Obligation ----9/13/12

c. Final Input De1ivery, 8/731/77-

5. Project CompletionrFinal: tasbursemerit: FY 1960.
7 .. , , ..

"' "7 ;".4

roject Fun in:
a. ADTotal
b. 'I:Other Donor
C. Host sCountr'y:-

.

$ '7.4 million
.4 million

13.3 million

7. Mode of Implementation:
-:.a. A Loan ,Agreement between AID and the IoreanGovern

ment'sEconomic Planning'. Boand; 'implementation by the
'Korean Educational Development Institute

b. ;A19-financed host country contracts
Evaluations:

a. Periodic.. regular evaluations. (Only the final evalua-
tion could be located; -however, it suggests that at
leas.-one previous evaluation was conducted.)
A comPruhensive evaluation, in 1979b.

9. Host country Exchange -.Rate:

a.
b.

e of Currency: Won (W)
Exchange Rate -at Time of Project: U.S.$1.00 = 484W-,

.. f

9 ;

.



Korea "COT: inued)

At the end e Korean War (1553)1 rebuilding the
country's education system became a national priority.

Tremendous efforts were made to e b u 1 CI schoo. s and train-
.

inge institutions, to train teachers, to produce teaching mater-
':and..to increase enrollment,*- In order to find solutions

to the discontinuities that subsequently emerged, the Korean
Government and AID agreed in 1970 to have Florida State Univer-
,sity study the country's education system and _,make ,rece mmenda-
bions for improvement.

-One result study was,the creation o
elementary/middle school system that emphasized .

orientation'to the world-of work. A second resu
study was the creation of the Korean,Edudatiorial
Institute (MDI) to plan and orchestrate a total
for Korea's formal education system: The object
institute reforms-,,that would engender

"
ogreater of

more responsiveness to manpower*needs.of an incr
complex economy. The reforms focused-on a new i
system designed to take into,_consideration indiv
abilitiest, a comprehenstive school management, sys
tion of instructional radio/TV into the.curricul
evaluatiqn of student progrtess 'and the:effective
structional system. Through application of the
first to 'a limited number of schools, and later
entire ethication system KEDI became a`strongly
nstitution* in its own r

it

f a new
a 'more rigorous
it of that
Devlopment
reform program

f iciency
easingly
nStructiona1
idual needs and
tem,. incorpora-.
a, and regular
ness of the in-
.reforMS,
to Ko.rea's
estaklished



Country ailand

Project Title:

A-15

Mobile Trade Training Schools (MTTS)

162C. Project Number: , 493 11 640

Project Implementation:

Star 1966
Comglet ton: 1172

Project Funding:

;AID 296, 000

Project Purpose:

Teo Provide short-term occupational skills training to
people with aminimum-of four ears of formal education
,and little or no opportUnity continue in formal
education.

. Accomplishmen

54 mobile trade training units started; 5 regional
polytechnic .schools. started; 80,.000 students entolle
during' life ot prdject; MITTS system has ^evolved :to- more
comprehensive nonformal education system now ervin
approximately ^ 45/000 students annually in all mayor
graphic regions of Thailand.,2with over 50 rcent of facil
ities locatd., in t,he North and Northeast, c.../ ere the 1 hest
concentrations of the rural poor live



Project Summary

During the the rura =l population was -about 90
ercent, of the total .population. Mos rural people attended

primary,SChool, but very few- actually, pleted the pr imary
cycle'. Formal education rtion ,sevices were ncentrated urban
areas and in the ,Sout axdun Bangkok dtication
was heavily academic olmeet 'the needs of an u,rban- population.
intent pursuirig- training or white-collar em-ployment. y Government ;(.EtTG). cutely s, ensi-
tiVe to the en access--at a time fast, economic
growth-.- to meet- he pra tical needs. of a large: rural, un-
trained dutOf7-school population. the RTG was also, sensitive
to the. nee dorrect the ':regional, imbalance in :access, ,between
the south;on 'tihe one .kancli: ,and4 'the Nbith and.:Northeast on the
other. Under a new' policy kolextend opportunities for praCti

1 sk ills training to,o'Ural ,peoPie: seeking ga nful employmen
the RTG and AID launchtid',' an ambitiouS prograt one coinponent
which was .the MTTS Project.

Mobile, Trade Training ,Schools consist Isf boty fixe.
Mobile vocational traini=ng ;facilities were established ral
. areas throughdut Thailand, though concentrated in- the
relatively .poorer-North: and Northeast :regions..- Dressma
TV/radio' repair , "we'ld electrical wiringlinstallatiOns ,

, bookkeeping, atitontechailics, and `hair- Were some of, the
many. C011t"Stbr5-:t:$ese sghbols: of fe red Regional- pdlYtethnicStrained MTTS inStrutors and' provided maintenance .and,xepair
services for



Country:

Project

-Paraguay

Title and.' NUmbe

A-17
-.IA.-

Rural EdUcation.', Development::.

Project Purpose:

--system at both

tOr7s;'',,asS is

roject (5260095)

and access of. -the Paraguaya u ic hO
rtnary and secon4ary. levels; improve qual-
ralning; provide training for other 'educa-
reorganization of the MOE

. PI-Oject.jmplemetitationt 970 1976

5. Project Funding: million

Accomplishments:

TwoiRegional Education Centers built and equi
pr Mary schools built a . equip ed; uperior Institute of
Education built and equippe techn,ica,l assistance `provided
to the MOE ev-ision curricula at primary. and second-
ary levels; 2 250' teachers and administrators trained in

the ew urricula; 3-day orientation- course 'new
curricula provided for 4,500 teachers and administrators
and 1,200community leaders; 470,000 books printed, base
on the new curricula



The Rural' ucation Development Project (REDP)' of 197q-
1976 was a .continuation of a lon4 tradition of AID assistance
to Paraguay's-education sector' that began in 194-5.
impressiVe- quantitative °m any disturbing problems had._
continued 'unsolved. In 1970 ,less. an-25.percent of 'those w
entered, finished priMarysschool.

Even today, the-majority of primary school students
'go beyond the 'third grade. The curricula; the human-
ities, in preparation,,; tor --University:-entrance, despite the fact
that only 1.6 percent of the country's student 'population com-pletv education- to that -.point.---.:?ote, learning. remains the pre7
vailing learning technique. The 'highee.-concentrat.ion of
schools in urban: areas and the long 'distances between rural.
.schools Make,'for inequitable access. Teac ers are-pOorly
trained, 'poorly ipaid, and in very short- supply. Classrooms a
often overcroWded tindorequipped and lad in basic texts
and instructional materials. n 'effor make schooling
more available and more efficient for the rural student,- the
REDP initiated a number --of activities. Schools were con-
structed' in rural..ar.eas. Curricula. were revised-to.make them
more responsive to the-learning needs of rural,youngstersv
While a related effort to institute- a textbook production/
distribution system was begun within the MOE. With i technical

.
assistance from- the UniverSity of New MXICC:or- the,.MOE: also
restructured- its educational administration system,. devolving
respons.ibilities tO _Regi:pnal .Education Centers and established
an EdU'cational- Planning Office with legal responsibility for
the ,administrative: Fina.11y, Regional Edudation
CenterS were increased in"numIDer,, equipped_,- to take
on decentralized administratiVe functions from the MOE to
provide pre- and in-,service steacher, training, and to teach,
new curricula within their own Primary'-, and secondary schools.
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Country: Nigeria

Project Title:.

Northern Nigeria Teacher Education Project

Project Number: 620-51

Project Starting Date.

640-710

January

Project Completion Date: December 1969

Project ExpenditUres: (Final Audit Report, Mach 13

a. U.S. Personnel Costs
Local and Third Country
Nationals Personnel Costs

Participants
d. Commodities
e; _Other Costs

Direct AID
Contracts

An additiona 18, 479 fr
cover publication* costs (equa

Combined AID-Ford Foundation
$5,358,0004 51 percent by

U. Contractor: UniVersi

P-roject History:

1962

56,00,0

Y-0

0E1.61 000

8000
1,000
7,000

48-6,000.
723,000

1972)

Percentage-

ocal currency trust un to
o abou $52,000)

a,r expenditures
9 percent by Ford

Wisconsin

Contract with University of Wisconsin to eview
and. make recommendations on the expansion of
primary edudation in Northern .Nigeria, with
special emphasis on physical facilities

1962 Seconds contract with the Universityi of
Wisconsin to prepaAe a proposal for further,
development of primary and teacher education
the North

1965- 19'66T Firs-t--twp calendar years of',- NNTEP- supported
the Ford :Foundation

1965. Contract with University. of Wisconsin to
prepare/ a propoSal for continuation of NNTEP
under AID auspices



'1967-1968 Second two calendar years of NNTEP supported' by
AID, with supplementary funding from the Ford
Foundation

pne-year extension o project support by. AID;
Project ftirther extended to February 23,,
for administrative' reasons only



A-21

Project Summary

Nigeria is charac:ter,ized by sharp regional, linguigtic
'relig ious, political,. and economic differences: These differ-
ences were further sharpened by differing colonial experiences
under i ti rule. Unlike the South,* Northern Nigeria was

directly ministered through Muslim emirs, with _little
interference. from British Authorities: While increasing nuM-
bers =of Nigerians in the South, were being exposed to. Western
influences through 'Western education, conservative Islamic
-forces continued strongly resistant' to similar influences in
the'North. By the 'time Nigeria became independent in 1960,
severe .regional imbalance had developed_ within the edticaticin
sector.' The North. had one-half the nation"s -total population
but only one-tenth its student population, and had,a primar-
school enrollment ratio of percent (while the South's ra
was 75 percent). Both the Federal 'Government 'and, the Northern
Nigeria provincial government, recognized the pressing need
expand access to.`formal education in the Ccesstul
expansion, however, depen ed in part.on the e utilization of
existing' teachers, and in reasing. the availability y of '-'satisfa
tory teacher training prog =rams.

NNTEP wa.i6sdesigned to help the provincial MOE -im rove
efficiency quality of primary school..,teachers,-and -to
strengthertownose institutions responsible for -teacher trainin
MOE.- modifiect.teacheri training (TTC) course content
and instructional-materials, ilding into' them major, innova-
tions. (such asl-team teaching curriculum evaluation).::
ical advisors' also assisted: E and the Institute of Edu-

cation to improve upon existing capabilities for inspection,
research, in-service training:, and the deVelopMent of teaching
materials., Additional TTCs were ther constructed or expanded
and their teaching 'staffs, strengthened by technical adv:isors
and training.



Country: cuador

Project 4Title. community Ec3Ucation/Nonformal. Education

Initial -Contract: January 1 1972

4. Closing Date:- June 30, 1976

Grant Numbers:

0 5. nti ne 1974)
8- 0-075 1974 through June 976) .

. Contracting Party:

'Center For International Education
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

USAID/Ecuador

Grant Amoun:

'Through June 30', 1973 $417 000
Thrbugh FY 1973 $7364000

c. Life of ,Project 143,00'0

Goals and Targ ts:

Goal A: Increase educational opportunities for those
who doe not .have adequate access to the fo'rmal-
system of schooling

Output r Teachers and local leaders prepared and moti-
Target 1: vated to provide basic education to community

members in ~such areas as agriculture, health,
nutrition literacy, home arts, and other
related fields

Output Individuals Who are motivated to learn through
Target .2: 'self-initiated studP,After A period of train-ing is completed
Goal B: More effective methods and materials. for aid-ing individuals,outside the 'regular school

system

Develoix.and implement technical and'experimen-
Targt ta,1 ducation 'deionStrations-withthe. assist -

ance' of *teachers and other communitYgroups



Ecuador continued)

Output
Target.

-23

Test and evaluate the technical and educa-
tional materials and methods developed under
Target 1

Output Make available to the Ministry of Education
Target 3 and other institutions' full information on the

most efficient and effective systems developed
and evaluated under this Project

Output
Target 4: Dissemination of the more succes-sful systems



The Nonformal ucation Rroject began -as an experiment runby tie TJniversity of Massachusetts -Center for, sInternational'
Education (tMass/CIE) to effect behavioral and ,attitudinal
changes among rural Ecuadoteans. The., provinces in which the
projject was implemented Were among- the -mdst_:backward in
EcAador, characterized by widespread illiteracy,' extreme
pVerty, and feudalistic socioeconomic, relationships between
landed and , landless.. The UMass staff, 'headed and alnlost
entirely staf fed, by Ecuadoreans; used' a variety of ' te:th,niques
and approaches to 'teach .selfs.:heip such as coMMunity
organization, critical thinking, 'problem-solVings, 'communica-
tion decision-making 'and: action as well as., basic
literacy and numeracy. Those who received training
(1'.facilitators:(s)sf,then returned to-their respective communities-
and ,organized ':nightly mgktings which 'linked individual skiills,
acquisition with ,group-actions to ,address community ,problemS
itch as transportation and the need for electricity and water.

Teaching techniques included idrills s(in 'math, spelling,
etc.) ; game Simulation's of rural conditipns and social aerange-
ments; and fotonpvelas a fSorm of popular literature.-- In addi-
tion to .facilitatO,r,s,- linkages were formed with,,a number of
organizations to try out new materials and techniques fOr
improving the effeCtiveness of their' programs.

sy$0.

Ater UM,ass.,contract ended in 1976, activities cory--

ttinued in the four \provinces where the -fa'cilitator -project had
begtin,, yen- though the MOE at the national leve ,not suc-
ceed in institutionalizing the:bac topping and materials.
development, servictos which had been subsidized by AID.

3
ti

In 1980 significant elements of the project were adopted
by the Government of ECuador for its new Campesino Training.
Institute. Operating as an autonomous unit under the Ministry
of Agriculture, the Institute (with AIDIfunding) is responsible
for all human resource development activities under 'Ecuador's
new national Integrated Rural Development Program.



. Country: Republic of the Philippinfts

Project Title: IMPACT

Purpose:

To develop an .e.ffecti
mass, primary .education

4. Project ImPlementation:

.,a. .Implementing :Agency: INNOTECH
b. Started: Pliase I ,January

P7hase II - 1977
c. Completed: . March
d MOde: IDRC giant to SEAMEO

Project -- Funding:.

a. IDRC: f $700,000*
/-

b. .Host. Country,: Teacher salaries

Evaluations:

a. Numerous INNOTECH Reports
b.. Cost-1f fectiveness, Analyses, ,1973
c. Followup.on IMPACT Graduates, 1981
4. Numerous Evaluative Reports by External' Visitors

Host Country Exchrqe

Currency wPeso (P)

Exchange Rate at Time of Prolec,t: U.S.$1 0
.

a.
b

" 4a Wo4e

* IDRC, grant supported IMPACT and -a related projec.t in
Indonesia.



The Philippines l,as had a relatively long history of mass.
educati'On,- going back to the beginning of U.S.'- rule at the turn
of the century.; As,..a result, it kenjoys unusually high, .enroll-
ment and' literacy rates. At the Name time,' a high population
growth ,rate' (2.4 percent) continues to put severe 'strain on the
formal ',education, gyAtem, making qu'alitative improvements -diffi-
cult to achieve Thu while schools are readily .available`,

- they are overcrOwded and ~poorly equipped. Some 95._ percent of
the Ministry .,.ofl Education an!:3 -Culture budget is allocated .for
teachers' salaries, -leaving 'very' little for bookS or teaching
aids. Project IMPACT, by the International Development
Research Centre! and implemented by the Southeast Asian,. 'Regional
Center for Education..Innovation and Technology., was an experi-,
ment to test a lower cost alternativp for mass education,
Under this experiment, the traditional clasSroOM[.-teacher pecaMe
an instructional supervisor. Rather than teaching ,a single
self -contained- c ss- of youngsters ,of a single- grade*. the
instructional ": su rviSor 'managed" up-' to 100 children whose
ages spanned all elementary grades' and who did not belong to
any one particular class. Eack Child proceeded in his studiesat his own pace, mastering `lesiOns pre-arranged in la lfid-ical
prOgression of .increas.ing - difficulty. The 'children: themselvesdo most of the teaching, in small fluid groups Cbmposed, of
their peers, or ..yoUnger children, all of whom are at the same
approximate point in their progression. The ritatin function of
the instructional 'supervisor is .0monitor ,chi.A.0.\cnt s indlyKcY-
ital.' progres and ''the"small group teaching,. This sYstemof edcation thus ,.radically alters the teacher' s function:land sharp
c:educes the need for professional teaching stat f .

The potential savings in salary costs to national educa-
tion- budgets would:be enormous, and could be ,reallocated for
other desparately needed improvements. _



1. Country: Kenya

2. Project' Title: .Radio Correspondence Education s

3. Project' Number: 615-11=-650-129

4. Project Implementation:

a. First Project Agreeme year
Final Obligation: fiscal = year = 1970
Final put delivery. tcal'year

Projec t Comple0.on-Final Disbursement iscal yeAr 1971
4

1. 4-

_ Project' Funding:

a. AIasTota712. {grant. 7 01,

b. Other ''Donor,--=None*
c. Hoqt_',CoUntity: 4564000.,

Total 2 123,000,

Mode of Implementatio

Project agreement.-between USAID/Kenya and Ministry
Education

b. Contract AID/afr-482 with 1.1niversity of Wisconsin,
dated April 11;,1967

Evaluations:

a. Regular PAR/PES evaluations
b. East-Nfricasilegional'Auditj Office Report No 56/69

(March 13, 1969)

Host Country Exchange 'Rate:

Name oINcurrency:
Ekchainge rate at time of project.: U.S.$1.00 sh.7b.

,
AlthOugh outside of and subsequent to dfhe USAID/GOK project

, .
agreement, the Goverhment of Denmark made a significant contri-
bution to the institutionalization of the CorresPondence;Cdurse
-U-n-i.C--(COU)-----by---agr-eelng--to -tundthe__const ruction_df_two_l_atge._____:L....____
office blocks and six-staff houseS on the grounds .of the Insti
tute of Adult Studie, at Kikuyu (approximately ;14 kilometers
outside of .Nairobi). Construction began in-Jurie 1969, and the
CCU was able to begi occupying space' in the new buildings in
April 1970. These buildings continue to be used primarily by
the- staff in. 1980. ,-._.



(continued)

Project Summary

Following ,independence in 1963, there was' a surge in
enrollment at all .levelS of the formal education system. This
sutge was in, part a response to Black. Af ricanp' political
demands for eXpancled access to .,eclucation--demands that had been
voiced long before, Kenya became' independent,- and 'which became
-intense in Uhe 1960s.- _The. Government of 'Kenya was 'unable to
adequately support the education system's sharply increasing
enrdllment rates. Inevitable deficiencies became :quickiy
apparent, one-,. of which was the 'lack of trained teachers SAID
Radio Correspondence ,Education Project established a radio
correspondence instruction- unit to provide in-service >trainingfor untrained and minimally trained primary school teachers.
Enrolled teachers regularly received study materials through
the mail,Tand -(if they so 'chose) supplemsnt each lesson
with instruction .from.Voice of _Kenya radio: broadcasts prepared.
by the Correspondence Course Unit (CCU) . Completed lessons
were, returned to CCU, tutors; who would arrange for theircorrection' by university_ teachers' in the4NairObi area. CCU-,
staff, in cooperation with University -of- Wisconsin advisots,recruited the teaehers, prepared and-distributed study mater-
ials, wrote 'the course content and '5radio scripts arranged forthe mark ing and return of completed fess§ns,- and made -regular
field' trips to talk with enrolled teachers.
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This e ort has been prepared e Pragma Cor.porat ions under,A, I .

Contract-No. EiDt-1406-l-027-1062-00. It summarizes, the presentations

discussions, and products of the Education Sector 2mpac,t Evaluation

Conference. !The opinions lund interpretations expressed in the repor

do not necessarily reflect the views of either the Agency fo

nternational Development or The Pragma Corporatio

tr
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Many people have contributed to the success of the Education
Sector Impact Evaluation Conference. Most significant 1111Ong them is
Marion Kohashi Warren, Education Sector Coordinator in the Studies
Division of the Office of Evaluations Bureau of Policy and Program
Coordination, 'at A.I.D. She vas instrumental in organizing and
managing the impact evaluation studies and,, the adesk reviews of

proi ects that became the basic data 4for examination during the
conference. She also coordinated-planning within A.I.D for the
conferenceTitself including chairing an intra-agency working group,

Preparing the conference agenda 2 and identifying and collecting the
numerous documents avai lab le as background material at the conference.
obert J. Berg, Associate Assistant Administrator for Evaluation, is
o be .commended for his -key role in ittstituting the impact evaluations

and for the leadership and direction he provided in the conference
planning.

Many ,others, too numerous to mention by name, some in the Office
of Evaluation and, others engaged in education sector activities
throughout the Agency had a hand in making the conference a success.
*However, deserving of spacial mention are those who served as Group
Leaders during the conference and shouldered the responsibility for
having their groups actually produce a paper within a 2-day time
frame. Especially worthy of note are ,those who travelled from
overseas A.I.D. missions over the--weekend and plunged into the
conference,, with this responsibility on Monday morning. Group Leaders
were GroUp I,Howard Steverson sand Frank Method; Group II--David
Sprague and Norman :Rifkin; Group. IIIGraham Kerr and Stanley
Handlem.ao; Group Johnson and _Janet .PoleY; Group VRaga Elim
and William L. Eller.. (See Participant List in Appendix A for
titles. )

We would, also like to thank the host government participant, for
their presence and contributions. Throughout tbe conference they were
open and candid about their experiences, both positive and negative,
with A.I.D. assistance. Their comments helped participants keep in
focus the ultimate purpose of educatiick assistance, ,namely the people
of developing countries.

The Pragma Corporation, with ,its special interest in educational
development, has been pleased to have facilitated this conference and
to have had a role in bringing together' this distinguished group of,
professionals to discuss and debate such important tissues for the
future of A.I.D.'s education sector assistance.

_The_Piagma_Corporat
Falls Church, 'VA
April 1982
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.EXECUTIVE SUNKARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Education Sector Impact Evaluation Conference sponsored by

the A.I.D. Bureau for Policy and Planning Coordination Office of

Evaluation (PPM), marked the culmination. of months of 'research,.

into the effectiveness of A.

research data --

assistance'toeducation.

tPiect:e '1 "'el'

countries and from desk reviews of projects in four others -- formed

the basis for discussion

Conference participants s

at the Conference. The more than 60

pent three days analyzing these evaluation

education interventiOns had been

why. The studies, conclude

findings to determine which A I.D.

effeCtive under what conditions, and

PPC/E, examined, the impact, of projects grit

non forma 1 education, focus. The projects, some begun

h primary, secondary, or

as long as 3:1:/

years `ago, included experiences in Asia, atid America, Africa, and

the Near East. To this body knowledge, participants added findings

the field.from their own experiences in

What emerged from the discussions w s a much clearer picture 0

what A.I.D. experience in the e ucation sector has been and a much

better understanding of what types of interventions -have succeeded and
,'

The collective judgement of Conference participants was that

ts

a early education ,interventions had been effective in achieving

stated project goals and had had a' positiye impact on educational and

socioeconomic development in the countries and communitites where

implemented. Especially effective had been A.r.D.'s impact on the

development of host country institutional capacity and on the training



of host 'country' ucation officials.. is, decidedly positive pattern

the impact study. findings challenges previous aisUmpt ions that

. s assiitance to education,has had imited impact and has been
. ,

plete with prob lems'.and fel fur et.

The an-alys.ii:of the impact,,,eValuationi'.tindInts focused: pri,mar,il

sPec ific .prograimatic aspects the A; I .D. ass st ince p roc e s

aspects linked by the evidence to positive program =pact. me

recurring -.themes did .emerge frow these discUssiorta:: of the data and

their implications. Thete themes , while still very much undet
.

pscu in the Agency suggest possible future d rectiOns for

educe istance:

A systems' aporoach to_educati op assist ance

it is impotta begin to view the education process in a

developing, c h r a total system., Impact evaluation evIdence

suggests that projects targeting a single aspect of,the educatio

.ay.stem for change were: not as e`f'fective projects targeting`

interrelated aspects- of the system. Education encompasses

4orma schoo at the primary',,- secondary and highers-leve

nonformyl education for out -school youth and adults..

ttaini for :organ izaional development

not 'only -

s but alio

c 1 ud ei

And tiaininijor management.

The senfe of the
04

participants was that interventions which are a part

of an itttegr st ed approach to improving rhe delivery of educational

services iti-ithe_hoSt-cciuntry-may-4SrOduoe---rei:At-s-w

on' change than those nano

, .

11---grea;eir 4spaet
.

o use n sp cific ofjectives.



The importance of basic education

Basic education -very.'.r.'ss'ich a -need e-developing

countries. Many countries .still consider Universal education a worthy

1 ad a high priority.' Recent studies by the World Bank and other,

evelopment agencie upport thisiposition. They link, increases in
1

agricultural productivity with increases in literacy rates among

farmers; they ObPV, high rates.. economic return fromiinvestments in

primary education; they cl4Onstriate greater recePtiyi

behaviors, such as litealth'prectces and (ertilit

'changes

among literate

petscins.

impact valUitio finding show that'

intervenikns in primar yi and secondary:schooling in the 1960's have

h d a positive impact soci o-e on omi c .chitngell in communities.

However, A.I.D. 's assistance toe basic edbcation has dropped off

sharply since 1977. The sense of the onferente.participants was that-

con'sideration 'should e given' o increasing A. interventions-in

asic eAucition primary education and adult- literacy -- especiallyt
in light of A.I.,D. 's past successes and in light of .evidence

basic education with productivity increases, a current administration

development Spa'.

Host country participation

Host country-partici-pation-An the-process-of-project-development

and aplemeritation is critical to .project success and iimpact. It
enhafices t e.-chaices t at the project be compat ble with host

4



cOuntry. culture, economy, political realities, and technological

capabilities. It increases chances for continuation of the project
once A.I.D. 's intervention s ended. It will increase the possibility
that: e country will .feel.:'191!rnership of. the project.- In short,2.,

.part ci ation crucial. to establishing host country commitment to

the assi tance being supplied..

Conference participants uned the Agency to consider longer time,

;frames for projects and to incorporate flexibility into-the project
deSign Process to for -- adjustments during implementation.

The analysis of A.I.D s experience showed :that the length of time

A.I.D. committed *resources to is project was closely linked with'the
, project' s impact on institutional veloPment,s- socio7economic change,

d the likelihood that the prOject would continue followingk.I.D.'s

phase-out. The longer the coumaitment by A.I.D.,' the topre likely the

projects reviewed were to achieve stated goals. Adequate. time 'is also

necessary, to ensure that innovative activities are appropriately

phased into project plans- in accordance with host country absorptive
-capacity..

'Efficient use of resources
.

. .
Participants were very conscious of the limited and shrinking

ia l_res OurC es av ai atv

.

Project recurrent- costs., -,and the4ifficUlty- of. many, hOit

governments have assuming responsibility for them following A.I.D.



ph as

for

r I aced-,

this situati-on to

t.as an ssue again and again. Wh t has to ha

recurrent

reversed? Should donors continue to pick up

costs? What' can be done to help 'local. systems become' sore

efficient so that funds be available to initiate or absorb new

sense that education project planners would have 'to, pay more attention,

to cost-effectiveness issues

Learning: fro; experience

ring the process.
4

A consensus deve-loped among Conference participants that A.I. D.

has the expertise address complex education assistance problems. and

that A.I.D. possesses a comparative advantage in the education sector
OOP

by virtue of its' broad eiperience and knowledge of :.education` in a wide

range of, 'opulent contexts.. What is needed- is /an efficient system

vithi\rt the Agency for identifying and dissemin
t

ting information abOut

past projects or components of projects worthy: of consideration for

adaptation in other settings. While the sense was that A.I.D. should

capitalize on its comparative ad aritage in education aisistance,

it

participants ekpressed a need to _have more information about what

works and why.
1

i

The- impact evalUation studies were viewed as

pots it ive:beginnirig but not

jrrocess.

as the end of A.I.

a

s self-education

These -themes emerged during three days of intense exchange among

the-more- th an-60-c on-fe r enc e -par tici-pan tii-bot h--in-p-len or y-se s ons-and

in workgroup . Each of the five workgrou?s examined one issue in

education assistance in relation to past experience' in a



least a dozen countries. The iisues for group focus. were

Host- country institutional capability and commitment

. Sustain'abi lit* of 'projects.'anclsprogramS

3. -Appropriate fit beOeen -host country sociO-econOmic ,

cultural, political, and -technological needs and realit,ies,
and 'planned prOject/program interventions

4. Replicability

. Del ign, .implementation, evaluation' and feedbac.

The product resulting from each group' deliberations was a

itten report that included policy recommendationi fOr Agency

consideration. The ,fi 11 report Of- each,.grou

D. An abbreviated version of the retoumiendations

:institutional -Dev lopment

--Consider local institutional capacities in project. des

2. Focus interventions on planning !administrati-on and

-ment, leadership training; research and development

materials pfod4c,ijom

manage-

and

Cooperate with other; donors, especially toward providing

assistance. for basic education

4. Deve4op, with the host government, support for-private sector

'institutions

'Host Government Commitment

"Eztviine of

with host, government budgeting process

Ensure host county ownerihip .of projects



1. Ensure -adequate project time frames. and design flexi, 'lity

. Consier assisting recurrent cost financing for some projects

foil wing A.I.D. phase-ou.t

3: Ensure- training- for a sufficien numben roject per sonn.a.

Inc.lude,inatitutionalization as a project stuart -up goal ,

Consider offering non-financial incentives project

personnel

Ensure adequate resource's during phase-out

Appropriate fit between project. and host country realities

Ensure host country .partieiPation =in all phases of project

development

Consider fund

participation

Replicability

Charge one A.I.D. -unit with resTionsibilit

ng only projects that incorporate host country

projects for potential replicability

. Develop a better understanding of what .worjced and why

Improve information dissemination within the Agency

4. Conduct mare research on cost-effective interventions,

especially in basic education

5. Require TevietiVof past ezperilence as part of project design

Designi implementation, evaluat n and feedback

1. Analyze and address projecT constraints, during



s,

Develop long-term intervention strategies focused on host

itoVernuent priority areas in which A I.Q. has a comparative

advantage

. Ensure an Adequate project time frame

Inc Jude

project designs

plans for host government to assume recurrent-costs in

Design .projects' integral to hos
1

i.government education sect-or.

Ensure 'true participation of host, country persons

These recomanendations are necessarily limited in scope

structure and focus of the conference and by the narrow range

intervention strategies 'considered in the, impact evaluations.

Nevertheless, these suggest-ions represent some a the most striking

lessons to learned from a close examination. of available data on

A. I . D. past experience ,~in education ass



II. INTRODUCTION

Background to t e Conference

The- Education Sec tor I mp ac t -Evaluation Conference marked the

cu lmin at ion, month research into the 'e veness of

laalatanCe,-- uOkti,Un; '..-701T- and a 'al:,

preceed ing. the ,coni 1. I D. ion. Offic Bureau
- .

Program. and Policy Coordination :,(PPCIE) 'cOndiicacted

of '-'eight educatiOn--projettai. -'The- intent,-

.for

impact evaluations,

ese quick but probing.

in-country studies was to determin eth the projects had been,,

succeas fu I' and ,whether =they had had'
. ....

sating- social, economic, or
.. ,,,

1, i
ins t i tu-ti ona I impact in the countries , where they were implemented,.

',Projects selected-,:for study accordin

diveraity diversity,

Content 'focus inc luded

components,

,
rural- non forma 1 .vOcational.:,,tr Ain

.

-a middle school project in Korea

their geographic:

pied since completion 'and

roject in- ail and

a ,retitospective of education assistance to Nepal

- a: primary level program,* learning

-a rural education program in Paraguay
,

h1 lippines

a radio ,correspondence t ocher training project in Kenya

-a tea

- a retrospective analysis of .30 years of A.I

assistance to Jord'an

educei an



The impact evaluation teams, consisting of . personnel, host

country personnel and outside consultants, structtired their three to

four week ,inveeti.gations around. the following -questions:

the project /program effective?- Did' it: achieve

its stated objectives?

(2 ) Who berief itted?

What was the socia act on the surrOunding 'community?

What was the economic impact on the surrounding community.

(5) What was the impact on host oveenment. institutional

practices and procedures?

( Are there lessons to be learned for application to future

Agency, projects?

Data collect ion . techniques -varie ''but, generally:included 'te.viebt.\:;
.

of project documentation,- discussions. with host government officials

structured and unstructured interviews withiproject beneficiaries and

if possible 4ith project implementors.1- Qualitative judgement based on

brief observations rather than quantitative analysis of statistics was

the 'impact evaluation team's goal.

Acknowledged limitations to the impact evaLuation methodology

include both- the speed with which\the.data were Collected and the 'lack
.. ,

-of scientific data collection techniques. Nevertheless, the findings

represent considered judgements by .knowledgeable people who asked

basic questidns about what worked, what did not work, and why.

addition tothe eight field-based i act evaluations, foui-



'education projector iwere ,reviewed using archival material available in.

ashington.
.

ese::desk, inc

a rural%nonformal education projecit 'ECuador

retrospective of °cation assistance to Colombia

-e retrospective education assistance to brazil

an elementary and secondery education project in Afghanistan

Conference Purpose.

,

Having gathered date on the impact of edueat, -6n aesieranCe

Countries,. A. I. f ice of Evaluation in the' Bureau for Programl and

Policy.Coordination convened the three-day Impact -Evaluation

Conference ort February 13-17, 1982. The purpose of this conference

*as t have the, findings discussed and debated . bY, development

professional The task 'the participants was tCrreview the

findings, validate or reject- the data in light of their own

. .

experiences enter new evidence into the record from their own

experiences and finally, to make policy recommendations based on

conclusions drawn from this examination of past experience.

Conference PArticipan.ts included A. LEY. 'personnel, both from

Weehington and from field missions, host government officials,

international Organization officials, and representitives

universities and consulting firms involved education see-tor-

development assistance. (See Appendix A for list of participants.

As, stated by conference organizers, the conference objectives

A. To analyzit A.I.D.' past experience in the education sector.

Expand this data base with field experiences and research



kikowledge of Conference, particip'ants, so that the focus is on

how to improve the design

-....""Oil.1.1.11M161.1N,

`0.-recOmme

and impact of education projects.

policy options and strategies for

implementing policy opt ions based on knowledge of A. I. D.

sat experience, field experiences of Conference participants,

the research' literature.

ecause the studies reviewed at the Conference examined a narrow

range of intervention 'strategies, the recommendations fOr polic

options were necessarily Limited in scOpe

confined education ,sector :interventions' .per oppos-edslo

ikewise, the studies were

eduCation' interventions in other sectors such as health

agriculture. Thus, the Conference did not attempt to _address this

large and growing area of A.I. . education assistance activities.

. Conlerence Organization and Process

To accomplish the conference objectives, the more than sixty

conference participants were divided into five work rg ups that

d iscussed and debated issues. throughout the three-d

produced a final product containing policy recommendations. Each

y conference and

workgroup was .assigned, a topic 'that established a framework for its

examination of the data The cross=- cutting issues that formed the

focus for ,workgrotip ,di *cuss ions are as follows:

Host country institutional capability and

commitment: What are the structural and

procedural factors within host country



institutions that bear on project/program

amlementation? In boil t ways ,ahould these factors

determine the,,extent..and ch erecter:: ,of

involvement in education .projects? Is there a

role here for the private sector.

Group 2 , Sustainablility of projects and programs:

what ways should actual experiences o

Group 3:

sustainability determine the extent and character

of future AID involvement' in education projects?

What .are the implications

End maintenance?

private Alector?

Appropriate fit'etween host country

socioeconomic,' cuitural,_ politicalt and

- '

for financing, training,

there a role here for the

technological -need* and realities and planned

projectlprograis interventions .is:pertiiipit ion

key' Factor in design and iinplementation? What

can we do to strengthen social and economic

impacts? Do actual impact results justify

education investments as prime development

,strategy?--

The 'questions presented with each topic were intended to
,stimulate but not to limit group discussion'.

13



Group 4:

Grou'

Replicabili y: What are the conditions whit

encourage (discourage) spread effects of

Projetts/programs? here a realistic, chance

-
r expansion given' world and national economic

itficulties?

. Design, implementation eve luat lOn, an

eedbac hat are t e ,..donor cons traInt s whit

encourage (discourage) projett/program

effeCtiveness and impact. What 'should t e

,
urpgses gOalyo u4Iftlonfproject*'

y what, criteria should t e e pUtposet 6als

e ident,ifie what ,cre-Chanisms can evaluatiOn

etome -a more usefUj toc4,-0 e deSign-'proce**-

While 'the workgroup activity served as_ central fotus the

Conference, ere were several plenary sessions that provided common

stimulation for the groups as Well as informal peer presentations of

.

current pr is to small groups in the evenings. (See Appendix B for

Conference

The workgroup products were. short papers discussing.the issues

drawn from the case evidence relevant tO the, group s assigned topic

and outlining he group s recommendations for future Polic.y in the

education sector. The draft product of each group was review*d and

critiqued, by two Other groups. Resulting comments were incorporated

z

into the group -product which was then presented in summary to the

final, plenary attended by top-level Agency officiali. (See Appendix D'

for fina workgroup reports.



-

Each vOrkgroup 'met for five sessions (or, about 10 hours) to:

(1) Discuss impact evaluation findings and field experiences bearing

on the assigned topic.; (2) Identify issues and develop. a work plan,

including assigning individuil responsibilities for matching findings

against ,issues; Match findings against issues and begin workgroup

reports; ( Continue drafting report (5) C mplete draft

reports. The ,groups had a short concluding session to incOrporate

comments from two other groups into their final product; and to prepare

"a .presntation or the; closing plenary.

a



*
III. NE EVIDENCE ,

-Impact Evaluation Findings and Issues

Marion Kohashi Watren, Sector Coordinator. for Education in the

iti

VIZ

Office of Evaluation, presented a summary of the impact evaluation

findings' to the initial plenary session. Shy- reported the findings
'=0 _, -

demonstrated that education sector activities 'had had a substantial,

impact especially in the areas of 'iristttutioral development and
,.

"-
, .

s ..

participant training (train:mg. for 'ho'st country persons outside .heir

own country). Study results showed., 'she noted, that large and

sustained 'programs had the most discernible,. and 'favorable-

socio- economic impacts. But, she said, the studies underlined the

-difficulty of isolating 'education sector_activity-im6act and of

modifying host country education activities without hostsscountry

conimitment to edutation policy changes., She said that'given these'.

findings the problem is not whether. ethication- projects have an iMpact,

but how...scarce resources for educations assistance can best be arid'-
.

cated among diverse and ompeting -demands within the education sector.-
. lar

In conclusion ahe called for a more systematic study -of A.I. .

A paper entiiiied "PPC/E 'Education Sector Report: A Summary of
Impact Evaluation Findings" by Marion Kohashi Warren i* in draft.,
form at this Writing and should be available from A.I.D. soon.s.,

/6



educmtion.aector activities as .a follow-up to the initial probing of

the impact .evaluations.

evaluations.

1. Effectiveness: All of the priojects examined were effective,

- reaching the objectives ourfined for them. Construction did take plate

and/or 'equiproent, was provided in all-cases; technical expertise was

provided to strengthen or train local personnel; local institutions

wefe developed; curricultim'ritrm was instituted in some fuses;: and

increased efficiencits, in the delivery of education were demonstrated.
11'

2. Beneficaaries: The largest groups of berieliCliaries of the
._

..projects eXamiped. were rural school children. Rural adults, teachers

Viand, administrators, and persons who received training outside their

countries also benefitted.

edUcatiSn, especially for

Overall,. the projects increased access to
-. ...

improved. the 'quality of education

through interventions in teacher training, curriculum reform, and

materials development.

_3., Socio-economic, ippact : Impact on _theAconomic and social fabric

of
.

the country resulted from each of each of the projects. Education

projects increased the attractiveness of target,' agricultural areas',

improved .the'emp.loyability of youth and adUits, and produced

behavioral and attitudinal changes in, project -participants..

4. Institutionaldevelopm nt: All projects examined left lasting

institutions behind, most notably Korea's Educational Development\

Inatituee that has spearheaded educational reform in that country.

17



S. Spread' effects: Warren judged as 'modest" findings

regarding project spread effects, citing cult(irir1, political, and

technical obstacles tosdoption of inovation partiCularly curridu,LUm

inno,:fat ion.

6. Explanatory factor As factors, explaining the success or':'

failure of education projects; Mi. Warren cited governMent stability

or -conversely civil strife, culture and commitment, arcdnomic

conditions, and the financill, structu a and arganitational

..constraints' the holt country.

In-discussion following Ms. Warren's .Rretentation, a host

government of- f, i.cial cautioned A.I.D. to take into consideration host

country technological absorptive capacity before recommending

.4

satihistiCat4d technoldgical equipment for a project. He also

commented :that. the findings seemed to argue for expansion oU
:- ' .

'edu-,cational crpportUnity. as.- a gdal Hof assistance- over the goal- 'of-
.

.- . - -

imProyed educational 90.Slity. He noted that the studies "showed whole

\'communities benefitting- from educttional expansion despite the lack of,

imgeroved quality.

Policy Perspectives

Frank Method,' Advisor n Education Pdlicy in the Office, of

yrogram_Pevelopment and icy ,Review. iscute.ed. ..implications............

of trends in A.:T.D.'

2.

ucation assistance. 2
,He asserted that the

Assistance to Education: A Retrospective- Study" by Frank
...Method (February 1981) trace's 20 years of the Agency' assistance
to eduCation and detilla support for the.argument. put- forward to
this Conference.

18



4

Agency's education mandate is less restrictive than eduCation,

programmers have sa-itfmed and urged 'reconsideration of-,intermentiOn-.

strategies that hive 411 but disappeared from the A.I.D. portfOlio,

such as ,assistance', for- basic education.. -He said that any intervention
4 44,

at Any lev4I of the education system that improved overall access. ,to

the system and its use of resoirsees

proscribed by _PoliCy.

The qUestion now he said, was to determine what education

interventions_ reJate tb current administration directives which'

should ,not be considered

require education projects to address:- rural development, _economic

productivity, institutional, development, development administration

-private sector pridrities. He argued against acepting. without

,question the assumption that such program ob jectives limited

interventiop
f

to manpower development and participant training

projects. To the-contrary, he argued, there is strong evidence that

basic education--primary schooling and :adult - literacy training--is

s closelyrelated to these program prio ities. He cited result's o

recent studieS ,finding high _rates o return' for -basic education.,

inVe stmentss and -close. links betWein bask education and changes n,

other social behaviors, such as health practices, fertility rate

etc. He further, argued that by addressing the quantitative -olii.ectiVe,

i.e., the,.expansion of basic education opportunities, other objectives
.

such',as quality, access, relevance, efficiency and cost effectiVerress

wi nevitably e addressed. While he maintained that the
.

expansion of- schooling was probably more -feasible than either A.I.D.

or the countries believed, he acknowledged the "sersious:constraint"

posed by the.- shortage cif- resources administrative; and

4



institutional -- the r Iatk of mobilization andtheir inefficien(t

Method urged participants to'think about the primary schooling'

problem as a .systems problem in whith all objectives, are

inter-dependent and toview,fhe Primary syhtem as a subsystem of a
,

, ...,
larger_ system-of education and training that includes nonformal

.0

, education;=secondary educnion-and higher eddtatian. n 'conclusion,
. .

.

he challenged_participaritsto think positively about ediicatidq and.

C- .

.
.

make proposals for projects instead of reacting to criticism. '"We'

mustn't censor ourselves,", he said.. ,."Vm, quite sure we can help, our

.colleagues in developing.countries to meet their goals" for universal

education -di-thi the current-program priorities. "We need'to ask

.,x 'WhatWhat level of resOirces.woUld be necessary,to=ieach.

IP

universal primary ectocation at some time in the foresieible, future?'"

in the discussion following Method's presentation, overseas

A.I.D. staff pointed out an apparent co%tradiction between his
''''

f i
. . - ...advoCating submission of new: tioh project proposals and reports

that A.T.D. senior staff have bQn "cool" ,towards education projects

in meetings'with the mission directors Method , noted, that until the

education sector reached consensus on its own direction and made a

lorceful.case for its approach, it could not,'expect to be taken

seriously by Agency pglicy-makers.
IL

1.0.T

Evaluation-Findings at Other Agencies

A panel af efperti from the World B , the United' Nations

20,
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*IP

De4e4opment Program, and the Ut: National-Institute of Education

presented lessons from their agencaes assistance to education,sector. ti

development.

-UNDP officiAl, Patrick Shims', echoed-A.1.D. '4Cevaluation findings

,

That successful education interventions required longterm commitments
.

both by .the dohOr agency and by the. host ,government: However

contrary to A.I.D. finding that large ects tended to be more

.

ef fective, Shims advocated scaling. down educ at ion prOjec ts and

focusing on specific compo-nents of assistance. He also urged that

reform efforts- be tied to on -going host cduntry, effortS rather than be

initiated by donor agencies. He based these conclusions on findings

of .UNDPI-UgSQ0 evaluation study of 25 UH-asiisted ,,education projects

.

implemented, since 1979.3 'Of the three categories of projects studied

.

--integratedrurAl reform strAtegies, educational pianning projects,
4

,and institutional modernization strategies - he said findingi
-..

._
. .

, 3-

indicated -none had been very effective- but tnat educational planning if

projects had been, more successful than the oth,ers--

Charles Stafford of the 'U.S: National Institute of Education,

emphasized the political nature of decision- making relating to public

,education, -underlinOg 's Own findings that

.1

olitical, economic

. 'A full report 'of this study is expected to by published soon. :A
-draft summary, entitled "EvalUition Study on ,UN System Assisted
Educational tranovation and Reform Projects' is currently being
:circulated.



and cultural 'conditions. in a country were often crAtiCaf'i

determining the success or failure of ?an ethicat.iOn- intervention.., , --,
? .

ause.of the,,.. o itical nature 'of., education4 stalford: 0"autiOne-15- l. it"

a inet .uaink Lndings from any one ,project, as the bass -for

but urged aggregae,inuresuIt from many projeCta into

a set ':of, 'information useful to de'ci,,s'ion Makers.

,"

of formative ivaluat,ion;-Ongoing- feedback to prdject

implementors--the importance of 'time in 'pr'oducing visible' results

in .educsf ton projects, d the Utility.of With'

alterzative. approaChes to eValutition.'=

Kats Hultin of. the World tank Eiducation Department;'noted
.

trend, in the Bank, toward more assistance formal education and less.

ass istance Ifor adult basic nonformal education: which now claicas :about;

One-third' of the Bank .education expenditures. I.n support

shift he cited the, lack of host gOvernme t.:cotornitment nonformal.

ed ckti'on projects. the* I3, k's inability ,to ,provide' adequate

. .. .

andsupervision for . such , projects and the tendency f such projects

change from nonformar to formal p ojeCts

Banif., had. overestimated the need for

over time. We ars p sa

adult basic: eduCation by confueing
t

,assessed need with effectiVe' demand: ,Barik. nonformal programs are only

about one rd, kized by the potential client -,population, he

Hultin argued that countries can affdrd formal education and can

achieve universal ,priiiary,education depending on the efficiency with-.

`which they allocate their r

Which has a per capit

. :
e cited the exa mple of China

4

income of $250 and achieves ,93% primary school
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enrollment- using'; .211 of its ;GNP: his compares, he said with. otherY. 4
low per capita -income countries yhich spend as much as -1.91 of their

GNP but enroll oni" 50.60" the eligible primary school popUlation.
..

-key to .4uccesa , he said, are the involVement of the .

,cototasnitii'and :school 'fees. He said teachers,salariea are based- on what

each comiziun\il-y':'Can pay`; and implied' that low. salaries; are ;COmpensated

for` by high .community esteem ,f.or

Education and eire,Lopment

Ruth Zagotin,Deputy Aasiitaoi,Admilostratdand bi ectO

Human Resources- at ..pos.ed:-.-several ,:provOcsative quest tons to the''

group about issues' she-regards '2a/i filhdamental tihe, future directions.

-of :A.1 .D uman resOurte devel-c4ment assistange-. --What -di f 1efence,.
'

she 'asked, wemijd'''.it, make to the development process if D.

.:ft'oM the education sector-? '.-Have we tiade a case for the-
.,.

-re f ed cation t6 uriculture-,

:status :Of Women, tklat -von-. issues? Does .the.

advantag in educatiOn.astistance? ,What can a small
s

...
ealth. the:

tia;,0 icompa?ative

ears, wi th $10 .1.1 Ilion towand building ,its

country do aver

h Man resource- capacity?

Where should' our priorities be, in Aft' ica," for exaMple , where we can

point to the lack -Of-a-communication' infrastructure, the lack of

institutional infrasttUcture, and the lack of stra

participant training with'.:iti high costs?'

-it what level?

tied :man-Rower ? In

institution' bu4Adings
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Part tc ipants. res on4ed- with

comments" *out the iiportance of-education

process

,provocative observations and

for the development

Hilie

tesotho

of someb,4dy-,witA,ini person

would' be a loss if -there

own imagination,- I'm thinking

who is sinking in

river and stanA1h =g on the other side with a

rope...wbo says, ' _let him sink," and that

would be really the effect of dumping aid as far.

a8 ,we, from Africa .concerned...The Uuibed

States has got' to take up the challenge and_.be

amplOn of giving assistance to the other

eouR tA.

t

-B. Jacobs

Consu ltant

It seems to me that the difficulties aft

frustrationg that surround both your questions. and

attempts to answer them comes from strictures, that

somehow the Agency has created. Somehow ,or other

we have to think in terms of boundaries and

sectors -rather than in terms of the development

24
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:-G. Cdrinaldi

USAID/Morocco

i
_ .

.-process..'.We have never. learned to use the systems'.

approach in the 'development proces You can

eliminate education as a sector, but you will not

iminate it from the- .development process 1', You

willn not eliminate it from

I think essentially the people in A.I.D. consider

themselves tobe economic development

'specialists ...The people who control the money and

the polity-in- this AgencT/Come frob.,,a very

powerful Aiscipline..(with)-powerful quantitative .

tooli to irlsalyze issues. That's whythe

Adjknistrator...wints us to make judgments'on the

bests of economic development criteria*-- I'm not-

saying this is entirely wrong, But Im not saying

its eptirely right... , we'reallle to argue our

case --as educators-- but oftentimes many of us

are not equipped' to argue our case in, terms of

4

economic criteria. But economic criteria' are used

to mSke judgments7about whit we the

educator cannot speak terms, of rates of return

we're sometimes at a disadvantage.

25=
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-N. Rifkin I submi-t that, at least in Sahalean -West Africa
, .the Avirgest, private sector consists of the. farmers

.,
- \1 themselves.. And ttiat the extetit to which we can`

Singletary

edudate them... we will further the goal of

deVeloping this vastptivate sector and at

the same 'time flurther the goal of economic

. development ,because the future of .theSe states is
in agricultural. development.

1 would suggest we. need to take a carefulflool(.at

the purpose of development..%.I submit self-
t

.sustained development is what we ought. to be

looking at. If you're going to have development,

yob re going to have changes in the wpeople

think,' the way people act; their knowledge

base...The way you get from a fetus to a. judge or

an agriculturalis is through .the education
.

process. So if A.I.D. wants as its goal....helping

countrie be.come self-sustaining, there is no

Question but that there's a role for education.

26
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E. Expanding_ the data base

Projects currently in progress became the focus. for informal.

evening sessions both. nights of the c onference. the first evening

focused projzcts in specific countries. Hobt ,country:participants
f.

and field, mission persOnnel teamed to lead discussions about a

manpower training project underway in Zaire and 4,../rr8grammed learning
-

project being implemented in Liberia.. Another group discuased a rural

training project in. Tan'zinia while another discussed a non7formal

education "prOject in Lesotho. In ,.each case,: the presenter gave
:

'overview of the project and the group raised questions relevant_ to-the

issues under considerati.On by the workgroups.
, -

Informal groups

at.

,t

,second evening looked at 'brOader programmatic- issues.' One group heard

presentations' on Ithe.use of communications technology' in various

A.I..D. projects:, a satellite 'project; a radio. math project in

Nicaragua; and a health project that uses radio in Hondu,ras. ,Anotiler

group discussed participant training issues, while a third talked

about" the organization of the education sector -in' A.I.D. missions

pverseas.

27
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IV. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Group .Host Country Institutional' Capability and Commitment

Group I made several generalizations and recommendations as a

result.. of discussions-- relating- impact evaluatiOn findings and personal.
experiences to issues, of hOst country institutional capability and

Commitment. The analytical fratieworli that the group= devised for
Nec

examining the data used. the structural organization' encountered by

A. I.D. in a. country as a way of operationalitinrthe notion of

institutional capability. IMPact evaluation findings were thus

discussed in terms of vertical tutions (national regional,

locSO; 2) horizontal interministerial. rerations; 3),host

country-Other donor, relations; and 4) the role of private sector and

private voluntary organizations. The analytic-al framework used

procedural issues

ope rat i onS hi

primarily those relating to funding as a way of

the 'notion of commitment. This discussion fdeused

on 1) approval and allocation me* chanisms; 2) intro- governmental,

PVO/Private sector, and donor processes; 3) budget and ,project cycles,

'.and 4) project, identification, implementation, and evaluation.

The group- discussed at length the teiasions` that 'often 'exist in

,;

the hOst country among national, local, and regional institutions;

among ministries; among donor- agencies and the host government; and

-''between- -the-governmenti-and- the private sector. They noted that such

tensionssometimes positive ,sometimes negative--can 'be exacerbated

by outside interventions. The group concluded that AkI.D. strategies

for 'developing institutional capability needed to address these



tensions. (See the* Group '1 report in Appendix. D.1.)

In presenting a summary of its deliberations to the final plenary

session,
e

ession, Group I highlighted the fundament l import anCe of training in

institution-building bu-t urged the Agency to go beyond the siiple act

of training indiyiduals to inclUde organizational deve opment-

assistance as part- of its intervention strategies.

The group offered several recommendation's .emerging from its

Analysis of the structural evidence in the impact evaluations:

'A.I.D. e policy should emphasize the need to take into account

interests, roles: and' capacities of a wide range of local

institutions in project design, implementition, and

2. Where A.I.D. perceives weaknesses, in k y ,institutions

impede the ability .of- governments to make. decisions, asses +

needs, manage And implement its own education program, A:1.D,,

should be willing to assist in strengthening these capacities.

We, should provide interventions to strengthen

-planning Capabilities

- administration and management capabilities

leadership capabilities

- research and development capabilities

-matir i-a l -production -cpabi es

(The group noted 'that such interventions might lead to new

patterns of interaction and coordination among ministerial



. D. ,should be wi 1 ling to part ie ipate in ditCcussions with

:other cloners in an effort to create possibilities- for sharing

projects. A.r.D. should increase ,its -collaboration with other

donors to. build basic. edud'ation systems.

4. A.1. D shou Id pay -.increased at tent ions to and work with host

'government institutions
-

in development and support of private.-
sector institutions participating in education programs'.

-41The group did not feel ready to. put forward specific

rec-ommendations about the commitment issue but did offer some

generalizations based on its analysis of procedur

impact evaluat ions.

9

.1 issues in

1. A. I . D. procedut=es' for project approval and financial

al locations may b incompatible' or poorry coord mated with

relevant mechanisms in.- the host government. This has real

imalicat-ions for host country planning and is a p oblem we

need to address.-

2. Regardless of who initiates a project, the critical task is

ensuring that, as it develops, it becomes "owned" by Ideal

government and institutionalized -as part of the local system.

This occurred successfully in . the projects in Korea and, Kenya,

but- was unsuccessful in the Philippines.

B. Group II : Sustain/hi lity of Projects and Programs

Group II drew several policy implications from evidence presented

in the impact evaluation studies ahou tfsustainabili,ty. The group



defined "sustainability as the ability of a project toibcontinue on

its own after A.I.D. s intervention ned ended. In developing this

definition, the group'noted that sustainability was going to depend,

at least initially, on the usefulness of the project to those persons

benefitting from it, i. the project staff, the institution

the beneficiaries. Proceeding from this "given', the .group elaborated

and described eight -fectors impacting on project gust* nability:

importance of long-germ A.I.D. involvement

host country ability to finance recurring costs-
_

3. adequacy of manpower available tb continue the. project

4, the extent if 'host country demonstrated commitment to the

. institutionalizatibn of-the project

adequacy of reward, structure to p oject personnel

7. .political stability

8. effectiveness.of phase-out process,

Each group nether reviewed, one of the impact', studies for ttata-

,relevant to each of these factors. The findings were then shared with
r

the group and a determination was.made about the extent, to which each

factor playet a. role in .the sustainability _of the projects revieWed.

One group member was responsible for cording comments about each of

the factors during the stiiring session azid subsequently wrote a

summary.._paragraph on that factor for .the group product , (See thed

Group II repOrt in Appendix D.2.)
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Group II found, in relating the factors listed above

in the impact scudies, that host -country commitment, aVailability of

&devote oppower to sustain the act.vty, institutionalization of theii

project, and political stability were factors present to a large
--

extent in most of. the project's, under review. However',. the -Case.

Kenya demonstrates that .despite the presence of most of -the factors

faVoring sustainability, Kenya's lack of ability to finance recurring

costs ancIAD,

.

loci( of an adequate 'time horizon 'for involvement

resulted in the near disappearance of the project -following the end

A, I D. 's- intervention. (See chart in group report, Appendix D.2.)

Based on. their diicussions Group it made the following policy.

recommendations'. for achieving project seustainabilitywhere desirable!

I. A.I.D. should carefully consider project .objectives in germs

of realiitic implementation time frames and atlow f6r

flexibility with regard to the life of the project.

2. D -should consider whether, the longterm bknefitS of

education projects-in countries.- unable:',tO sustain recurrent

costs merit external asiistare to finance recurrent costs

beyond the life of the project.

3. A policy should be established to ensure that projects are

designed to include adequate ,training components to provide an

adequate-number of- -qurs-li-f personnel..
1 .4. As host country commitment is a necessary prerequisite to

successful project implementation and sustainability...

commitments should be an

implementaqion;.

integral aspect of project
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A. 5. Institutionalization of prdje.et efforts twist be a foremost

consideration. from_ design through implementation with proper
.

checkpoint,/ built. into the project process..

6: A.I .D. ihould encourage and, when feasible, make possible

special incent.i.ves forsselected project personnel. .

7. A.I.D. should assure, as- part of phasing out, that adequate

:human and_ financial resources remain to bridge the gap between

relative financial dependency and autonomous sustainability.

Grout III: Appr9riate fit between host country socioeconomic,

cultural, Font cal, and technological needs and realities, and

planned-. project/prolix-am interventions..

Grot4p III -generated. several recommendations, and numerous

sub-recommendations as a result of discussions about -the "fit" between

host country and A.1.D. needs and realities. The group tackled this

broad topic by examining findings from impact evaluations and personal
, ..

experience; to determine whether there was any evidence to suggest a

relationship between socioeconomic, cultural , and technolog4cal fit of
a project and"a project's impact in the country. To do this each

group member examined 'arm of the impact studies and one or two

personal examples using group-prepared form for recording data.

Members then shared their findings and discussed at length whether

project -success or failure was related to project fit. ", 04 of this.-
.

discussion came a number of generalizations regarding each aspect of

"fit." These generalizations and supporting evidence are detailed in

Group III 'a .report: (See Appendix D.3.).
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4

ing the group findings for the final plenary

session, group leaders outlined examples*bf,sote pro)ects where

appropriate fit was relate4-t positive impact and others where

inappropriate fit was aisacitted with negative impfct. Liberia'

Improved Efficiencyof Learning project was cited as an example where

-careful consideration of host country socioeconomic,ind .cultural

conditions enabled A.I.D. to, replicate successfully a programmed

learning. approach originally tested in the Philippines. Key to the

Liberian success vas the formation of a local committee' to 'adapt the

project ,to Liberia and the wilfingneis of A.I.D. to use traditional

teacher training structures to implement', highly, innovative project.

Assistance to elementary and secondary school development i

Afghanistan demonstrates-a positive relationshipbetween cultural

"fit" and impact_. There, educationaL.materials were produced in Y.two
,f

Aanguages to accommodate two different linguistic gro6ps Within-the,

country. At the tame time, however, efforts to tddress Afghan, history
...

in the materials failed to acknowledge-that each of these troups.had

its 'own view of" the cciuntrY's histo thereby diminishing the value

of the materials nationwide. ra,Ecuidor a successful project in one

province failed to be adopted in other.provinces, primarily because it

lacked support at the national ,ministry level, thus dembnstrating the

importance of political "fit"for success and impact. Kenya and_ Korea

had projects where radio was successfully used as a medium of

instruction in ways appropriate 1po the needs of the countries and

associated with project On the other hand, television used

34'



as a supplemental delivery system in Nigeria, all but disappeared from

the project once A.I.D.'s involvement ended.

In conclusion, the group presented recoanxe' ndations regar.ding host

abuntry participation in pr\ojeCta.

T. Benefits Will result trot-increased participation of local

inst itutiOns
r.

at :all leVels in which a projet is itvolved..

Therefore,, existing,A.I.D. policy.regarding participation

should be. moire carefully followed. that design,
or

implementation and evaluation involve hOst country

institutions.

. Consideration. should be given to, NOT fniiiding projects where

there is no evidence-or participation ifithe earliest design

itages.

. .

Group IV:- ;Repliability - ..
. -

Group IV proposed several concrete recoMmendations4"to the Agency

i,enhancing the replicability and spread of projects. Initially the

grOup defined and distinguished between the concepts of replicability-

and spread.

Replicability:

Spread:

A conscious., directed effor46 apply

effective approaches to new projects in -other

countries, sectors and disc plinea confronting

aimi lar problems:
. .

Extension and dissemination within the same,

country or contiguous area.

35
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The-group then iocused on* the question:* What can A.I.D. d

replicate positive aspects _of its experience and not t,O-replicate

negative aspects?

,

A,considerable amount of time was spent generating a list

conditions that favor or militate against replicibility. The list,

which- be -came the framework fot analysis of the impact evaluation

findings, included:

1

1. host country demandienergy/Commitment-

2. cost effectiveness

3. knowledge about what Worked and cir

4. *information dissemination/coMmunica6on

*

Following close examination of the impact evaluation findings and

personal experiences in light Of the condiit,ions for and agans

teplicability, the group concluded that little concrete evidence was..

available .to. them. The,ir analysis 1 d to a.list of;concerns and

..

subvequently to a set of recommendation
.

......

reporti in Appendix. D'..4.)

for 'the Agency. (See :Croup

GrouprIV preseved- the following policy recommendations to the

final plenatY session

Some unit in A.I.D. (possibly Sector Councils) should be

charged with reviewing projects forf potential replication and

. _
disseminating this, throughout the agency.,

2. A.I.D. must have an understanding of what his worked and why.

a. Document implementation:with real formative evaluation.

b. Enforce: requirement for thorough quarterly implementation

reviews at MissiOn level.

16



Consider rol ling- design's, i.e., shorter general.
. ..

. . .

. , 1implementation plant for project papers with npre detailed-
.

- .

and ipetif c plans at project start -up and periodic

revision during implementation-.
4

Conscious serious attentionemust be Ova to .the Agency's

information,dissemination system..;to get uieful, tailored,

relevant, down to earth information to users. Information
.4

flows shOtild beivertitiF, (ncrorss sectors),

,

-'external (including other donors).

4. A.I.D. should give more attention to research on strategies'

for more cost iffettive approaches especially in basic

education.-

5. A. I . D. design= procedures should require a review of pas.t

h
experience-(stati of the art) 'and the etplicit identification

of letsons leerned (What works', what .-does nOt work).
1,

E. Group V: Design, implementation, evaluat4on and feedback -

Group V, whose topic covered the_ entire project`- development

process, touched on a nuaber of issues Trained by-other groups in its

discussion and final recommendations. The group chose for its

analytical framework tihe guidance, questions suggested for the topic by

Conferente Organizers:

hat are the donor constraints which encourage

project/program effectiveness and 'impact?

-What

be?

should the purposes and goals of A.I.

(discourage)._

. education projects,



1

le,

-By whatitliteria should these purposes and goals be identified?

-By what mechanisms can evaluation bec_ome a more useful tool in

the.design Process?

Four teams or subgroups then examined individual impact studies in

light of these questions and shared,their findings with the Whole

group. The group identified, based this discussion, major issues

in project design and generated a list of- educition project goals.

The teams then wrote recommendations for pciiicyderived from

discuSsi-on of the evidence.,
.. t

_,-------T,

Due to time 'constrainta,, th'i group discussion centered on project

.

design issUes. this discussion underlined the importance to.project
,,

design of host country commitment, insti4tional development, project

cast effectiveneis, and socioeconomic fit of 'projects. Although the

Conference focus was limite to education projects per se Group.V

dwelled at considerable length on imOicitiiiie for the project design

process of educational activities in other sectors. The group

suggested that perhaps the education sector should beredefined in

,terms-of eitation activities rather than education programs. (See the

Group V report in. Appendix D.5.)

In the 'final plenary session, Group V made the following policy

recommendations for Agency-consideration.

1.,Hosif government policy and, funding and structural

constraints, mutt be systematically analyzed during the

project design process, to -enable project'design to address

such constraints.
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2. A.I.D. should develop a long-term human resource development

strategy, especially in countries where A.I.D. has limited

funding and personnel, and focus efforts in- government

* priority areas where A.I.D. has a comparative adVantage.

3. Project design should allow sufficient time for a project to

achieve its stated objectives', especially in the case of

innovative ifrojects.

4. PFojec s should bedesigned to be cost-effective,

built in for the host government to assume recurrent

with plans

once A.I.t.
,

intervention has ended.

5. Education projects should be designed to be, an

of the country's education sector strategy

development process.

costs

integral part-

of its k

Project design and implementation should involve true'

participation of host government officials, project

implementors, and beneficiaries.

39,
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V. RESPONSES. FROM AGENCY OFFICIALS
0

Following the workgroup reports, two senior A.I.D. officials

offered-reactions and covents. -First, Bradford Langmaid, Deputy?

Aisistant Administrato

vorkgroup 'recomnendat Finally, Joseph Wheeler, Deputy

Bureau for Near-Eatt,'commelifed on the.
.1

Administrator of the Agency, responded to queitions from the
, _

participants.

Langmaid' expressed his concern for two issues not addressed in

workgroup recommendations and underlined the importance of building a

polit,ical'and economic constituency for a project to-secure host

country commitment.\ He said he was disappointed not to hear a demand

that A.I.D. do something about restoring to its project portfolio

'traditional education.programi.which the evidence shows had had

significant impact in several:areas, from developing basic ministerial

capacities to the design of curriculum and educational' services. He

noted. that education ministeries in developing countries were probably

better equipped, had more resources, and thus a better opportunity to

have .an influence than he ministeries of health, agriculture, and

defense. This, le said, was a valid point favoring education

.assistance and a. point that deserved to be made..

Langmaid said that the recommendations had failed to address

b4dgetary concerns which' are important to building a case for

education assistance. _He, said A.I.D.'s concern over how projects

relate to host country programs and objectives called for an

examination of host country budget capacity and an analysis of how and

40



.why they spend their money as they do. He noted that despite the

costs of education,. A.I.D. had -failed to explore Vully ways of

mobilizing resources at the local level to support costs of teachers,

books materials, buildings and maintenance. -,He also pointed out that

most governments.are unaware of what it cost,a for them to p;oduce a

literite.student, usually-a revealing figure .in relation to efficierKy
, a

goals.'

In conclusion, Langaiaid addressed the issue of hoit government
..

commitment and sustainability.- He said that continuation of a project

after A.I.D.'s intervention had ended required a private demand f

the project. Therefore, it was incumbent upon A.I.D.. to'build:into
.

the project both a public and 'a private commitment for the .project

its .continuation: There was a need, he said to develop in the

government political and economic constituencies with -vested .interests

in the continuation of the project. "I 'm not sure we :sketid enough
.,

time building that kind of, a constitutencY " he said

In responding 'to participant questions; Wheeler iddrerised ,several

issues that had been central to' group deliberations throughout the

conference and urged the educators to present a forceful argument for'

education as istance. to the senior Agency staff.

Agency polite

in general:

Thi's administration's policy includes'

continuing concern for basic human needs,

41
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Agency poli -cy

in education.

vit o etter -health, education., 'concern"

for the, istribution';of binefits, coupled with

tactical concerns for how you get there the

most effective way. There is strong emphasis

on production and strong emphasis

on uti lizatione of every individual's talents

and abities, including 'entrepreneurial

abilities. The continuum is there..

There .i.s.a\need ain t administration for an

ticulation of educetion policy, what i

would like be doing, to what extent

Mission Directors are encouraged to develop

ucation projects...The Administrator is open

iscuasion about education._ I would

ncourage boldness in this discussion...We' do

need a methodiCal review of experiince what

succeeded, what failed, to buttress the

arguments. That material-is here. Nov it

needs to be .presented to tfie executive

staff...

Funding for This administration has spoken (about educe-
.

education projects: tion) _ink the form*of budget. And it's a

difficult situation. In terms of the



Basic ecrucation:

development assistance budget, education is

holding its ovn. or goin . There is a

continuing priority given to agriculture...

1:()PulatiOn; we re urged to do -mote suer*

0

Then there are the residuals, health and

education...which includes a number of projects

areas would not necessari classify as

education, such as labor and Participant

training. The real funding for education is

-only a piece

budget.

unctions' portion of the

There's a good chance that you'll get a

hearing if you make-a_goOd case for basic

utation,.ptovi:ding, it

set of argUmenes ..'The

0 well grounded in a

ileums., is 'that we'

-probably don't have the resources- for basic,

Projece-sise:

education. But I still think A.I.D. can help

government p4t togethera funding package_ to

do a worthy project.

Project : scale is ,poritically =portant. Large`:

projects can have impact. In the planning
.

stages it is important to mobilise high level

4
political support, to involve minittries such

RA!



as finance and planning. .Education is 'not'

ioing anywhere...unless there's a political
interest a political will. It needs to

articulated and needs t go beyond the

ministry of .education, into the-ministry o

planning,, into the political system.

iSystems approach: The systems iapproach is . We've got

to'.help the gOvernment take a long term look

at'' the, education system. .,,We''ve got to build

Project time frame:

Agency Stiffin

On what 'they'hwve.

Most-bureaucrats can't tee much farther than

seven ,years. But.we have to be trea,liitic.,.,
about how long it 'takes to institutionalize

things; about the time needeci;tOr effectiVe

technological transfer, and to accomplish

goals. Lay out a 20 year project time frame

with five or six or eight year -segments and

program in periodic reviews. Recognize that

changes will be necessary over time as

si-tuat-ions--change.

I'm not ready to accept reduced staff.



The impact Evaluation Conference ended, but the .disckission of the

issues raised will continue. 'A draft policy, for the education sector

scheduled for presentation to the Administrator

sector strategy to be developed soon thereafter.

in mid-April wih
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APPENDIX B

AGENDA
EDUCATION SECTOR',

IMPACT EVALUATION
FOR INTERNATIONALDEVELOPMENT

Mar ri ott sv i 1 le, Mar y 1 and

F ebmary-15-17; 1982

DAY 1

8 :00 SUS -leaves State,Department (21st Street Entrance)

9:10 -Reg siration, at MarriOttSVille

10:30 Conference Opening

7-Welcome: Wob:Serg
--Conference BaCkgroUnd, Pu pose and Overview: Twig Johnson

11 :00 I ,act Eva lust ion F indings and 'Issues : Marion Koh ash i
Warren

12:15 Lunch

1:30 Workgroups: Session I - Discuisioh of Impact
Evaluation Findings and Field Experiences that

Bear on Assigned Topic

Policy Issues: Frank Method

3:30 Break

3:45 Workgroups:, Session II - Identify Issues and Develop Work
Plan'. Inc lud ing Responsibilities for Matching

, Find ings _Against Issues.

6:00 Dinner

7:00 Expanding The Erirt.aLBase: Presentati.ons of Additional Cases
and Issues

9:00 Wine and Cheese - Compliments of the Prato* Corp.

9:30 Workgroup Coordinitors Meet,.

DAY II

8:15 Breakfast



9:00 Panel: Latest Evaluation Findings and Research Agenda
--Charles Stalford, (U.S.) National Institute of.

Education
--Mats Hultin, World' Bank
--Patrick Shima, UNPD

10:30 Workgroups:-- Session III - Match Findings Against, .Issues and
Begin Drafting Retommendations

12:15 Lunch

1:30

3:30

Workgroups:' Session IV - Continue Drafting Workgroup Regbrt
r

Break

3:45- Workgroqps: Session V Complete Draft Report

5:30' All Draft,Reports to Pragma Conference-Office

6:00' Dinner'

8:00. Education and Development' Ruth Zagorin

9:00 Expanding the Data Base: Informal Sessions,

DAY ,III

Breakfait

9:15 ,Workgroups: Session'VI - Critique Other Workgroup Reports

10:45 Break

Workgroups_:, Session VII - Revise Reports in'Light of:
of Comments; Finalize Presentation to Plenary

12:15 Clinch

1:30 Plenary Session:

3 :00 lreak

I

Conference. Summary and presentation of
Workgroup Recommendations',

3:15 . Response: Mr. Joseph Wheeler, D puty Administrator, A.I.D.

Final Discussion

4:45 Wetavep for State Department



APPENDIX C

CONFERENCE MATERIALS
EDUCATION SECTOR" EVALUATION CONFERENCE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

GENERAL

"PPCIE Education Sector Report: -A' Suassary of l,tkact Evaluation

Findings," Marion Kohashi Warren. (February 1982)

"A.I.D. Assistance to Education: A Retrospective Study," Francis
Method. (February 1981)

"Investments in Education in: Developing Countries:
A.I.D.," Donald -Foster7Gross. (May .1980)4

"DS/ED- Nonformal Edutations: 'A Retrospective Stud
Krueger and Jeanne Moulton,. (May 1981)

IMPACT EVALUATIONS

Role for

1970-1980 " Chris

'Thailand: Rural Ndnformal Education - itMobile Trade' Training
Schools." (October 1981)

ea. Elementary,: - Middle School Pilot Project." (October 1981)

Northern Nigeria Teacher Education Project. (September 1981)

"U.S . Aid to Education in Nepal: A 20-year Beginning'," (May 1981)

"Radio Correspondence Education in Kenya."

"Jordan Education. Sector Impact Evaluation."'

"U.S. Aid to Education in Paraguay: Education Development Program."

"Philippines Project "IMPACT: An Assessment of ,aLoti Cost, Alternative
for Universal priMary Education,"

DESK REVIEWS,

"Nonformal Education in Rural Ecuador."

"Elementary and Secondary Education ;Project in Afghanistan

"Sector Loans and Education Development in Colombia."

"Sector Loans and Education Development in' Brazil."



APPENDIX D.1

CROUP I

HOST COUNTRY INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY AND COMMITMENT

INTRODUCTION

The .prob'lem of the host country institutional 'capability and

commitment -needs to be, considered within the pesific areas of

structure, procedure and implementation.

The eight reports under consideration are important- ofar a

they help us have an" understanding and an appreciation of the need for

continuous and harmonious, collaboration.-b an parties concerned in-
.

A. I . D. programs.

In this summary we shall specifically deal vith the - situation

from the;oint of view of the host country and the donors, indicating

the key findings based on research, personal experiences./ of the

participants, and other 'relevant -issues. Drawing from 'these findings

we will make statement of poliCy and suggest possible

recommendations.

STRUCTURAL.

1. 'Vertical institutions (National, Regional, Local)

/ 2; Horizontal Interministerial Relations/ =

Other-Donor le-tat on-a-

4. Role of PVO and Private Sector



PROCEDURAL

1. Approval and Allocation Mechanisms (Processes)

2. IntraGovernmentaI PVO/Private Sector, Donor

3. ;Budget/Project Cyc le_

4. Project Procesi.ofindentifiCation, Implementation:,

The first aspect to look at is thstructure of institutions that

can be identified, at these levels--national -regional and local.- In

. projects in which two or more of these levels are involved, there is

often tension between them which requires resolution. The main

reasons for tensions are identified as:

a) lack of communication.
"

4)', bureaucratic jealousy,

c) actual or perceived incompetence between levels,

d) lack of coordination

e) changes in attitudes

These tensions are a normal pct of life. HoWever, the group

noted, that tile start .of a new proje often introduces anew tensions or

sharpens existing tensions. Then tensions cannot usually be

completely avoided. The issue for program development is whether. they

can be made creative.

Evidende of these tensions can be found in the case studies for-_

reasons (b) and (c) in the Radio Correspondence Project (*Kenya) and

for reason (e) in the Philippines Impact Study. The ?MEP project in

Nigeria represents a special case where the tensions were partly

between' two of the U.S. 'institutions involved and partly new tensions

1
between institutional and bureaucratic elements as Nigeria



restructured its government during the projeCt period. Similarly,

Jdrdan illustrates the difficulty of planning assistance where

ministry hid not yet developed

resulted-in periods of disagreement

its own planning capacity; This

over program priorities. Jordan

developed its own institutions and worked through several periods of-

-,turbulence in the period during which A.I.D. assistance was provided.

The Korea case appears to tepreaent a.csae o successful vertical

The above tensions are mainly vertical tensions among

hierarchical elements: Other tensions exist horizontally among

elements at any Most importantly, tensions exist-at the

ministerial level. They non-existence of meaningful interactions at

the inter-ministerial level .often leadeto a lack tf ,coordinateA

project iiplemention. The coordination required fbr of

implementation of the assistance project often forces ministerial,

elements to interact in ways which are not normally required for

operation of, their own programs.
Ir

n some cases the most = lasting

impact of the education assistance, project may be to bring about new

patterns of interaction and coordination among ministerial elements:

-Among the types of projects,which'often have this effect are nonfoimal

functional skills training project, vocational training)) ojects in

fields-such as agricillture, and advanced training projects which

include .4 manpower planning and assessment activity. Examples where

the fa lure to adequately anticipate and resolve problems oi

horizontal coordination affected project success include the Nepal
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program, .Thailand and Colombia. A common problem is the failuie to

ing ministries of finance and economic planning into the process at

an early stage of project development and planning.

tM'
addition to the tensions and coordination problems among

institutional elements of the locaLigovernment,,, teniions.'.often,,exist

between the local, government and the donOr commtin These- tensions

exist partly because of differences in perception between the donors

and the recipient government to the definition of the problem,

priorities among them problems and views of how to proceed in solving-
..

the problems.- .There are often. differences in views of how to procetd.

In many cases, ,thee government.- may change or change its ,priorities

J

during the life of project, necessitating adjustments. on both sidei

to the new situation. Afghanistan is a case in point. The .donor: may

have a predetermined favorite soltition which, attempts

proceed without full agreement or understanding in the local

government will lead to conflicts and problems in implementation.

radio correflondence course in represented a donor judgment

this approach could be developed without capital or institution-

building elements. This was incorrett and another donor had-

provide the capital inputs, without which-the project could not

. function: Ultimately the project confronted problems of recurrent

teacher salaries which could have been anticipated by better

collaboration and forward planning at the initial stages.

The group noted the need for attention to coordination among the

donors, but did not have cases on which to base recommendations for

such coordination. A particularly delicate set of tensions arise when

57
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attempt to use the assistance to leverage or bring

What they consider to be needed reforms. The group diScussed- this
. --length and reached consensus that it Was appropriate and often

necessary, for the donor to take ateps to bring about needed

coordination and to obtain decisions affecting project implementation.

e the donor exceeds this role to the point of attempting

make decisions for the local institutions or to force decisions in

predetermined directions, it is considered an unwarranted and

inappropr ate intrusion on local decision making and often ;'leads to

the increase of, tensions rather- than the cooperation needeli_r insure

effective project implementation. The A.I.D. role in accelerating the
pace of education planning in Jordan appears to have been-An example

, -
of an appropriate, though strong, role in bringing 'bout coordination

arid decision at a critical point.

There was agreement that the institutions relevint to education

inilude many in the private sector and the, role of community level

organizations. While the group stressed the importance of involving

commUnity organizations it noted the cote of Kenya in which the

accelerated development of community schools under the,Harambee

movement creatN a. problem of supplying teachers rapidly enough' and of
, , -

maintaining the recurrent costs of these schools. The need to find a

solution to the problem of large numbers of- poorly trained teachers

forced, the .Kenya government to look' for an alternative mean's of

',inservice training. The result was 'the Radio Correspondence program.

Eventually, thr failure to find & solution to the other problem, the

costs of employing these teachers at the salaries appropriate for
their upgraded status, became prohibitive and led to the collapse of
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the in.-service training scheme. This case illustrates a tension

between the objective of involving more elements-in, eduCation decion

making and the ministry's need to maintain sufficient control to

ensure effective project implementation.

kBoth A.I.D. ands the locI government haVe an interest in finding

ways to e late.,.educ st ion. effectively and channel'` assistance to the

local communities. The government has need to develop new mechanisms,

and A.I.D. may have to assist in developing these miechanisms.'

Additional, structural/procedure ) issues which the group discussed

but did, riot. fully -resolve include:

-Budget' and project cycles may be incompatible

-T tot frau* for project implementation and inspect may be

inadequate

-A.I.D. procedure for project approval and financial allocation

may be incompatible or poorly coordinated with the relevant

mechanisms in the local government

-Regardless of who initiates the project, the critical task is

insuring that as it develops itbecomes 'owned' by the local

government and institutionalized as part of the local system:

The Philippines examples appear- to have been instances in which

this was not accomplished. Korea and Kenya appearµ to

successful examples.

-Need for period ic consultation, -partrcu ler ly on .manpower and

budgeting matters, and for full local participation in project

sionitoring and 'evruation.
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APPENDIX D. 2

GROUP

SUSTAINABILITY OF 'PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS s

Suitainab i lity o

extent to which

any educational project will depend upon the

a perceived as Vbeing useful by both project

.beneficiaries and host country officials. We identified from the

impact studies and other relevant experiences the critical criteria
that determine continuance of education efforts after A.I.D.

involvemint has ,ceased: After listing the -criteria, we .analyzed e

case study. The criteria and our conclusions follow:

ISSUE 1: Whether the sustainability of a project is linked to

having committed itself, to an . adequate time horizon over the

life of the project.

An examination of A.I.D.'s project impact evaluations,reveals

that A.I.D. is involvement mat be sufficiently long term to allow for

the development of an institution-alized infrastructure and a qUalified-
,

professional cadre for continuous implementation. A.I.D.'s
involverse nt in Nepal Jordan, Paraguay and Korea gives evidence of

sufficiently long-term developtsent assistance that permitted_ the

creation or re-enforcement of key educational institutions- and ,their

staff over a period of 20-35 years.
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On the other hand,, and in all fairness, perhaps for reasons

beyond A.I.D.'s control, our involvement in education sector projects

in Thailand, Kenya, and the Philippines was not sufficiently long term

to allow for the full institutionalization of all projects in terms of

acceptability to both beneficiaries and to the governments concerned.

_Recommendation: A.I.D. carefully consider project objectives

terms, of realistic iiiplementation time frames, and,

depending upon the complexitys)f the projeCt, allow for

flexibility with. regard to the.life of the _project.

ISSUE 2: Whether economic environment is an inpoit ant element

of sustainability; whether given,,commitMent. the host country can

effectively handle reclirring costs whether, through internal:budget

support or foreign assistance.

Thailand, Korea, Nigeria, Jordan and Paraguay all enjoyed rapid

economic growth, which made it, possible- for the host countries to.
.

handle their' contributions and to meet recurrent costs. Nepal's

economy has shown modest improvement, but its capacity to meet costs

depends on external support, which has been adequate but ,may not

continue to be The Philippines project depended on.external

contributions and is struggling to survive.. In -Kenya, the shock to

the economy by the oil crisis caused retrenchment from planned .-levels

of operation.

The success of educational programs, depends on economic

possibilities for graduates, This, in turn, is affected by the amount

and 'quality of economic growth. The availability of overseas job

opportunities and the remittance-fed economy of Jordan solved a
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growing unemployment:. prbblem which in the mid-60s threatened the

ot:,an7-effective eduational system. In,'Nigeri,a-, oil

revenues permitted -the country toy handle -deuiand

education created by the project.
=-

But economic growth can create problems.

for secondary'

Jordan and Paraguay

growing economies are providing job opportunities' that competi with
1.

and .drain the educational system. In the Philippines, the

availability of outside resource's for traditional educational

apprOaches (through the World Bank) undermined incentives for the

low-cost education pilot project.

Conclusion: The economic e vironment, in any,given- country,

can 'significantly, affect whether government is 'able to

sustain, the recurrent costs of education projects.

should consider, in these cases, whether the long-terA

benefits of such projects merit external other

dpnors) financing of 'recurrent: costs beyond the normal. life,

of project.

ISSUE 3: Whether an adequate number of qualified personnl

available to sustain the project.

ark

The issue addresses the question of numbers of personnel trained
_.

both technically .and in management areas, their, pre"ence in the -system

after project is terminated, and the adequacy of the numbers and their

tress of specialty.

In all of the impact evaluations reviewed--Thailand,..-Ecuador,

Paraguay, Pakistan, Kenya, Jordan, torso, Philippines, and Nepal--the
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007

training program wax significant and introduced encidgfi trained

technicians to,ensure the su-stainability of the project after A.I.Dt

withdrawal. There were no examples of adverse effects of training

manpower or cases in which training vas,indaqu'ate or not done in

sufficient volume to colielr the needs.

Recommendation: A policy, should be established to assure that-----"/

piojects are designed to, include adequate training

components to provide an adequate nmmber of qualified

personnel.

ISSUE 4: Whether the degree to which the host country has

demonstrated a commitment to the project, by supplying essential

financial and qualified human resources, iiapacts upon the

sustainability of the project.

Host country commitment is defined here'as the timely provisi,on

of necessary project inputs. It includes contributions "in kind" (an

environment of "legitimacy with support from ,appropriate national,

regional Andlatal prestige figures and 'necessary legial tion- to

persfit the project to function; . available facilities, equipment,

supplies; and- adequate numbers 'of host country personnel -with at Yeast

minimum professional qualifications). It' alto includes direct

contributions of financial resources to supplement donor .

contributions.

Almost all of the projects reviewed in these impact evaluations
its.

seemed to contain a high level of host country commitment during the

life of the project and most are being sustained with local resources._

While political and economic4constraints may negatively affect the

continuance of projects a high level of host country commitment-will

often sustain projects.
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PO lict and Strategy-RecoMMendations: Host country costmaThment

is a necessary prerequisite to successful project implemen-

tation and austainability. policy should provide for

early involveamnt of the host country in planning,

management, 'and evaluation to help ensure adequate =provision

of host country resources during the -lire 'of the prOject and

beyond. Host country commitments should be stated as

specifically as possible in project.docueents, and regular

Monitoring of the provision of these commitmen.ts should be

an integral .aspect of project ;implementation.

ISSUE '5:, Whether the project is effectivel.y'institutional zed

(integrated) with indigenous organizations.

The evidence from/(he prolects/prOgrams studied, as well as other

examples cited, shows that successful -institutionalization of

efforts is.a positive, even necessary, contfibutor,toward

sustainability. Some projects like those Korea, Paraguay and

Nepal, fit at the outset, or soon thereafter, 'into established

institutional frameworks. Others, for example 'those in Nigeria,

Thailand and Kenya, were-able through implementation toestablish

themselves institutionally, leading to their having sustained effects.

That is not to say that institutional changes did not take place where

institutional fit was achieved.,, Indeed, in most instances significant

changes did occur, but where these reforms took hold and were_ .
sustained, they succeeded as .a result of their integration within the

institutional setting.



Conclusion: Sustainability, the evidence indicates, derives

from the.successful institutionalization (systemic internal-
.

Lion) of project /program activities The polic

implication for A.1:1). is that the theme of

institutionalizing project efforts must be a foremost

consideration from design through implemen.tatiOn, with

proper checkpoints built into the project.p ocess to measure_

successful movement toward this objective.'

ISSUE 6: Whether sufficient reward structures exist to

encourage participation of essential- personnel.

In all projects staff were paid and presumably received fringe

enefits consistent with their positions. There is no evidence that

any (staff) received special incentives for leaving secure positions

or agree ng to work in htirdship posts.

In at least one case '(Thailand, for example) project staff

received sufficient psychological rewards, to make for little job

turnover. In Nigeria because in a real sense the project 'created"

school system, many participants experienced considerable job -

mobility. In most countries, teacheri and other staff who received

professional training (Paraguay, Nepal, Eauador, Thailand,' Nepal) were

satisfied with the training and in at least one case (Nigeria)

trainees were very positive .about the, training.

Overall, of the 10 .projects reviewed, three were rated 'high" and

four were rated "adequate" in-terms of this issue. Two were rated

"N/A" (not known or not appropriate). This suggests the reward

structure is, a key issue which should receive attention. (See chart

following report.)
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The problem with incentives is 'whet hapnens'wen-the Project is

completed-or becomes institutionalized end-or Stabilized. The answer

is incentives should *treat good minatele t recognition training,

and psychological rewards rather than money.

Recommendation: A.I.D. should encourage when feasible,

make possible special incentives for selected /project

peraonnel.

ISSUE:7: Whether political stability, is*an essential element

in project sustainability.

Political stability is atways helpful in promoting Project*

sustainability. In the Philippines,-Kenya, Thailand Korea, and

Paraguay; stability contributed to a predictable decision-making

environment that 'significantly facilitated project implementation and

followup.
OF

Elsewhere, instability hampered sustainability primaril when it

brought regime to power which was unfriendly to the United States.

Thus, projects may be sustained when, instability takes the form of

coups or civil war. Nigeria s commitment to education meant that the

Northern Nigeria Education Project had' sustained effects despite a

prolonged civil war, and a new military regime in Ecuador has seen no

reason to discontinue U.S. aid. .
The policy implications of this variable are limited. Policy-.

makers will often not wish to discontinue aid in unstable or

potentially unstable countries. Indeed, there will-be strong pressure

for increases in aid in many such instances. Perhaps the principal.

implication is that expectations of aid in these circumstances should

not be over-antiCipaied or over-sotd.



ISSUE 8: Whether A.I.D.'s method of phasing out project

affects sustainability.

The data were mixed here and often.there'was not a great depth

information about this profess.

there was a readinesi to end involvement with the contractor' and t

In Jordan, Korea, Kenya and Neprrr

process 'appears to haVe been done reasonably well In each case , it

was done gradually, with counterparts assuming full responsibility.

The extent, to which the process was a product of a clearly articulated

plan is unclear. In Afghanistan, ..,Paraguay, and Ecuador, abrupt

project endings were due to sudden political interventions, and there

is no opportunity to assess the .impact Hof, a phase-out plan in any

normal senseS In Nigerian the civil war led A.I.D. to rethink its

involvement and to end the project at a time that coincided with. the

originally planned "life of project;' this should probably be added to

the list of premature endings due to political intervention. In

Thai land,- the project phased out becAs A.I.D. felt that it had done

all, it could; the host, country, however, wanted continued funding.

Here, in fact, the program has continued and grown. It wis felt that

there was no adequate description. of the Philippines project phase-out

plan, but questions were raised about the role of the MOE in funding

inputs after assistance ended.

Conclusion: When a project is allowed to come to its natural

maturity, A.I.D. should assure, as part of phasing out, that

adequate human and financial resources remain to bridge the

gap between relative financial dependency and autonomous
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sustainability. Since some contractors-may resist handing

over control and some countries may not want to, give up

A.I.D. money, it probably makes sense to include criteria

for disengagement in the original project plan as well as

take in phasing out the

Is there -a role for the_private iector?

In implementing projects, private sector firms are more

responsive and flexible than, universities and USAID's have. more

control. Followidg A.I.D. phase out, a private firm and/or contractor

may continue, to make its services available at a reduced level at

cost, given their commitment to program sustainability. The private

sector abroad represents a considerable resource that has yet to be
tapped. University expertise (research capabilities) and on-the-job

training' (once the basic 3Rs are taught) appear to be a better use of

resources than vocational school training. Educational equipment,

such as that for teacher training schools and /or ,vocational education

provide, limited opportunities for the private sector, especially when

such equipment is easily maintained and/or usable at village level,.
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.
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phasing out
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,GROUP t t

EEN .HOS COUNTRY NEEDS', REAL/TIES

NTR6litii,eflON

To,.begin with, our' .overall} purpOset in this ,repart w

e-exaiaine' boil and, a ab01,4 ecodoad. .

.and t a fact:Ors s predictors of.

people, in::: ."
ojeCt.:sucteis or liallure,

rojects fail to
respond to-these ,kinds of realities, we ruff the ul 1 li:141

-.our own prophec i..es.:in publi:c but 'fooling ourtelves'in 'private . because.,

s

our hOSt .cc.n ti t ea teal l y,,d on.':i. want what at we're.' selling.-....

achieve. this,. We_lreViewed the,, idence in t
- -eValdat ion ''repOt t oui','experienCe;, which' indicates that-;-. there.. is a

re 1 at ionehip between, itapa't' and the CbriespOndenae between project
.1 ,

activities coUntrY. sdc-iii,_feconOotc--culturai, political and.

'techonologiCal:needa,and ' matt=ers.

Considerable. evidence discuased whiCh shoWs close
1,

cortesOondenc eads to positive FipaCts.,,and that poor fit, produces no

or negative-, imp ac ts.\ The evidence is presented 'in -support of
r e.d Male n tipn s itu---ofprojec re. and

their
,
ability to achieve-project purposes.

=
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC FIT

To improve the socio-economic fit of A.I.D. projects with host

country ,needs and realities, A.I.D. should:

efforts to tie purposes of A.I.D. projects to,

It

priority economic plans and objectives of host country.

.Evidence: A.I.D. prima y teacher training project responded,

direetly to development priorities of Northern Nigeria

recurrent:

Evidence anageiserit Institute Protect, positiye era

Jordan and ;Xores-RePorta.

btain assurance' `host country financial, commitme

Pi'til and recurrent coats.

ecognize the possibility, of differing, perceptions' (betWeen

thes''.Kort country) of socio- economicd host country and within

needs and negotiate to a, shared

Evidence iberia, the host requerted eraditionsl.

inaervice teacher training. Original preference

r programmed learning such as Project IMPACT in

'the' Philippines.. The. IMPACT model, with serious

'adaptations to Liberian. needs, was adopted. In Jordan

and Nepal, national objectives regarding vocational

education were not congruent with local aspirations--

enrollments were- low. In Thai land, --the Hill tribes-

found the national literacy program irrelevant to their

opium growing industry.



Be assured

benefiCiaries:

realistic incentive systems for project

Evidence: During the Kenya Radio Correspondence Education

Rroject teachers were motivated by professional

promotion and._ salary increase they would d receive upon

successfully completing the course. The National

budget however could not support the salary increase of

several thousand teachers who participated in the
,

project.

CULTURAL FIT

The data indicate-that:

1. Cultural factors make-.a difference to the success o

;of projects.

2. These Cultural factOre are identifiable.

fai lure

-Religious fad tors (in. Afghanistan, inclusion of, Mos lem

elesients in the 'curriculum' was important);

- Language differences --(an important element in the

Afghanistan program was the use of two local.linguages; the
.

',Paraguay program succeciftilly introduced elementary

education in Guarani);

-Sex and 'age roles (Thailand Mobile Trade Training Uni,ta

notably successful in.reaching youmh and rural women);

Dif ferences_ inLpreatige- and- rank-;

-Cultural values,
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Lesions learned are*

1.- In project design, -set up °joints host country-donor

'committees for project development and imple&ntation to

ensure that 'cultural factors. are respected throughout the

life of, the project.

Evidence: In Liberia a committee retie .gned the Improved

Efficiency of Learning Project to be acceptable t

rural people. In Cameroon, -a committee ensured that

education programs -were conducted in both national

languages.

Make ,sure 'educational achievement is rewarded by recognized
.

credentials. Tie educational innovations into'the formal

education system-.

Evidence: Project IMPACT provides an example of the lack

recognition of .educational achievement. In the Kenya,

radio distance teaching project, on the other, hand,,

teachers received step increases and pay raises.

3. Make sure any *change in the role of teachers and students is

welf.understood and acceptable to teachers and the community

served

:Evidence: Students transferred out 'bf Project IMPACT because its

Innovations were 'not well accepted.

Recognize that cultural patterns can vary at national,

regional, and local levels.

Evidence: A literacy program that worked successfully in the Thai

`lowlands had poor enrollments and high dropout in hill

areas. The Thailand Mobile Training Unit program was

designed to dovetail with t aditional work,patterns of

women, rural children,*and small farmers.
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e local host countr social scientists and institutions in

project design. mPlementat ion.; and evaluation

Evidence Rural curriculum development :Cameroon was designed

and tested by local social scientista. Project - IMPACT

POLITICAL FIT

Evidence form several studies (e.g. Kenya, 'Korea. Nepal

Paraguay, Thailand., Ivory Coast).- indicates that positive impacts are

lacked this, kind of planning and evaluation: Redick

Firm Forum in Nigeria (1967) successfully used

culturally recognizable situations, local languages and

local actors to' teachs educational concepts.

Educational television, programming in Ivory Coast was

done entirely in Ivory Coast by- the evaluation unit

created with the Ministry of Primary Education and

EducatiOnal Television.

produced by projects that take political concerns into account.

Evidence from three atudies (Afghanistan, EcuadOr, Cameroon) show

negative results followed a lack itical awareness.

The evidence suggests that:

a. There are political batriera to development,

b. Education is inherently. political in nature.,,

Thus, our project strategy ,,should

that

1. Ensure that project,purposes and goals agree with national

aspirations by developing broad bases of political, slipport

in national, -regional,--and -local groups 41111d -by-involving

participants' as early as possible in flaking decisions about

the project. In Korea the curriculum ob jectives were
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validated by comparing them with\ the constitution of Korea.

In Nepal,.projeCt &oils Were taken from two national policy

documents. In .Afghanistan the -evaluation suggests that the

Faculty of Education, established at the Kabul University by

TCCU .was :d'i'sbanded because. the: project did not take into

account political interests in the Ministry:

Kabul University.

2. Establish' an information

Ed6Cation Arid

network. tOLinfOrm.participants and

other interested parties about project activitiesUSAID may

be ,the hub of a network at the beginning of a project.

an African %country\ , a relevant central government office- was /IIP

surprised to discover an interesting rural development

project two_years after it had started. In Afghanistan, the

USAID id.siibn did little to involve or inform, the government

about planning the Afghan Demographic StUdies. and the

contractor had to,: travel to. Kabul to-explain the project to

Ministry of Planning officials.'

TECHNOLOGICAL FIT

Appropriate educational 'technologies , include both 'hardware

technologies, such as radio and print, and ,!!teChnologies of

instruction," puch as instructional Systems design (Korea), programmed

teaching (Philippines Project Impact) and distance teaching (Kenya and

Korea).
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The way4Cechnological considerations are optimaMy treated

depends on theAewnes4 of the-technology in the society. If new,

period of pfeparation of intended :users is very desirable, to generate

familiO4ty with and mastery of the technology and its particular

use." li,'.inatead, it is a Mo dification in the. eduCationl use of

reeducation process is inherently ,different.,
if

4fli; rrent technologies, -the

ti

but' even smre t *lex.

.In KOrea: the five-year development, princes, using numerous

demonstration classrooms throughout the country, served to demystify

.
the new -set. ot technologies. Zaire, a sophisticat.ed technology loaa

r ap id ly introduced, and collapsed for lack of a maintenance

capability.

The effort to re-popularize radio, as a major instructional tool,

illustrates the second point. Wider adoption of the break-throughs in

instructional radio, in recent years (e.g., Nicaragua and Thailand

"radio- Honduras, and Gaib a rural health instruct i on face t

barrier of earlier pattering of ,ineffectual trivial use 9

2. In feasibility analysis, improved data must be developed on

the recurrent costs of technologcal elements, including replac'ement

and maintenance after the donor has left, and the affordability of

01
replication. In Ivory Coast's 'ETV projett,

\
the rapid introduction

into rural areas reqklired. the uie
c of high-cost- ,battery power;, -the

.

I

vresult w's an aver4,4 recurrent cost beyond

Mobile vans are parked around the world for
;

-I

porta

easy affordablility.

lack of gasoline and spare
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3.. Success in mAintaining an education& 'technology is often

dependent on how central its educational function has been designed to

be; ancillary, supPlementary functions rarely =induce effective uae and

maintenance. On the other hand the central though not' exclusive' use

of radio- and .1"grammed instruction in Ko rea ensured r use and

maintenance.

4. The introduction of new technology for -instruction requires

adequate adaptation, demonstration, and information diffusion within a

-country% to promote. its acceptance and use.: ,The'.cliffiOUlties in

sustaining local acceptance faced by Proj t Impact may be traced'race in

part to insufficient adaptation to loca

schooling. A subsequent,

values about the character of

related project in Liberia has made

fundamental adaptations based on loCal values (teachers 'are used, not

peer instrucCors the project training- will operate in existing-
, .

national institutions, the teacher .training' colleges).

5. The educational technology that is selected certainly

depends on available local infrastructure: Kenya's radio

correspondence project took' advantage of the very goodi postal` ,ari&,

radio :broadcasting capabilities in. thaNcountry.

*Technology_ will play a rapidly. increasing role' in education;,
. .

and major commitments inust, be e is.'itnsibly as possible. Nations,

therefore, need Jo obtain dependent advice on the viability of

technological 15ptions, in their own-environment, to ire- .le'ss dependent

on industrial salesmen and *technological., experience form developed
.

.

countries. In atich analyses, there must be a recognition of the

multiple criteria -appropriately used by ,developing country

decision-makers: technOlogical,' socio-economic, political, and

culturalall .ampacting on technological choice.



A.I.D. agencies have a responsibility to encourage 'such host.*

country expertise and leadership. They can also provide the

specialized *fertile needed tipsniklyze new technological options.-

Such advise

.foreign assistance projects, given the growing importance of

should be provided whether or not associated with specific

. technology. Korea illustrates both sides. KEDI is failure. with, 'a ver

new technology, the tethered balloon, can be traced to ,nadequate

analysis of its compatibility, with local climatic conditions. On

other hand, within' their areas of competence, both KEDI and the Korean

r Science and Technology ) provided capabil

Korea itself eo make reasoned educational decisiops in a wide 'ran

technological fit in an

RECOMMENDATIONS

The the existing

should' be followed more 'religiously

implementation and

inst tutions.

2. That projects not be ,funded unless there is evidence of

participation in the earliest design stages.

That funds be provided to pay for pati-on of local

nationals at appropriate stages of project development.
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APPENDIX D.4'

GROW'''. I

WORKSHOP ON REPLICABIL. AND SPREAD

The 'Question: ififiat can to replicate positive aspects of its

experience and not replicate negative

experience?

-ntrOduction:

aspects of its

distinguishing, between replicability and s read e group

defined- replicability as a too e conscious directed effort to apply

effective' approaches to new projects in other ocuntries sectors

discplines. Spread refers to extension o

'same Country or contiguous area

:Some preliminary concerns of the group:

isseaination within the

1. . Replicabi.lity requires better analysis of previ'ous

experience than is ,,usually avai lab le . Project =c mponents (e.g.

technical pacriciges, project processes, perionnel; context) should be

disaggregated and their role in achieving success or failure assessed

as part of determining the replicability of. an experience.

Most projects are replicktions of some type; i.e.2.

replicittions of U.S. approaches or styles,

(The Afghanistan program was an example of

some succ ssftiI, some not.

a fairly s raight transfer

Of U.S. exper,ience which appears less successful than programs based



on U.S. experiences 'but adaptt.41 o local cir'cumet ces. Replication

for replication s. sake is-not the point but repli_cation ait a tool for
-.

improving effectiveness and e ficiency requires- much more attention

than -it Chas received to, dirt

3. While generating lo talk and increased interest in a,

period n tight resources , rep ication',of posi=tive aspects of A_.,1 ,D.

projects and programs seems to e no one's <responsibility, n r is, it

effectively dea with in~ design, evaluation or agency information

system.

4. There was very litt le - the l2 documents; reviewed that

related directly, to repliCation-the exception being Project Impac

the Philippines. he Nicaragua math project was also mentioned

subsequent group' discussiOn.. However,, replication both these

just beginning and it is too soon, to predict hoW they will work.

here was infosmat ion in a, nather of the studies regarding

.Project ;Impact was -attempting to convince the World Bank to

them spend money on modules opposed to text books leall in

increase rea e :Thailand .program now covers the ent-"re coUntr

but recurrent costs are a proble I -Kenya -the high 'number 'o

teachers who became qualified and entitled to higher s ari s created

an unantic ipateddemand-2on- government funds -as -the iproject spread.

Requirements to Effectively Disseminate Positive Experiences

In order for A.I.D. to repliciate the poitive aspects, f

''experience and not replicate negatiVe aspects,' A.I D. needs to know
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aboUt What worked, what didn't work and why. Most A.I.D. evaluation

documents and assessments provide inadequate documentation. In

the information that may have been recorded somewhere is not

ynthelized or easily accessible. There is even less information

about why something worked than what worked. Too often the 'people

imensions of projects and programs (A.I.D. personnel, host country

impletperitors, contractors) are not explicitly .addressed even though

people may have been the driving factor behind project .success. This

could affect .it'successful or unsuccesiftil replication elsewhere.

Also, ocumentation of processes and project environment (including

physical, social cultural, institutional and economic) receive much

less .attention than the technical components. Assuming. that A.I.D..

can overcome tbis ittspk. knowledge of what worked and, why, the -next

critical
. ,

limiting fattor becomes developint improved information

dissemination communigation 'mechanisms; InfOrmation dissemination

ad hoc and informal; it is 'concentrated within-current i 'genet-al

sector specia. ies an within Regional Bureau or parts of Regional

Bureau A..I D. needs to focus much more seriously on information

dissemination within A.I.D., _between donors; among'contractors, and

among develOping country decisionmakers.

Policy Recommendations ,

I. The A.I.D. Sector Councils should have responsibility for

identifying replicable experiences an d disseminating this information.



needs to do what it'says it its doing.> Documenting

the, implementation process will require real formative evaluation.

Creating real formative evaluation will, in,many cases, require

rolling design more general, implementation plans at the Project Paper

stage, more extensive implementation plans at project start P, and

then revisions on a regular bas. These elements become even more
or

critical as longer time frames fdr projects are considered.

3. With regard to replicatiOn, conscious", serious attention

inforiation dissemination system..-must be addresed-to,the'Agency'

Information flows will have to be verticill, lateral (across sectors),

external (including other donors). S b T/DIU has made a useful start,

but more must IA done Ito get useful, tailored, relevant; down to earth

information in the hands of people' who need it. erhaps

underestimates the importance of site visits and travel, informal

interactions at meetings and focused workshops of practitioners,

including contractors and _host 'country counterparts. There is no

substitute .for direct contact}` amonuprincipals involved in program

implementation.

4. A./.D. needs to give more attention to strategies for more,

coat effective approaches (especially in basic education). Private

sector (consulting firms, PVO's and universities) approaches to

educStion andt,training should be examined.

5. A.I.D. design 'procedures should require a review of past

experience and the explicit_identification of leisons learned (what

works and What does-not).



.

Additional, ideas Suggestions ,Unresolved Isauea,'Comments

1. A.I.D. should carefully assess, pi lot project efforts so

that if successful, there will be resources (national, A.I.D.,

other donors) available for replication and spread.

2. Projects that think about possible success and replicability

At the beginning (e.g., Project Impact) of the effort stand a better

chance of being replicated.-

The -greater the succeas, the greater. the demand for spread

and generally the g eater the cost burdens to maintain programs.

Korea and Nigeria. cases where GNP rose differ from Kenya, Thailand and

Jordan which put more stress on the country td keep the prOgram

workihg.- While predicting the economic future is difficult,. early

consideration of recurrent Cott issues shOuldbe

decisions.

part of replication
, 4 "
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APPENDIX D.5

GROUP V

DE.SIGN IMPLEMENTATION; EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

p

A major objective of the workshop, as= stated in the guidelines, is

to suggest how the design and impact of A.I.D: education projects can

improved. Working GrOup Five's s topie therefore,

significance if not the top is
is of particular

of 'primary 'concern: Each component

the topic has its own set, of issues, but tt and space limitations
.

compelled he group to focus on project design, accepting the fact
that plans, for 'implementation feedback and eValuation which of

necessity are incorporat.ed;. in the project,paper): constitute an

integral. part 'of Projec-t.'desitn., Accordingly, the, group identified

project design and made any effort: to indicate

des ;with the* by s.dfawing _upon the findings of the

experience of., it:s,membera. Drawing upon

and'st rategy recotrunend at ions were formulated.abtiVe

may possess, some comparative ,advantages to
.

con t eib4 tto" 1:15sC educet:ion ,development t .there is litEte
firm evidence to support this hypothesis.,

Scope and F,Ieitib_i_rist,offs, onProjeC.st- Educ-at-ion

w should focus upon cert./4in =prioritY areas, using



criteria such as their impact upon health, agriculture,

equity, productivity, host country needs and participation,

etc.

Costs.. The potential economic impact of education

projects should be estimated. An effort should be

determine how they can be made more cost-effective.

must deal with host country fiscal constraints and recurrent

project costa.

Institution Building. With funding limitations,

should undertake long term-institution-building'projects

education only when certain criteria are met. High

in

among

these criteria are ,impact upon development priorities,

particularly infraStructure for grove( of private

enterprise..

5. Host Government -Commitment to Educational Reform.

I

prerequisite to some A.I.D. education sector projects should

require a prior host- government 'undertaking for educational

reform,

Education goals for A.I.D. projects ahould be

agreed-upon A.I.D. strategy add purposes

Some goals evident from analyiii of the studiea' are

Establishment of cost-effective education

derieds from

networks consistent -with the experience

and earlier projects,.



Improvement in the management and planning capacity o

countries to develop effective, policy and programs.

Postitive response to educational projects to the require--

of develomen '1 other sectors., -e.g. agriculture,

,populaticin, health', energy.

Strengthening of educational institutions, and resources,

e.g. libraries, translation of materials, 'laboratory

equipme t etc.

inceeased transfer of .technology and mproved leVels of

training in science and technology, management skills and

vocational educ at ion.-

Involvement the resources, ,expertise and capital of_ the

U.S. _and host country private sector.

\

7, Expanded inclusion of women among beneficiaries of

education,

examptes,.

than those P044114t*

pfoc'ees seems t,o.cal

sure:'the final ;pro

'-eeniion 4,

ffi?ient urt,iori were more successful

a. Where .innovation is involved,

sign spec'



projects appraised were initiated. Inputs could, be measured against

outputs

rate of return

n order that hosts governments and could calculate a

on the investment. Designs sometimes overlooked

recurrent costs.. In particular, thoUght should be given in ,project

design to ways in which host= governments could ,meet these costs as

assistance was phased out.

The assumption is usually-made that projects are designed within

the context of national development plans sto which they are intended

to contribute Designers might consider making 'specific-reference to

development plans' and education.aeCtor policies and programs in

partiCular. It has seemed easy tp overlook pot ntial and desirable
.

ilinkages with indigenous nstitutions already active in the particular

project. Ways in which the projecteducation field addressed by the

could serve as-,a catalyst in developing local initiative,

participation. and finIncial support would be useful to cite as

guidance for those administering the project.

A factor in project success appeared to be the identification of

very specific target groups and beneficiaries. Broader sar4tipation

f host, countryrgovernmentuaildiiiiiitutions as well as A.I.D.

contractors ands other foreign participants in the.project 2de.sign

process was considered beneficial, even though the limitations. of such

r--

involvement are rec4gnized.

Designs which were prepared, in great detail were thought t

to inflexibility in implementing the project in some instances.

-lead

Feedback mechanisms _incorporated in designs would have helped project

manager and .contractors undertake mid-course adjustments. The use of

leverage'to help institute reforms in the ,Jeducational system

was eviient in some projects and it was felt desirable if designers

gave consideration*to this issue in all education projects.



so countries, such as the Primary and Secondary School

Project conducted over a 23-year period in Afghanistan, more attention

to recruiting or providing advisors with extensive knowledge of the

socio-cultural seat=ing 'and local:languages would have been desir

and strengthened project impact. Textbooks and other educatiota

materials for projects that. transplanted American models Mere deamed

less successful than' those adapted to suit the indigenous society and

culture. Host country. and. A.I.D. barriers were thought to impede

contractor. management and implementation of projects.

Host Countries raised theAssUe of "education for What?" when it

was not clear in the project designs that there was linkage with

6

development activities in other sectors.'

There would,be value in devising meant to integrate the various

kinds of evaluations that were conducted on projects, including, for
.s.

example, annual. mission project evaluations, management reviews of-.

'contractor performance, consultant -studies, audits, etc. Mid-Course:

evaluations and management review were not used in all cases ad just

project impleMentation or modify the project design Where appropriate..

If the projeCt design had provided for use of control,groups not

associated with the program', evaluation of innovative or experimental

projectamight have. been strengthened.

Policy Implications and Recommendations

During the project design, process host country policy, funding

and structural constraints mutt be systematically analyzed. This will

permit the project to be 'designed to overcome or reduce the effect of

the constraint'. Alternatively, through other action', steps can be

planned.to ease the constraint:.



In countries where A.I.D. has limited funding and personnel,

priority should be'assigned to formulation of a long-term strategy for

development requirements. Education projects should be carefully

selected from the range of those requested by host governments in

order to assure optimum flexibility and long-term impact: For-
e
example, if a country's high priority is to raise the quality of rural

life, an increased allocation 'of- ;resources may be required which

promises'improvement in-rural education and,training-

Education project design should .provide sufficient time to

achieve stated objectives,,but retain flexibility to adjust activities

to meet the changing needs of a country. Projectsinvolving

funded for longer periods to assureinnovation should especially b

success of the final product.

Projects should be shaped to:be cost7effective, paying due

attention to the requirement fore recurring costs and planning for the

host government to finance the activity when A.I.D. support is

terminated.

Design of education prolects should ,consider their funCtion as

well as their componenets of theducation sector strategy for that.rn

country as well as their contribution in the development process.

Linkages to local institutions already in4olved in that field should

be expressly provided f or as should means through which they can be

integrated into- the educational system.

/Beneficiapies and target groups are usually identifies in project

design, but often are not involved in it Those to be,involved in

implementing the project should, if possible participaee in the

project design, e.g. contractor personnel, Peace Corps volunteers,

host country institutions.



Design of ed cation:Pi'njests should avoid great detail,

particularly with reference to task to be performed a d contractor

requirements, since this may lead to inflexibility or scattering

effort. Where approprate, consideration should be given to ways

Which project can/exert leverage f educational reforms.

/

Adjustments in implementation of-projects can-be made more

systematically if fefedback mechanisms are built into project design.

A.I.D. should ;design activities'in a way to assurethat

contractor personnel will have knowledge. of the socio-cultural

and local langUages. Caution should be exercised not to transplant

AMerican institutions, textbook models andNcurrculUm Without adapting

them to indigenous society and-ciAlture.

In formulting goals and purposes,-criteria should include

consideration of the cultural and social setting, local economy, host

country educatiovl system, and strategy, overall'A.I.Dpolicy and

strategy, sector policy'. guidance, the capabilities and-limitations of

local-Institutions, the potentiathat a project_can-overcome

constraints,

In designing and 'implementing education projects, A.I.D. should,

seek linkages with development activities in other sectors. A.I.D.

education playa more active and _central ro/e,Iff

designing the educatidnal and training' components of projects in other

sectors. This may mean that the Agency-must have available

specialists in education Who have the technical competence to provide

such advice.

Efforts should be made to correlate the findings and

) recommendations of all evaluations.
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